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Abstract

This artistic research scrutinises how sickness has been represented in art photography and examines new ways to approach, think about and create photographic art about sickness. The dissertation combines theoretical research and artworks. The theoretical part shows that while scholars have concentrated on the ethics of what kind of images of sickness or suffering ought to be shown or on the psychology of why some images of sickness bother viewers, most art photographers have concentrated on depicting personal illness experiences. The research applies anthropologist Arthur Kleinman’s definitions of sickness, illness and disease in a diagram to examine how photographic artworks approach the topic.

To understand the functions and the meanings of the different approaches, the research draws especially from Julia Kristeva’s writings on the abject. The main results of the research, artworks Leftover and White Rabbit Fever, are intertwined with the theoretical part. Leftover was exhibited at Photographic Gallery Hippolyte in Helsinki in January 2014, and White Rabbit Fever at Gallery Lapinlahti in Helsinki in September 2016. Both bodies of work have also been published as books: Leftover/Removals by Kehrer Verlag in 2014, and White Rabbit Fever by Bromide Books in 2017.
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Introduction

‘If images are like species, or (more generally) like coevolutionary life-forms on the order of viruses, then the artist or image-maker is merely a host carrying around a crowd of parasites that are merrily reproducing themselves, and occasionally manifesting themselves in those notable specimens we call “works of art”.’

This dissertation starts with one photograph and ends with two photographs. The opening photograph depicts a goitre, which was removed from a human patient before the photograph was taken in 2011. For a period of two years I photographed the most common diseases at two hospitals in Tampere, Finland. I only made photographs of the surgically removed parts in clean kidney bowls, lit with an operating room light. I photographed the removed human parts with similar aesthetics to still lifes or restaurant dishes. I took photographs of goitres, tumours, cancers, gallstones, amputated parts, atherosclerosis and ectopic tests – almost anything that happened to be cut out while I was at the hospitals. The photographs were first exhibited in two group shows, at TRI gallery in Tampere in 2012, and at The Finnish Museum of Photography in Helsinki in 2013, and the series had its first solo exhibition at Galerija Makina in Croatia in 2013.2

It is at these very first exhibitions where this dissertation begins. From the need to understand why some people found the photographs difficult to look at, becoming disturbed or uneasy while still at the same time fascinated. The need turned into a curiosity to know how art photographers portray sickness and why, and how I can make compelling art about sickness. My curiosity further grew into the dedication to research it. This is where I started in September 2013 with one big question entailing the others: How is sickness represented in art photography?

To be able to answer the how of my research question, I will first outline the presuppositions for this thesis and also place this dissertation in relation to previous research, and define what is meant by sickness in this study. Previous research and its key problems are examined in Chapter Two.

In this dissertation, I look at the world as a world for us, a world for humans. When I write about sickness I write about the human perspective on sickness. Representing sickness most often involves the human body, parts of the body or places where bodies are treated or cared for. The human body is inherently entangled in the definitions of sickness, and this research takes sickness as its starting point.

What I mean with art photography is artwork made for a gallery, museum or art book context. In this dissertation, I follow researcher and professor Janne Seppänen’s formulation of photographic theory, where it is recognised that photographic representation is ‘restless’, meaning that a photograph does not just re-present something that was outside of it but that this thing outside is also present in the photograph, which in turn offers the viewer a schizophrenic position, as the viewer does not really know which one he/she is experiencing, the thing photographed or its representation.3 This research acknowledges this dilemma.

Sickness is not a new topic for visual arts. Rembrandt painted The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp in 1632, Edvard Munch The Sick Child in 1885–1886, and medical images have inspired artists for centuries; Francis Bacon collected medical textbooks and Leonardo Da Vinci’s grotesques got their theme from medical drawings.4 However, according to Susan Sontag, representations of suffering in particular from a sickness are sparse:

‘The sufferings most often deemed worthy of representation are those understood to be products of wrath, divine or human. Suffering from natural causes, such as illness or childbirth, is scantily represented in the history of arts; that caused by accident, virtually not at all – as if there were no such thing as suffering by inadvertence or misadventure.’5

The academic Helen Thomas writes that death is the last taboo of contemporary culture, and ‘thus endeavors to hide or repress its insistent manifestations’.6 And sickness is inherently linked to mortality. In art photography sickness has intrigued artists from Henry Peach Robinson’s Fading Away (1858) to Jo Spence’s The Picture of Health? (1982–1986) and to Raphael Dallaporta’s Fragile (2010). These artworks are examined in detail in Chapter Three. The same chapter also outlines how sickness and photography have been intertwined since the invention of photography, and analyses 67 photographic artworks, mostly contemporary, in relation to definitions of sickness, disease and illness.

Despite the fair amount of photographic works, especially over the last twenty years, there is only scant research on representations of sickness in art photography. The photographic research on the field has mainly focused on historical, medical archive photographs, for example Baer (1994), Didi-Huberman (2004), and Biernoff (2010, 2012).7 The newest

2 Later the series was combined with a sister series Leftover and the two series were exhibited together at Photographic Gallery Hypopylea in Helsinki in 2014, at GalerieZEBRA in Karjaa in 2014, at the Photographic Centre Peri in Turku in 2015 and at the Oxford University in UK in 2015. In addition, the two series co-exist as a book Leftover/Removals published by Kehrer Verlag in 2014

3 J. Seppänen, Levoton voitokuvu, Vastapaino, Tampere, 2014, p. 96

4 S. Biernoff, ‘Medical archives and digital culture’, Photographies 5:2, 2012, p. 194

5 S. Sontag, Regarding the pain of others, Picador/Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York, 2003, p. 40


contribution to the theme of representing sickness is by Rebeca Pardo and Montse Morcate (2016) who researched how grief, illness and death are represented in contemporary photography. Their focus is on autobiographical grief projects and on the sharing of images of illnesses in social network sites. My research looks specifically into the ways in which sickness has been represented in art photography. Therefore, photographs that were originally produced for other purposes than art, although later shown in a museum or a gallery, for example medical photographs from the 1800s, are not in the main interest of this research.

Before it can be examined how sickness has been represented, sickness has to be defined. The challenge is that the definition of sickness has varied from one decade to the next over a period of centuries, and it is still debated and negotiated. Today, in developed countries, no one can officially die of old age. The cause of death is always a disease, or a failure of an organ caused by an accident or violence. Susan Sontag died of leukaemia, Michel Foucault died of AIDS, Georges Bataille died of cerebral arteriosclerosis, Richard Avedon died of a brain hemorrhage, Dorothy Lange died of oesophageal cancer and Ansel Adams from cardiovascular disease. Robert Capa stepped on a landmine, Roland Barthes died from injuries sustained in a car accident and Diane Arbus committed suicide. As the philosopher Havi Carel writes: ‘The experience of illness is a universal and substantial part of human existence.’ The problem is defining what this illness is.

Because of the ongoing philosophical and practical disagreements on what is or isn’t sickness, I am using anthropologist Arthur Kleinman’s definitions of sickness, illness and disease as they offer a clear structure and include both the physical and cultural worlds. For Kleinman sickness is situated under a larger framework of suffering, and sickness includes political, economic, and institutional power structures, and is also a blanket term for both disease and illness. Disease is a biological dysfunction – thus still an interpretation of the medical practitioner. Illness is the culturally constructed, lived experience of being sick or experiencing for example a family member’s illness. This categorisation of different aspects of sickness gives a fruitful starting point for dissecting the different ways of how sickness has been portrayed in art photography. The representations of illness present questions about subjective experience and the problems of representing it. Photographs of disease, on the other hand, explore the difficulty of looking, why we are disgusted or why we turn our gaze away. Representing sickness directs the attention to the otherness of the sick and to how representations affect the ways all people are treated and looked at.

Nonetheless after the how there is still a task left, and the task is to try to understand why sickness is depicted the way it is, and why photographs of sickness test our limits of looking. ‘It is too much, it is too much’, photographer Torben Eskerod repeated, when he saw a woman with worms squirming in the wounds on her scalp. Eskerod was photographing life at Vita, which is a centre for unwanted, sick and mentally ill people in Brazil. Photographs that show things that are ‘too much’ can be approached through the concepts of abject, disgust, and uncanny.

These terms are introduced in Chapter Five, which also scrutinises the disgust and fascination that arises from photographs showing sickness. The chapter leans on Julia Kristeva’s conceptualisation of abject in her book Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, published in 1980. The concept of abject can help to understand some aspects of the uncomfortable feeling people get when they encounter something that is disturbingly outside the physical or cultural order. The chapter also looks into why photographs in particular are so potent at being abject.

If looking at photographs of sickness has the power to make the viewer uneasy, is there a way to regain control over this effect? As Susan Sontag puts it: ‘Real art has the capacity to make us nervous. […] Interpretation makes art manageable, comfortable.’ In this research I plan to do both: create art and also make photographic works manageable. Chapter Four introduces my artworks Leftover (2014) and White Rabbit Fever (2016).

This dissertation is artistic research, sometimes also called practice-based research or studio-based research. Finnish artist–researcher Teemu Mäki lists four reasons for an artist to conduct research in his article Art and Research Colliding (2014). In short the reasons are: to make better art, to understand and enjoy art more, to explain art better, and to understand more about the world through art and then to change the world with art:

‘becoming aware of theories previously unknown is like extending one’s capability of hearing or seeing – the reality expands and becomes more perceivable. […] Our existence, our lifeworld, is a totality in which the physical reality and hard facts mix with our poetic or rational interpretations of them and with visions of that which could or should be.’

Thus, as Mäki writes, conducting research does not guarantee that the artist will make better art works, but it does increase the odds.
Artistic research does not only aim at making potentially good artworks, its aim is to create new knowledge.15 Though the type of the knowledge is not limited to classical knowledge: ‘artworks are not statements but phenomena to be understood. Artworks can and do provide insight into the human experience, but as possibility, not logical or scientific truth: as claims rather than certainty.’16 As artist-researches Harri Pälviranta writes, when in natural sciences the research is based on the separation and distance of the researcher and research object, in artistic research the two go hand in hand.17

At the time of this dissertation, artistic research has been conducted for over thirty years, mostly in Australia, UK, and Scandinavia, Finland being the pioneer.18 Although administratively possible since the end of 1980s in Finland, the first artistic dissertation in photography in Finland was Taneli Eskola’s dissertation in 1997. How artistic research is conducted differs by countries and by disciplines, for example in the UK, academic perspective can be seen to be emphasised, whereas in Scandinavia it’s artistic values.19 Within disciplines what differs the most is the role of artwork in the research, and this in turn depends on how art is understood within the discipline – for example as process, research, originality or criticality – and what is seen as the final artwork.20

During the two decades of active artistic research there have been nine artistic dissertations in photography in Finland: Taneli Eskola (1997), Kristoffer Albrecht (2001), Juha Suonpää (2002), Peti Anttonen (2004), Tapio Heikkilä (2007), Harri Pälviranta (2012), Marjana Kella (2014), and Pekka Luukkola (2016). Eight of these nine artistic dissertations were done at Aalto University, School of Arts, Design and Architecture, in the department of Media, which includes fine art photography. In the department, the final artworks are presented as either art exhibitions or art books, which are evaluated similarly to the written research.21

What is required from an artistic dissertation at Aalto University is that the produced artworks are in dialogue with theoretical research, meaning that artworks and theoretical research interact and influence each other. The dialogue’s outcome is the new knowledge: the new way of seeing phenomena to be understood. The dialogue’s outcome is the new way of seeing the research object and its connections to the world manifested in the artworks.22 At Aalto University each dissertation, including the one at hand, has to negotiate and explain its own relationship between the research and the artworks. For example Harri Pälviranta keeps the artist and the researcher positions separate in his dissertation, but the two roles collaborate while making separate projects.21 In Maiju Loukola’s dissertation in performing arts, she describes artistic research as a correspondence between the visual and verbal argumentation, and states the biggest challenge is to make this correspondence visible.21 In this dissertation the artworks and research illuminate each other: artworks express the ideas brought forth in the research, and the research in turn gives inspiration to the artworks.

In comparison to other sciences, artistic research is still young and developing, and the relationship of art and academia is constantly contested and negotiated.25 Consequently, the discussion about the benefits and the reason for combining research and art is ongoing, and also the artist–researcher double role has been questioned.26 Scholar James Elkins questions even the use of terms ‘research’ and ‘new knowledge’ in artistic research as the motivation to use these terms was in the first place economic.16 Elkins would replace the terms with a different vocabulary that arises from the practice of art itself instead of borrowing from other disciplines. However, according to Elkins, borrowing from and merging with other sciences is beneficial in a larger scale:

‘[S]tudio-art PhD creates the possibility for whole new kinds of interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, and other unnamed configurations, because it does not add kinds of scholarships to one another: it mingles scholarship with expressive work.’27

Thus, as Schwab and Borgdorff write in The Exposition of Artistic Research, the mingling of art and academia require ‘exposing’ to be consistent:

15 M Hannula, J Suoranta, T Vadén, Artistic research – theories, methods and practises, Academy of Fine Arts, Helsinki, Finland and University of Gothenburg, Cosmoprint, Espoo, 2005, p. 151
20 Arlander, Lähikuva, 2013, p. 22.
21 The leftover exhibition at Hippolyte Gallery was evaluated and approved as a part of this dissertation by Professor Jan Kaila and Doctor of Arts Harri Pälviranta, and the White Rabbit Fever exhibition at Gallery Lapinlahti by Professor Jan Kaila and Doctor of Arts Teemu Mäki.

22 Hannula et al., Artistic Research, 2005, p. 119.
26 H Pälviranta, Todenn tahto ja operaatio, 2012, p. 142.
Lacking established languages and disciplinary frameworks for the multiplicity of possible crossings, it seems that each and every artistic proposition needs to have the capacity to “expose” itself as research in order to create a link to academia.29

Currently there are around 280 institutions offering studio-art PhD programs.30 Elkins predicts that studio-art PhD will spread worldwide and become the required degree for teachers.31 Also global standards for art-based PhDs are developing.32 For example Hannula, Suoranta and Vadén (2005) have collected and evaluated principles for artistic research so that it is scientifically mature and reliable.

The reliability of artistic research lies, according to Hannula et al., in constant criticism and openness, self-reflectivity and self-criticality. By this they mean that the artist-researcher not only makes evident for herself and for the readers the presuppositions, interests and goals of her research but makes visible the entire process of thinking and creating, from the initial research question to the conclusions.33 Hannula et al. underline that this should be the case ‘even when it [the research] contains intuitive jumps or inexplicabilities within the artistic creative process.’34 Mäkelä and Routarinne (2006) state that it is inevitable to use language to be able to communicate the new knowledge that the artworks produce: ‘In academe, the artist-researcher cannot hide behind the robe of a mute artist.’35

Artistic research also acknowledges that the research alters and changes the research object and the world; the artist-researcher is not an outside observer of the research object, but a part of the object and also the main tool for the research.36 The aim of artistic research is not to give measurable, definite answers but to understand. To be able to understand, my research trespasses from art and photography research into anthropology, psychoanalysis, psychology, social psychology, sociology, neuroscience and biology. The end result is an amoeba, which is how the artist-researcher Outi Turpeinen sees the artistic research process: ‘everything interplays with everything and where interpretations happen in a context’.37

Within this framework of the Scandinavian tradition of artistic research, I set out to develop a version of the dialogue between research and artworks, and to extract knowledge out of the amoeba. And this amoeba as a one-cell creature replicates through binary fission, copying itself and evolving through mutations eternally, provided the living space and food (for thought).

In the next chapter I look into previous research on representations of sickness in art photography. I aim to trace what kind of questions scholars have been occupied with and what are the major discussions on the topic.

---

31 J Elkins, Artists with PhDs, 2009, p. 278.
32 The ‘Florence principles’ on the doctorate in the arts, European League of Institute of the Arts (ELIA), 2016.
33 Hannula et al., Artistic Research, 2005, p. 20, 44, 49.
34 Hannula et al., 2005, p. 160.
36 Hannula et al., Artistic research, 2005, p. 159.
Previous Research on Sickness in Art Photography
Previous research on representations of sickness in photography, and in art photography, is dispersed amidst different academic research fields and approaches. This chapter aims to outline the biggest academic contributions to the topic of representing sickness in art photographs while Chapter Three examines actual artworks. However, because of the scarcity of research concentrating solely on representations of sickness I have also included research on representations of suffering, to be able to introduce the main approaches and the main problems from a representational point of view. In addition, to give an even broader perspective of the topic, I have included three art book anthologies: *Hospice: A Photographic Inquiry* (1996), *Clinic* (2008), and *Body at Risk, Photography of Disorder, Illness and Healing* (2005). The first two art books are commissioned anthologies, while Body at Risk is a collection of ten classic documentary essays spanning from early 1900s to early 2000s.

I am aware that it cannot be presupposed that sickness always means also suffering, however the two terms are closely related in many cases. As anthropologist Paul Farmer writes: ‘Almost all of us would agree that premature and painful illness, torture and rape constitute extreme suffering’. In addition, in this research suffering is understood socially, as an outcome of political, economic, and institutional decisions instead of as a mere personal tragedy. I will first briefly introduce the previous research at large, and then tighten the perspective and scrutinise some of the key issues more in depth.

Academic critic Susan Sontag has been one of the most significant contributors to the theme. She has written extensively, although separately, on photography and on sickness, *On Photography* (1977), *Illness as Metaphor* (1978), *AIDS and Its Metaphors* (1988), and *Regarding the Pain of Others* (2003). In her books, she scrutinises the effect of seeing images of suffering but also examines the way in which some diseases have been romanticised in literature and how illness has been used as a metaphor. It was especially her critique on photographs depicting suffering that had a considerable effect on photography artists in the 1980s. Sontag strongly questioned the morality of photographing for example ‘freaks’ (by Diane Arbus), and called for responsibility of the photographer because photographs are not just objective data but also ‘items of psychological science fiction’ which modify the way people see the world. She also pointed out that socially concerned photographs cannot reveal any ‘truth’ but are used for various means depending on their context.

In the 1980s, artist and activist Jo Spence made various photography series and wrote in abundance about her own illnesses, breast cancer and leukaemia. Spence is one of the best-known photographers to make art on illness and sickness. Her political art aimed to problematise Western medicine and to question the representations of the sick body. Her works will be examined more in detail in Chapter Three.

In the mid-1990s, the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington and the National Hospice Foundation commissioned Nan Goldin, Jack Radcliffe, Sally Mann, Kathy Vargas and Jim Goldberg to make photographic essays of hospice care. The result was an exhibition and also the book *Hospice: A Photographic Inquiry*, published in 1996. Major funding for the exhibition and book came from the pharmaceutical and consumer product company Warner-Lambert. In the book, Goldberg’s photographs examine his own father’s death, Vargas’ photographs are composite images about loss and remembering, Nan Goldin’s photographs portray hospice patients in New York and Radcliffe’s in York, Pennsylvania. Sally Mann’s black and white still life photographs aim to mediate between life and death. The photography scholar Jane Livingston mentions in the introduction of the book that the commissioned exhibition and the book were ‘a high-risk experiment’, as there was no guarantee how combining hospice care and photography would work together.

Researcher Deborah Lupton examines in her book *Medicine as Culture; Illness, Disease and the Body in Western Societies* (1994) the socio-cultural dimensions of medicine, including its representations in elite and popular culture. Her book combines sociology, anthropology, history and cultural studies. Although Lupton concentrates mostly on literary representations and usage of metaphors she also touches on the visual representations of sickness. According to her: ‘[i]mages of disease remain relatively stable over centuries, influenced only slightly by shifting popular or medical views’.

Lupton also states that positive representations of doctors and scientific medicine dominate over negative ones in news and fiction alike: ‘In popular media representations, medical technology, in particular, is singled out as the apotheosis of medical magic.

In social sciences, the British scholar Alan Radley (2002) has scrutinised the role and function of portraying sickness and the sick in a society.

---

According to Radley, representations of the ill disturb the healthy, but these disturbing representations, works of illness, also show a new way to know and to look at the world instead of just generating sympathy in the viewer.46

The cultural and literary historian Sander L. Gilman has written numerous books on the medical and cultural representations of disease, and especially the diseased ‘other’. In Disease and Representation (1988) and Health and Illness, Images of Difference (1995) Gilman traces the cultural stereotypes of representing disease, in other words how specific diseases have been imagined and what kind of images have been produced for example in newspaper illustrations, medical textbooks and also in fine art.

For Gilman, the diseased is always the ‘other’, onto whom we project our own anxieties of losing our self-control and ultimately collapsing.47 One of the stereotypes Gilman traces in his historical analysis is the health/ill division, which according to him is very identical to beautiful/ugly division in Western cultures. Beautiful patients, mostly female and young, will get better and do as the doctor tells them, ugly people will die.48 This is also the stereotype than many artists with HIV and AIDS wanted deliberately to wrestle with. Gilman has looked into public health posters about HIV and AIDS and points out the deliberate aestheticisation of body, the posters show healthy, beautiful people potentially at risk, not diseased bodies or dying people.49

Carol Squiers curated an exhibition and a catalogue Body at Risk, Photography of Disorder, Illness and Healing in 2005. The exhibition and catalogue introduce works of sixteen documentary photographers, in the 1900s and early 2000s, who depicted the human body in relation to sickness and health. The book includes for example W. Eugene Smith’s Maude Callen, Nurse Midwife and Sebastião Salgado’s The End of Polio.

The book is a collection of documentary photography essays accompanied by thorough background information on each topic to give context to the photographs, Reinhardt et al. questioned a year later, in 2006, whether none of the photographs in the book are ‘benign’, as they all take part in constructing and deconstructing the institution of the clinic: science, emotions, actions and aesthetics.50

While Squiers was interested in how sick people are depicted in photographs, Reinhardt et al. questioned a year later, in 2006, whether images of suffering should be shown in the first place. They edited a book Beautiful Suffering: Photography and the Traffic of Pain, in which they problematise the mere visibility and aesthetics of the horrible images of suffering and disasters. The book concentrates on images of war, terrorism and torture.

In 2008, the French art director Rémi Fauchex curated the documentary art photography book Clinic. The book consists of commissioned works by eleven contemporary photographers whose works examine the medical world. The photographers include Christophe Bourguedieu, Stefan Ruiz, Constant Anée, and Vîle Lenkier, to name a few. Art historian Michel Poivert writes in the book’s introduction that ‘the world of hospitals, of disease and treatment, of the human body and suffering, is an ambitious gamble.’51 He writes that the representations shown in the book land in a field where institutions have their own desired message of great medical progress to tell and on the other end are those who criticise this impassionate affiliation. According to Poivert, the importance of the artistic approach on the topic comes from its ability to escape this antagonism, to have no pre-written agenda. However, anthropologist Marie-Christine Pouchelle reminds us in her essay in the same book that, despite this, none of the photographs in the book are ‘benign’, as they all take part in constructing and deconstructing the institution of the clinic: science, emotions, actions and aesthetics.52

The end of the book has a separate section titled Useful Photography #Medical, a collection of old medical photographs from ‘an era when medical machines were still mostly constructed from enamelled iron’ taken out of their original context.53 The series is collected and edited by Hans Aarsman, Claudie de Cleen, Julian Germain, Erik Kessels and Hans van der Meer.

In 2011, the academic journal Health: An Interdisciplinary Journal for the Social Study of Health, Illness and Medicine published a special issue with six articles examining the portrayal of health and illness in the arts. The focus of the issue is to look at how art intertwines with illness. In the journal, art is understood broadly and especially from the point of view of how it can communicate the illness experience or influence the ways of being ill. In the journal, sociologist Susan E. Bell describes and analyses Anne Schuleit’s two public art performances in former mental institutions.54 Bell emphasises how Schuleit’s art performances give a voice to those who normally wouldn’t have one and how they disrupt the expected representations of mental institutions. Four of the articles in the journal concentrate on visual representations.

---

In the journal the artist Deborah Padfield claims that art photographs can communicate pain better than mere language, and proposes art photographs be used to enhance communication about pain in a doctor-patient relationship. She is looking at photographs’ representational ability from a practical point of view in a clinical context.

A personal illness experience is emphasised in photographer Terry Dennet’s article that introduces Jo Spence’s auto-therapeutical strategies. These strategies include a photography-based method to cope with breast cancer. Dennet analyses Spence’s photography projects as representational strategies that can help the ill to cope with their illness. However, Spence’s photographs are more than just a personal coping strategy, they are also deliberately political and strive to question how illness and ill people are seen by the healthy and what kind of roles are offered to the ill in society.

Researchers Henriksen et al. offer a spectator’s point of view in their article, in which they study the visual aesthetics of Sara Bro’s video montage representing her breast cancer experience. The writers scrutinise the montage in relation to Roland Barthes’ writings and bring up the effectiveness of ‘disguise’ in Bro’s visuals, for example making going to the hospital to look like going to a concert. This, according to Henriksen et al., awakens curiosity and invites fascination in the viewer but also challenges the expected representations of the ill.

The researcher Mary O’Neill studies the viewer experience at its limits, at the point when images bother viewers. She examines, through specific art works, why some photographs depicting dead people disturb us. O’Neill concludes with a distinction that only those representations of the dead that make us picture or think about our own or our loved ones’ possible deaths disturb us. O’Neill is trying to understand the psychological effects of looking at images of dead bodies in an art context.

One of the most recent books on the representations of sickness is Malady and Mortality: Illness, Disease and Death in Literary and Visual Culture (2016) edited by Helen Thomas. The book is a collection of articles that examine how illness has been represented in visual and literary culture. The articles range from research on medical humanities, patient experience, poetry, and graphic design to film and photography. Three of the articles concentrate on photography.

In the book Fiona Johnstone analyses Mark Morrisroe’s AIDS related self-portraits that, according Johnstone, negotiate between an erotised, active body and a passive medical subject. Lorna Warren and Julie Ellis examine with concrete cases how family photographs of terminally ill or dead people are a part of the family’s identity building. Researchers Rebecca Pardo and Montse Morcate present an overview on how grief, illness and death are represented in contemporary photography. They note in their short article that illness and death have become increasingly present in arts. Their focus is on the autobiographical grief projects, which can also include projects on chronic and terminal illnesses. Pardo and Morcate differentiate between three ways photographers often approach the subject, the ill person: paying homage to the subject by constructing a personal narrative of the ill person, showing the photographer’s own grief and thirdly facing and negotiating the photographer’s own relationship to malady and mortality.

Pardo and Morcate conclude that artworks can help artists to personally overcome grief, and that these documentation projects often start instinctively. They add that, in addition, artworks change how sickness can be seen and experienced:

‘By focusing upon the pain and suffering of the photographer and the subject, these photographs question the taboos of the traditional family album, recording end-of-life situations within hospital environments and/or at the mercy of medical treatment.’

According to Pardo and Morcate’s analysis, the most common diseases documented are cancer, dementia and AIDS. In a separate article and ongoing project, Pardo and Morcate examine the sharing of illness and grief images on social network sites. They write that photographing illness in a family setting is becoming more acceptable.

Notwithstanding the academic research’s dispersion amidst different academic fields, the same two (moral) questions reoccur when it comes to photographs of sickness in an art context:
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Should images of suffering be shown (in an art context)?

Why is it so uncomfortable to look at them?

Mieke Bal writes for example that it is morally unfair to aesthetically enjoy someone’s suffering. She uses as an example Nicholas Nixon’s photograph of Tom Morat; in the photograph, Morat is looking at his naked and AIDS-ridden upper body from a mirror. Bal writes:

‘twenty years ago this man was dying, and I am enjoying myself at a photography exhibition. And I am the one to benefit? Something is just not right.’

Carol Squiers, on the other hand, carefully articulates in the introduction of *The Body at Risk*, which shows photography essays of mainly poor or diseased people, that it is important to see these images as they, contextualised with social and political texts, can increase the understanding of the world. She underscores that the photographers did not look at the diseased and the poor primarily as victims or as ‘figures of abjection’, and that none of the photographs were taken primarily for aesthetic reasons, although the ‘seductive qualities’ can make the images more persuasive.

In her article *Speaking to the Dead*, Mary O’Neill discusses Andres Serrano’s *Morgue* photographs, asking if they do violence to the subjects of the images or whether they give positive attention to the dead bodies. However, O’Neill’s main interest lies in the psychology of the viewing, that is, why certain types of depictions disturb.

‘I will argue that images of the dead are acceptable as long as they do not cause pain to the living, as in a video game or a fiction, or are seen as other and distant.’

Additionally, many researchers seem to have difficulty in defining the role of photography: what is a photograph, a representation of something or an object in itself, science or art, or all of them at once? According to Sontag this problem is the source of the moral debates:

‘The dual powers of photography – to generate documents and to create works of visual art – have produced some remarkable exaggerations about what photography ought to or ought not to do.’

Next I will look more in detail into the two questions presented.

2.1. Ethical and aesthetic problems

Should the images of suffering be shown (in an art context)? Susan Sontag’s answer to the question could be paraphrased as ‘no, but sometimes yes’. According to Sontag the constant flow of images of suffering and war has a numbing effect, and the photographs of suffering causes passivity in people instead of encouraging social action. Sontag states that only photographs which shock can potentially assign blame and alter conduct. But, the horrifying images are often only effective once. Sontag writes in *On Photography* that when she saw the images of the concentration camps of Bergen-Belsen and Dachau for the first time, something broke:

‘Some limit had been reached, and not only that of horror; I felt irrevocably grieved, wounded, but part of my feelings started to tighten; something went dead; something is still crying.’

Sontag continues that after one has seen such images once, and then more and more of them, one becomes anesthetised.

However, this numbing caused by the repetitive viewing of traumatic images can also be used as a visual method to purposefully make images less effective and to integrate them into everyday life. Andy Warhol, whose *White Burning Car III* repeats a photograph of a crashed and burning car, said in an interview in the 1960s that gruesome photographs lose their effect when they are repeated over and over again. In general, it seems to be easier for researchers to agree on what repetition does to images, than to say how photographs of suffering ought to be shown.

---

For Sontag, photographs of suffering give mixed signals: ‘Stop this it urges. But it also exclaims, “What a spectacle!”’ 74 So while simply showing a photograph of suffering can be morally problematic, it is even more problematic when the photograph is aesthetically (too) pleasing and hung at an art gallery. Mark Reinhardt, a professor of political science, asks: ‘Can photography say anything else except “What a beautiful world”?’ 70 For him, the very problem with aesthetising suffering is making it agreeable to the viewer. He writes that perhaps when people see suffering in a mesmerisingly beautiful image they really don’t want the scene to change. 73 Reinhardt juxtaposes photography and fine art.

For Reinhardt photographs of suffering fail ethically and politically when the response they invite from the viewer is less than mere acknowledgement. 73 One example of this debate is Diane Arbus’ photographs of giants, dwarfs, and mentally challenged people. It is still debated if her intentions were acceptable or not. According to Michael Fried:

‘The charge, briefly put, has been that Arbus typically exploited her sitters by using photography to reveal aspects of the latter’s appearance that they could not have imagined would make the impression on others that those aspects inevitably do.’ 72

The British art historian Jonathan Friday constructs the same type of value structure in his writing as Reinhardt. Friday states that documentary photography ‘is rightly thought of as an art when it manages to aesthetically transform the human evils it depicts into valuable meaning.’ 74 For him, the very problem with aesthetising suffering is making it agreeable to the viewer. He writes that perhaps when people see suffering in a mesmerisingly beautiful image they really don’t want the scene to change. 73

One example of this debate is Diana Arbus’ photographs of giants, dwarfs, and mentally challenged people. It is still debated if her intentions were acceptable or not. According to Michael Fried:

‘The charge, briefly put, has been that Arbus typically exploited her sitters by using photography to reveal aspects of the latter’s appearance that they could not have imagined would make the impression on others that those aspects inevitably do.’ 72

The British art historian Jonathan Friday constructs the same type of value structure in his writing as Reinhardt. Friday states that documentary photography ‘is rightly thought of as an art when it manages to aesthetically transform the human evils it depicts into valuable meaning.’ 74 For him, the very problem with aesthetising suffering is making it agreeable to the viewer. He writes that perhaps when people see suffering in a mesmerisingly beautiful image they really don’t want the scene to change. 73

One example of this debate is Diana Arbus’ photographs of giants, dwarfs, and mentally challenged people. It is still debated if her intentions were acceptable or not. According to Michael Fried:

‘The charge, briefly put, has been that Arbus typically exploited her sitters by using photography to reveal aspects of the latter’s appearance that they could not have imagined would make the impression on others that those aspects inevitably do.’ 72

The art historian James Elkins brings up in his book What Photography Is (2011) a discussion originally described by curator Julian Stallabrasi, which led to the exclusion of photojournalist Simon Norfolk’s photograph of a bloodied baby from a museum exhibition. According to Elkins, the curator and the artist were worried that the large scale would state that the image is fine art.

‘The problem was that if the disturbing photograph were enlarged, that would imply it was art, and art itself might appear as an irresponsible posture, riding on atrocity; and it might even have seemed that Norfolk’s photo needed to be enlarged to qualify as art.’ 76

The authors of Beautiful Suffering struggle with the same problem; Mieke Bal states in the book that the only un-condemnable way to show suffering as art is to make political art. She is concerned with the moral unfairness of aesthetically enjoying someone’s suffering. 76 Reinhardt et al. note that no matter how critical the photos are of the suffering, the images still repeat the actual suffering depicted in them. 77 For James Elkins the problem is even more fundamental and he sees no possible resolution:

‘This discussion of aesthetics and politics is endless, because there is not yet any way to stand back and judge the difference; there is no third term, no third position, no sensible combination.’ 78

This ‘yet’ can also just mean that more research is needed. The authors of Beautiful Suffering offer time (inviting time for contemplation) as a solution to their moral dilemmas of showing photographs of harrowing events in their curated exhibition:

‘How can photographers, curators and editors slow down habits of consumption and encourage viewers to think more carefully about what they see and, by extension, what they cannot see? This exhibition is one effort to do that.’ 79

Still, inviting viewers to linger and ponder with images of suffering does not necessarily change people’s behaviour or thoughts. This question of why seeing extreme suffering in photographs only seldom leads to action can be approached from a different point of view, outside of photography research. Professor of psychology and neuroscientist Joshua Greene scrutinises in his book Moral Tribes; Emotion, Reason, and the Gap Between Us and Them the reluctance of people to help unknown others in far away places, and also why global problems in general are so difficult for humanity. Greene’s main argument is that people are evolutionarily cooperative, but mainly within their own tribes and immediate surroundings, as people have had to fight off other tribes.

Greene uses as an example that if we see a child drowning in a pond while we are strolling through a park, even if it would ruin our five hundred dollar suit, of course we will try to save the child. However, even if we would know for sure that with the same five hundred dollars we could save a child drowning somewhere else, it is not ‘of course’ anymore. 80 Our gut reactions, ‘emotional automatic settings’, make us fair and just within our environment, but un-reasonable within a more global environment
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own communities. For global problems what is needed is a moral thinking that overrides the emotional automatic settings, which have evolved to put ‘us’ before ‘them’ instead of thinking of all humanity.\(^8\) What is needed is metamorality, by which Greene means:

>a global moral philosophy that can adjudicate among competing tribal moralities, just as a tribe’s moralities adjudicate among the competing interests of its members.\(^2\)

This is a moral challenge also for photography. Greene points to studies that look to measure how much sympathy people feel, and how willing they are to help, if a person is identified or not. It turns out that people are willing to donate more money to one identified child versus eight unidentified children in need of the same medical help.\(^8\) What Sontag, are willing to donate more money to one identified child versus eight they are to help, if a person is identified or not. It turns out that people that look to measure how much sympathy people feel, and how willing how photography can help in doing this is a complex question.

For Susan Sontag, the one image that can really say ‘stop this’, is a completely staged art photograph depicting war. In her book Regarding the Pain of Others, Sontag is looking for an antidote to beautiful images of war and terror and finds one. It is Jeff Wall’s Dead Troops Talk (A Vision After an Ambush of a Red Army Patrol near Mazar, Afghanistan, Winter 1986) made in 1992. In the large, four-metre wide, completely staged photograph, the dead soldiers are alive and talking to one another. No one is acknowledging the camera, and for Sontag this is the crux of the photograph: the soldiers have no reason to want to look at the camera, because:

“We don’t get it. We truly can’t imagine what it was like. We can’t imagine how dreadful, how terrifying war is; and how normal it becomes. Can’t understand, can’t imagine.”\(^8\)

This lack of empathy, the inability to imagine, is also a problem when it comes to representations of sickness, especially long-term illnesses. The philosopher Havi Carel underscores that studies show that the third-person view of illness overestimates the impact of being ill to one’s general well-being and happiness\(^6\). She gives, as one example, a study made in 1997, where healthy interviewees had marked 83 states of illness as ‘worse than death’.

“However, people who live with these conditions report only slightly diminished level of well-being as their healthy counterparts and most prefer to go on living with the condition judged by the outsider as ‘worse than death’.”\(^9\)

Despite or perhaps because of this inability to imagine, several art photographers have made works about their own illnesses trying to convey what it is like.

In conflict photography, art photographers have in general avoided the locus of the action and have instead concentrated on what has been left behind as the photography historian Charlotte Cotton writes:

“Contemporary art photographers have, in the main, taken an anti-reportage stance: slowing down image making, remaining out of the hub of action, and arriving after the decisive moment. The use of medium and large format cameras (as opposed to 35 mm format) not normally seen at the sites of war and human disaster – not, at least since the mid-nineteenth century – has become a sign that a new breed of photographers is framing the social world in a measured and contemplative manner.”\(^2\)

An example of the approach Cotton describes is the French artist Luc Delahaye’s ongoing History series. The large panoramic images are almost two-and-a-half metres wide. One of them, Kabul Road (2001) shows a large group of men and boys posing for the camera on an empty road with dead bodies in the middle of the photograph. According to Cotton:

“They make for shocking images, in part because his subjects […] are so composed. The shock is also in the aesthetically seductive qualities of the prints.”\(^9\)

The photograph is beautiful and shows suffering, but it also shows that its beautifulness is deliberately constructed. In other words, Delahaye’s photograph leaves visible the fact that it is a construction of something instead of showing the beauty of the world as it is.

If contemporary art photographers have concentrated on the aftermath of conflicts and gone where the action has already stopped to make meaningful art, photographers portraying sickness, and especially illness, have found another way around the moral dilemma, and turned the cameras to their immediate family. As historian Charlotte Cotton writes, these intimate photography series are ‘rarely judged an outright failure because that would suggest a moral criticism of the photographer’s life, as well as of their motivations.’\(^9\)

Alan Radley and Susan E. Bell write that representations of illness are in the first place ideological, whether they are considered art or not. For them the main question is: ‘Who makes art about illness and for whom?’\(^9\) The
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researcher Anni Skilton states in the *Journal of Visual Communication of Medicine* that old medical photographs of patients should not be shown, especially in a commercial context:

‘It is of vital importance that they (and other images like them) are not used as material for entertainment purposes, or indeed for any purpose, which might affect the dignity of the subjects of these photographs.’

Art historian W.J.T. Mitchell argues that the question of whether or not to show offensive or difficult images is more about context than content: ‘about where and when and to whom an image is displayed.’

If showing photographs of someone else’s suffering is morally questionable, showing one’s own suffering or family members’ suffering is acceptable, especially in the form of art therapy. Photographs of sick people are also acceptable when the photographs are used for example to enhance the doctor–patient relationship, with the artist serving as an intermediary, as in Deborah Padfield’s research, or when photographs are used as photo-elicitation for example with brain injury patients as in Laura Lorenz’s research.

Another perspective on what representations of sickness do, is offered by anthropologists Arthur and Joan Kleinman. According to them representations of sickness define the very experience of sickness. Although the two authors concentrate mainly on media images in their article *The Dismay of Images*, they do offer viewpoints that add to the discussion at hand. The Kleinmans criticise images of suffering as global infotainment, as a commodity that is part of the political economy, because through this global market ‘experience is being remade, thinned out, and distorted.’

In other words, the Kleinmans underscore the fact that the representations of sickness and suffering do not just show the world but also create the world and the ways of being in the world. Arthur Kleinman, together with Veena Das and Margaret Locke (1997), make a demand for responsibility of representation:

‘What we represent and how we represent it prefigure what we will, or will not, do to intervene. What is not pictured is not real. Much of routinized misery is invisible, much that is made visible is not ordinary or routine. The very act of picturing distorts social experience in the popular media and in the profession under the impress of ideology and political economy. So entailed, even personal “witnessing” is compromised.’

For Arthur Kleinman there are cultural constructions defining the ‘right’ way of being ill and the ‘wrong’ way. Sociologist Deborah Lupton writes that in Western societies good patients are expected to be optimistic, strong, happy and die brave; ‘cowardice, giving in, fear and “denial” are not considered socially acceptable ways of dealing with disease.’

Representations of ill people negotiate and modify this distinction of right and wrong ways of being ill and being a patient. This is also the area that British artist Jo Spence wanted to infiltrate with her work *The Picture of Health?*, in which she questions and criticises the representations of a patient as a passive object.

Sander L. Gilman has traced the way patients and the diseased are understood and represented as basic stereotypes:

‘It is this fantasy of wholeness, which lies at the root of all of the bipolar images of difference (health vs. disease, good vs. bad, white vs. black) which comprise our construction of all stereotypes, including those of health and disease.’

Again, it is good to be reminded that images themselves don’t do anything, people do. Susan Sontag writes that the meaning of the photograph ‘will have its own career blown by the whims and loyalties of the diverse communities that have use for it.’ Photographs are used by different groups of people for different motives and political purposes.

One example is the case of Therese Frare’s photograph of David Kirby, shown as he was a patient dying of AIDS. The photograph caused an outrage when it was commercialised. In the photograph, Kirby, surrounded by his family, lies dying from AIDS in a hospital bed in 1990. The photograph was published in *LIFE* and also won the World Press Photo award. Two years after the photograph was taken, the Italian clothing company Benetton used a colour version of the photograph in an AIDS campaign, which aroused widespread outrage. A high-profile AIDS charity
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wanted to ban the ad, because they found it offensive and unethical. Elle, Vogue and Marie Claire refused to run the ad, and for example, London’s Sunday Times condemned the use of the photo. The cultural critic Henry A. Giroux sees Benetton’s campaign as exploitation:

‘Benetton did more than conjoin the worlds of beauty and suffering; it also pushed a mode of commercial advertising in which the subjects of often horrendous misfortunes and acts of suffering disappeared into the all-embracing world of logos and brand names.’

However, Kirby’s parents were not upset in any way. They later said in an interview: ‘David is speaking much louder now that he’s dead, than he did when he was alive.’ According to Time Magazine journalist Ben Cosgrove:

‘Frare’s photograph went a long way toward dispelling some of the fear and, at times, willful ignorance that had accompanied any mention of the disease.’

To sum up the different approaches and moral claims about exhibiting or not exhibiting photographs of suffering and sickness in an art context, I have drafted it as follows:

1. Authentic suffering: art photographs representing actually sick or tortured people

Showing these images in an art context is morally controversial. It is ok to show the photograph, if the photograph says ‘Stop this!’ or ‘Never again!’; in other words raises critical awareness aimed to change the current situation. Nevertheless, if the photographs are just visually appealing spectacles and do not invite critical reflection, it is troublesome to show the images. The difficult part is defining what the images say. Also, there is at least one extenuating circumstance: that the photographer is the sufferer or a close relative of the sufferer.

2. Constructed suffering: photographs representing staged scenes or events of suffering

These images are not only okay to show in an art context but also praised, for example by Sontag, as powerful anti-war images. The crucial point of this category is that the viewer knows whether the scene is real or not. This applies to the very first art photograph of sickness, Fading Away by Henry Peach Robinson. The completely staged composite image depicts a young woman dying of tuberculosis. According to Robinson himself, the photograph would have been too horrible to look at if it were real. That is also what some of his contemporaries thought too, as they believed the photograph to be a depiction of real events.

Luc Delahaye’s History series lands in between the two categories. The people and their suffering are real, but the scene is constructed. And it is the construction that leads Charlotte Cotton to admire the image.

Mark Reinhardt states in the book Beautiful Suffering that even photos which are critical of suffering cannot help but to show the actual suffering. Reinhardt doubts if one can ever criticise using the same type of images one wants to criticise. In other words, no matter how one would show critical images of suffering, there is still suffering in them. Reinhardt however operates on a reality level, taking for granted that the suffering is real. Constructed images of suffering can indeed criticise how the real suffering is depicted and still use the same visual language.

This categorisation above is a very general one and mainly applies to art photographs depicting people. Different criteria could apply to machines, scenes and objects that are related to suffering.

2.2. Disturbing images

Another question that derives from the previous research on representations of sickness is: Why is it so uncomfortable to look at photographs of sickness and suffering?

The next part of the chapter looks into why people sometimes feel disgusted (and fascinated) when looking at art photographs depicting diseases.

The majority of researchers who have written about the portrayal of sickness or harrowing images seem to agree that looking at photographs of sickness, death, dismembered body parts or diseases is disturbing.
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Social scientist Alan Radley states that the images of suffering and surgical disfigurement make the viewer look away from the image because of ‘formless fears and anxiety that the image opens up’.106

Researcher Mary O’Neill goes further than Radley in her research, claiming that some images of the dead bother people because the viewers actually feel their own and their loved one’s mortality. In her article Speaking to the Dead, she backs up the claim with psychological and neuro-scientific research. She refers to Keysers et al., who found that seeing a tarantula move on a person’s chest activates the same brain circuit as actually being touched by a spider.107 In other words, when we see someone being touched, we might instantly feel a similar kind of touch ourselves without having to first think about how it might feel. O’Neill concludes that what makes photographs of dead people problematic is not the images themselves or the actual dead in them, but the emotions and feelings of our own coming death that the images evoke.108 Art historian Suzannah Biernoff comes to a similar conclusion as O’Neill and Radley in her article Medical Archives and Digital Culture. She writes that ‘photographs of suffering somehow contain or embody their subjects, and that they therefore carry a burden of care’.109

For cultural and literary historian Sander L. Gilman, representations of the diseased are never benign:

‘Thus an inherent tension exists between the world of art representing disorder, disease, and madness and the source of our anxiety about self-control. This tension provides the ambiguity inherent in the creation and reception of images of disease.’110

He notes that how we see the sick and the patient are socially coded. Gilman continues: ‘How we see the diseased, the mad, the polluting is a reflex of our own sense of control and the limits inherent in that sense of control.’111

However, the difficulty of looking at harrowing photographs is deeply entwined with a fascination to look at them. Psychoanalyst Julia Kristeva reminds us that people have always been eager to see gruesome sights:

‘Not to mention those countless anonymous voyeurs, across the ages, who have been fascinated by victims of the guillotine, the electric chair, fatal chemical injections, televised criminal trials, those put to death in film clip. […] The technology changes; voyeurism itself never ceases to paint, sculpt, photograph.’112

Likewise, Susan Sontag reminds us that repulsive images also allure: ‘Everyone knows that what slows down highway traffic going past a horrendous car crash is not only curiosity’.113 In On Photography, Sontag explains the interest in horrible photographs by the fact that they happen to someone else, somewhere else, and the viewer herself or himself is exempt from the horrible. According to Sontag, western society has brushed away misery, pain and death, and this in turn creates a curiosity for them, which in turn can be satisfied by taking photographs.114 Sontag acknowledges that already Plato was aware of the attraction to the horrible, and offers that looking at horrible photographs can also serve a need: ‘To steel oneself against weakness. To make oneself more numb. To acknowledge the existence of the incorrigible.’115

It can also be a way to learn. Israeli scholar and teacher Ya’ara Gil-Glazer showed disturbing photographs of violence, suffering and extreme sexuality to 14 pedagogy students and interviewed them about their reactions to the images. The images included among others Nick Ut’s Children fleeing an American napalm strike in 1972. Gil-Glazer writes that the students’ reactions:

‘indicate a complex yet clear attitude of rejection-attraction. In other words, such photographs are perceived as threatening and intriguing at the same time […]’116

Gil-Glazer notes that photographs depicting difficult subject matters are essential to education because they trigger critical discussion on society as a whole, and that this kind of photography may, instead of just arousing objection and denial, lead to critical, educational thoughts.117 In other words, the students learn to encounter their own feelings, examine the photographic rhetoric and read photographs in a critical manner.
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This combination of disgust and fascination with looking at photographs of sickness will be addressed more in detail in Chapter Five where I scrutinise photographic works in relation to the concept of abject. The same chapter introduces the theoretical formations of which I am taking advantage in the quest to understand how sickness has been represented in art photography.

Next, in Chapter Three, I look at the definitions of sickness and trace how sickness and art photography have historically intertwined, and what kind of works have been done on the topic.

3.

Sickness and Art Photography
The first part of this chapter looks into definitions of sickness in the context of this research and the second examines how photography and sickness have intertwined since photography’s invention. The third part examines Henry Peach Robinson’s *Fading Away*, Jo Spence’s various works and Raphael Dallaporta’s *Fragile*. The chapter ends with a diagram that maps 67 art photography works in relation to Arthur Kleinman’s definitions of sickness, illness and disease.

3.1. Defining sickness

The dictionary definitions of sickness describe it as an illness. In the Merriam-Webster dictionary sickness is defined as ‘ill health, illness or a disordered, weakened, or unsound condition’, and in Oxford dictionary sickness is ‘the state of being ill’. The same dictionaries describe illness as ‘sickness or an unhealthy condition of body or mind’ or as ‘a disease or a period of sickness affecting the body or mind’. Disease in turn has a naturalistic definition in both dictionaries: ‘a condition of the living animal or plant body or of one of its parts that impairs normal functioning and is typically manifested by distinguishing signs and symptoms’.118

The medical historian Henry E. Sigerist writes that disease as a phenomenon is as old as life itself: ‘Because disease is nothing else but life, life under changed circumstances as Virchow defined it.’119 On a very basic level, sickness is defined in relation to life and death, and life and death have various definitions. The Merriam-Webster defines life as: ‘The period of time when a person is alive. / The experience of being alive.’120 The problem is that scientists and philosophers do not agree on the definitions of life and death in principle, not even when it is about human life or death. According to the philosopher Eugene Thacker, the question of life defines our era:

“If the question of Being was the central issue for antiquity (resurrected in the twentieth century by Heidegger), and if the question of God, as alive or dead, was the central issue for modernity (Kierkegaard, Marx, Nietzsche), then perhaps the question of ‘life’ is the question that has come to define our contemporary era [...]”121

Biologists have not yet decided if viruses are alive or not — whether or not it is sufficient that they have their own genetic material, even though they are dependent upon another organism to replicate. Looking more broadly, humans also need other organisms (as food) to grow and replicate. A post-humanist perspective, introduced by Cary Wolfe, would be to look at humans as just one life form among many.122 Thacker argues though that if life is defined as an experience of living ‘this also means that life becomes a human centric concern. Life in this sense really means life-for-me, or life-for-us.’123 My research likewise takes a human point of view, because sickness is usually seen as a concern only when it appears in humans.

When animals or plants get sick, it is often seen (by humans) as the normal course of nature.

Similarly, just as the definitions of life are hazy, so are those of death. How to define human death is a scientific and philosophical question, and the answer depends on what constitutes a human: the whole organism or just the brain. How many organs or brain functions must stop working before a human is dead and at what point do we know that something is irreversibly lost? According to the now-prominent whole-brain approach, a person dies when the entire brain, including the brainstem, is irreversibly lost, whereas the higher-brain approach draws the line at the moment when the ‘capacity for consciousness’ is irreversibly lost, and third approach states that when the cardiopulmonary function is irreversibly lost a person is dead.124

All these approaches have their own problems: is a person in a vegetative state alive or is a late stage Alzheimer’s patient conscious? This is not only a philosophical debate regarding what constitutes a human, but a medical, political and economic question: when can organs be harvested and when can someone be taken off life support?125 For example Finland was among the first countries in the world, in 1971, to accept brain death as a legal definition of death, which in turn allowed the heart to be harvested for transplant surgery.126 By contrast, in Japan, when a patient has been clinically proven brain-dead, relatives are empowered to make the final decision as to whether this counts as death.127 The case of death is even more complicated when it comes to organ transplantation, where the

existence of a "living cadaver" [...] created by an accident and sustained by medical technology" is possible.128

Definitions of sickness, and disease and illness, have varied over the decades and centuries, and they are still debated and negotiated. Despite the fact that the concept of disease has changed, the medical historian Henry E. Sigerist points out that there has always been a trend to remove the cause of the disease, whether the cause has been

'a possession by an evil spirit, punishment for sin by the benevolent deity, a disturbance in the balance of hypothetical humors, or atoms, or in the balance of physical and chemical forces.'123

In ancient Greece, Hippocrates proposed that a healthy human body has a balance of four bodily fluids, or humors: black bile, yellow bile, phlegm and blood. An imbalance of these liquids would cause disease.

In the 1600s, diseases were generally seen as God's punishment.130 In the 1700s, patients were seen as scientific riddles to be solved in the West. 131 In the 1800s, according to Foucault, French anatomist Marie François Xavier Bichat introduced death into the concept of disease: "It is not because he falls ill that man dies; fundamentally, it is because he may die that man may fall ill."132

In the same tone Bichat defined life as 'the ensemble of functions which resist death.'133 Foucault describes this life/disease/death relationship in the same tone. Bichat defined life as 'the ensemble of functions which resist death.'133 Foucault describes this life/disease/death relationship as "Death is disease made possible in life."134 In his book, History of Madness, published in the 1960s, Foucault defined sickness as a cultural, legal, political, historical and medical construct, specific to each historical era.

Most commonly, sickness has been seen as something that opposes health. World Health Organization defined health in 1948 as 'a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing not merely the absence of disease or infirmity'.129 WHO has not since revised this definition.

Sociologists, on the other hand, have been active in reconstructing and analysing health, and in mapping the relation of health and sickness. The sociologist Jürgen Pelikan makes his definition as such that:

'the amount of total health of a living system is its amount of positive health minus its amount of illness [...] So, logically, it would be more correct to speak of illness "of" or "within" health, than of illness "and" health. (Metaphorically, we could understand the relationship of the two as one of host and parasite.)'135

In the philosophy of medicine, defining 'health' and 'disease' is still unsettled.137 Next, I will briefly introduce the latest philosophical views on the definitions of disease and then move to the anthropological definitions, which give this research its main structure.

In philosophical discussions, naturalist and constructivist views on disease are frequently presented. A third point of view is offered by phenomenologists, who emphasise the experience of being healthy or ill. A naturalist scholar takes as a fact that there is a standard functioning human body and that a disease is an abnormal process that is unbefitting for a human body, whereas a constructivist looks at cultural values and practices first, and then looks for a biological process to blame for it.138 In other words:

'for naturalists, diseases are objectively malfunctioning biological processes that cause harms. For a constructivist, diseases are harms that we blame on some biological process because it causes the harm, not because it is objectively dysfunctional.'139

Constructivists often use examples like alcoholism and obesity. Researchers have linked obesity to high blood pressure and a shorter life expectancy. However, according to the constructivist view, the reason why scientists looked for these links to begin with, was an existing cultural belief that fat people are something morally and aesthetically disgusting, and therefore finding a medical justification would excuse this discrimination.140 There are many constructivists examples: in the 1800s
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American slaves ran away due to a disease called drapetomania, and until the 1970s many psychiatrists thought that homosexuality was a mental illness.144 Historian Sander L. Gilman, who has written extensively about the history of medicine, traced how for example syphilis has been culturally represented: ‘The dichotomy between the beautiful and the ugly seem to be inherent in all of the cultural constructs of health and disease in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries’.145

Despite the multitude of constructivist examples, the naturalist view dominates contemporary medicine.146 According to this view, functional processes and standards for an average human being exist on their own, regardless of what people think of them. For naturalists, there is a statistical normality, a species design of how an ideal physical human operates.147 However, statistical reasoning in defining a disease has its problems when it is about aging for example; dental caries and atherosclerosis are statistical norms when it comes to the elderly, but they are still considered diseases.148 Taken to the most extreme, dying is considered a biological dysfunction although a statistic given. Dominic Murphy, a philosopher of the cognitive and biological sciences, criticises the certainty in the naturalist theory:

‘[i]n the life sciences, some biological system can fail to behave as a theory predicts without impugning the prediction: we can say that the system is malfunctioning. This contrasts with other sciences, in which, if a system fails to behave as predicted, the fault lies with the science, not the system.’149

Another criticism against the naturalist theory comes from phenomenology. The philosopher Havi Carel writes that the naturalistic view cannot in principle capture illness, because it only sees people as biological units and reduces patients’ bodies to mere objects. Carel, following Merleau-Ponty, makes the distinction between the biological body and the lived body. She writes that the phenomenological view on sickness also takes into account ‘the ill person’s relationship to her social and physical world.’150 Carel stresses that people are inseparable mental-bodily units; our consciousness is not separate from our body and that is why nothing is ever only biological.151

The phenomenological approach to sickness emphasises being in the world, the experience of being ill. Carel states: ‘On this view, the experience of any particular individual will be influenced by, and in constant dialog with others’ experiences’.152 She notes that, for medical services, the effects an illness has on the patient’s life are largely ignored, as the aim is to cure the material disease.153 However, according to Murphy, the phenomenological perspective in turn seems to be largely ignored in contemporary medicine, but applied in disability studies.154

One of the most influential writers in the analytic philosophy of medicine, Christopher Boorse, differentiates between disease and illness in his article Health as a Theoretical Concept (1977). For him disease is a deviation of the species-typical design and illness is the judgment that this disease is unwanted or harmful. For example, colour-blindness is a deviation from the normal colour sight and considered a disease, but colour-blind people do not consider themselves ill.155 Boorse’s views are largely used especially in medicine but also debated.156 For example, Havi Carel criticises Boorse’s view because it splits human experience into two instead of understanding people as one unified entity.157

For anthropologists and sociologists, the naturalistic and constructivist definitions introduced above were too abstract, and a desire to look at health and illness in a cultural and social context peaked in anthropology in the mid-1980s.158 A few years after Boorse’s article, in the early 1980s, the anthropologist Arthur Kleinman started developing a version of the disease/illness differentiation, later also adding one more distinction: sickness. Kleinman revised his own definitions of illness and disease in 1983 to follow the ones developed by his fellow anthropologist Robert Hahn, who had criticised Kleinman and others for taking the biomedical view on disease as an ontological truth.159 Kleinman clarified his standpoint:

“When we fall sick we (including physicians themselves) first experience illness. This is the culturally constituted, socially learned response to symptoms that includes the way we perceive, think about, express, and cope with sickness. Illness is embedded in everyday idioms
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and life ways that are more or less understandable to members of the same culture and life world. When the sick person first visits a practitioner, the two initially communicate in terms of culturally shared illness idioms. But soon thereafter the practitioner begins to further construct the sickness in the technical terms of his theoretical system, be it biomedicine, psychoanalysis, chiropractic, or traditional Chinese medicine, for example. This technical reconstruction constitutes disease.\textsuperscript{157}

Hahn had also placed illness, disease and disorder under a larger umbrella of suffering, which Kleinman also adopted. I will first introduce Kleinman and his views on suffering and biomedicine, and then move to his definitions of sickness, illness and disease.

Arthur Kleinman (b. 1941) is a psychiatrist and anthropologist, who is best known for his books in the field of medical anthropology: Patients and healers in the context of culture (1980) and The illness Narratives: suffering, healing, and the human condition (1988). For Kleinman, sickness cannot be separated from social and political conditions, as he places sickness under a larger umbrella of social suffering. According to Kleinman social suffering entails ‘every different kind of human problem that creates pain, distress, and other trials for people to undergo and endure’.\textsuperscript{158} Thus the more crucial point is that:

‘social suffering results from what political, economic, and institutional power does to people and, reciprocally, from how these forms of power themselves influence responses to social problems.’\textsuperscript{159}

As an example of social suffering, Kleinman uses atrocity and poverty, both of which produce ill health and death but are also political issues. He steers the attention of sickness away from an individual person who just happened to fall ill to the structures, policy makers and medical institutions.

Kleinman stresses that institutionalised forms of medicine, especially biomedicine, are part of social control and power structures.

‘No other therapeutic system can exercise this degree of power, because no other has become so powerful a part of the state’s mechanisms of social control.’\textsuperscript{160}

By this he means that when researchers and doctors define what a particular sickness is and how it should be treated, it affects legislation more than the actions of those in many other professions. It also enables diminished responsibility, for example when victims of torture are defined as patients with post-traumatic stress disorder. According to Kleinman:

‘Vietnam veterans with PTSD are not so much victims of a mental disorder as they are victims of (and victimizers through) the political decisions of their nation’s leaders.’\textsuperscript{161}

Kleinman takes a critical standpoint to the claim that technological innovations and pharmaceuticals are developed in response to human needs: why should for example menopause be defined as a disease? According to him, especially in North America, the focus is on controlling and biomedically repairing individual bodies instead of focusing on the origins of the (social) suffering.\textsuperscript{162} Likewise the sociologist Jürgen Pelikan highlights that it is clinical medicine that has developed into a powerful system that has a monopoly over the human body, despite the fact that public health is a more efficient means to prevent infectious diseases or to increase life expectancy than clinical medicine.\textsuperscript{163} For example it has been proven that increasing human awareness about the harms of smoking, and changing people’s behaviour through the ban of indoor smoking, reduces lung cancer with greater success than any clinical treatment.

Even more drastically it can be seen that medicine maintains the status quo by directing attention to individuals and treating their symptoms and visible signs of illness instead of looking at the causes of ill health as structural phenomena.

‘[P]atients suffering from stress or depression are routinely counselled to alter their lifestyle by taking up jogging or meditation, or are prescribed mood-altering drugs, strategies which tend to direct attention away from the socio-economic factors causing the condition.’\textsuperscript{164}

In addition, clinical medicine has expanded beyond the borders of treating only disease into addressing other aspects of human biology such as fertility, physical looks, aging, dying, fitness abilities, and even social behaviours. Pelikan summarises this expansion as ‘medicalization of life’.\textsuperscript{165} Researcher Margaret Lock states: ‘biomedicine, has come to be thought of by many as one form of neo-imperialism’.\textsuperscript{166}
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Kleinman’s concept of social suffering reminds us that the representations of suffering are anything but objective. He outlines, together with Veena Das and Margaret Lock, how representations of suffering are at the same time spectacles and representations of the ‘real’. However, in their view what is represented is the ‘real’ of those in power. In other words, representations of suffering not only construct reality, but they also become it. ‘How we “picture” social suffering becomes that experience, for the observers and even for the sufferers/perpetrators.’ Ultimately, representations of illness dictate (but also negotiate) the very experience of being ill.

3.2. Kleinman’s sickness, illness and disease

Arthur Kleinman differentiates between sickness, disease and illness in his book *The Illness Narratives* (1988). Kleinman combines both the physical and the cultural world in his definitions. In contrast to Boorse’s definitions Kleinman’s emphasise the subjective, lived illness experience to a greater degree.

In general, Kleinman’s definitions can be considered more practice-based than philosophical, as the main aim of his book was to provide better understanding of and better care for chronically ill patients. Kleinman criticises the way medical students are taught that:

‘symptoms are clues to disease, evidence of a “natural” process, a physical entity to be discovered or uncovered. They are rarely taught that biological processes are known only through socially constructed categories that constrain experience as much as does disordered physiology.’

In other words, Kleinman wishes to highlight that ‘both symptoms (complaints) and signs (observable indications) of disease are in fact interpretations.’

Kleinman is not the only anthropologist emphasising this. Allan Young writes that Good (1977) and Frake (1966) both stress that illness is constructed in semantic networks of meaning that refer to language, situations, and to the experience of being ill, which in turn also makes clinical practice interpretative.

For Kleinman sickness entails context, political, economic and institutional power structures. Sickness is the blanket term that combines both the biomedical model (disease) and the experience given in the sociocultural context of the patient (illness). Disease is the way medical practitioners and biologists look at sickness as a biological dysfunction. Kleinman stresses that the biomedical model, disease, pressures doctors and practitioners to make the biological dysfunction the centre of the treatment and disregard everything else as invalid subjective information. The result being that what gets disregarded is:

‘the experience of bearing and enduring pain as a coming to terms with that which is most at stake, that which is of ultimate meaning, in living [...]’

Illness is the way disease is experienced. It comprises all the ways that ‘the sick person and the members of the family or wider social network perceive, live with, and respond to symptoms and disability’

Kleinman emphasises how the lived experience of being ill is tightly entwined with cultural, historical and social structures, for example in medical science and practice there is a normal and abnormal way of being ill. In short, for Kleinman, disease is what we medically have, illness is how we experience it, and sickness is the way, for example, how our government addresses it.

Deborah Lupton writes that medical anthropologists are sometimes criticised for their practical aims to develop better means for doctors and hereby support the hegemonic ideologies. The onset of Kleinman’s analysis was indeed to enhance the clinical experience and to try to provide better care. However, Kleinman takes a much more culturally critical standpoint with his writings on social suffering. Despite Kleinman’s writing on social suffering, Allan Young criticises Kleinman for not applying the definition model of illness and disease in Kleinman’s own analysis; according to Young, although Kleinman writes about social relations shaping sickness, he looks at sickness from the individual’s point of view and starts from the clinical experience outwards.

The disease–illness dichotomy used by medical anthropologists has been criticised for its reinforcement of body–mind distinction, (objective–subjective), where the body has the disease, which is real and can be
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measured, whereas the mind has the illness, which is subjective and ambivalent and therefore its realness can be questioned. However, Kleinman’s disease, which is an interpretation in a medical context, is not an objective ‘truth’ and his illness is culturally constructed, shared and experienced, rather than just a subjective experience. Kleinman’s definitions draw attention to two distinctly constructed ways of understanding sickness in society.

In addition, Kleinman’s definitions can be seen to overemphasise the medical point of view of sickness as illness is seen as just one of the three. According to Lupton, the medical view on sickness in general is dominant in Western culture. However, in the 2000s, there was particular interest in illness narratives in social sciences and medicine. According to sociologist Mike Bury this interest can be traced back to the anthropological distinction of disease and illness in the 1970s, but more importantly to the still accelerating separation of the medical model of disease and the lay experience of illness. The more medical procedures and treatments develop the less the patient’s subjective experience of the disease and the lay experience of illness. Kleinman’s definitions are still significant especially in the fields of medical ethics, narrative medicine and philosophy of medicine. Kleinman’s impact is more prominent in these domains than in the current discussions in medical anthropology.

While acknowledging the criticism of Kleinman’s definitions, I have chosen to use them in my research, because they offer an analytic and clearly structured contextual perspective to look at different representations of sickness in art photography. They offer an analytic tool to examine the representations of sickness in a new way that includes the experience of being ill, the statistical disease and the politics and power structures of sickness and defining sickness. At the end of this chapter, I apply Kleinman’s definitions to artworks, but before that I briefly trace how photography and sickness have been entangled since the 1850s.

3.3. History of sickness and (art) photography

‘Photography is haunted by two chattering ghosts: that of bourgeois science and that of bourgeois art. The first goes on about the truth of appearances, about the world reduced to a positive ensemble of facts, to a constellation of knowable and possessable objects. The second spectre has the historical mission of apologizing for and redeeming the atrocities committed by the subservient – and more than spectral – hand of science’, Allan Sekula writes. Historical photographs representing sickness and especially the sick carry the baggage Sekula outlines. Patients were exposed to medical experiments and to the camera in the name of science. Later some sciences were proved to be pseudoscience, and also the ethics of medical photographic practices became questionable. Photographs that once were scientific proof of mental illness would later be seen as exploitation of patients. However, photographic representations of sick people have not been limited only to the walls of the hospitals or to the hands of scientists: artists and photojournalists have also contributed to the canon of images. This chapter is an overview on how sickness has been represented in photography, and especially in art photography. Photographs originally produced for purposes other than art, even if later shown in a museum or a gallery, are not the main interest of this research as the medical photographs from the nineteenth century have been studied extensively, for example by Baer 1994, Didi-Huberman 2004, and Biernoff 2010, 2012. This research aims to examine how artists using photography as their medium have wanted to depict sickness, illness and disease.

I will first briefly outline how photography has, throughout its history, intertwined with representations of sickness and the sick. Then I will look more closely at three examples of specific artworks as representative of the approach of different eras and in relation to Kleinman’s concepts. Henry Peach Robinson made and exhibited arguably the very first art photograph representing sickness in 1858. Robinson’s Fading Away is a staged image portraying consumption (tuberculosis). British Jo Spence 

was one of the best-known photographers to make works about illness in the 1980s. Her artworks on sickness and illness span more than a decade. Raphael Dallaporta’s book Fragile (2010) takes a stand outside the medical framework and focuses on patients in a quest to find the scientific truth of various sicknesses. The clinical gaze is a gaze that burns things to their furthest truth. In practice it was the rich who invested in the clinics and hospitals, and the poor and the sick who gave in to being spectacles in order to benefit from the experiments. In other words the poor became a source of ‘objective interest for the science and vital interest for the rich.’ The emergence of a new technology, the camera, did not change this.

In the mid-nineteenth century, the camera was perceived as an ideal scientific tool, as seeing equalled knowing. According to Allan Sekula, photography ‘fulfilled the Enlightenment dream of a universal language.’ At the same time photography was invented, objectivity emerged as a scientific value: ‘Men of science started to fret openly about a new kind of obstacle to knowledge: themselves. Their fear was that the subjective self was prone to prettify, idealize, and [...] to see what it is hoped to see.’

For contemporaries, objective, scientific images were in stark contrast to subjective, artistic images; and the terms mechanical photography and aesthetic photography were used as opposites. It was the critics who drew the line between whether photography was art or science, as was the case with the first official photography exhibition at The Salon in Paris in 1859. Summarised by the researchers Daston and Galison, Charles Baudelaire was outraged about the exhibition, as in his view ‘copying nature’ had nothing to do with art. Luis Figuier, on the other hand, claimed that photographs did have artistic intention and value, which could not be undermined by a simple medium. Things were scandalous the other way round too, with art infecting science, especially when it turned out that the Californian photographer Eadweard Muybridge had retouched his famous photographs of the galloping horse.

Photography was applied to the structures of the society; it became a tool for defining and classifying. Doctors, police, army and governmental agencies kept systematic archives of portraits. Physiognomy and phrenology used photography for their ‘scientific’ means. Phrenology mainly focused on the measurements of the human skull, and physiognomy refers to a practice whereby a person’s character or personality can be determined from her or his facial appearance. For example, Francis Galton, Darwin’s cousin, developed in the 1880s a technique in which he superimposed drawn portraits of people to reveal the most common features of the group. Galton believed that these revealed characteristics could be used as a tool to make diagnoses and to recognise criminals even before they had actually committed a crime.

‘No longer would pattern recognition be left to the artists. Murderers or violent robbers could, for example, be brought into focus so that the archetypical killer could appear before our eyes. The problem of judgment, for someone like Galton, averse with the artist, and the solution lay in automated amalgamation.’

In other words the morality Galton was concerned about was between the objective (science) and the subjective (art), and not with the ethicality of physiognomy.

Phrenology and physiognomy were abandoned in the late 1800s as pseudoscience, but photography remained an important tool for doctors and other medical practitioners. By 1859 cameras were being used for documenting disease in Germany, France, England and the United States. The first paper on medical photography was published in 1855, and a journal dedicated to the same subject in 1894.

‘It was not a development to be stopped by complaints that the unbridled use of photography in medical practice had gone beyond discretion and ethics,’ academic John Tagg writes about medical photography.

Photographing diseased body parts is still a common practice in medical literature, however patients’ faces are no longer usually shown. Henry E. Sigerist notes that one should remember that medicine is not a natural science: ‘Methods of science are used all the time in combating disease, but medicine itself belongs much more to the realm of social sciences because the goal is social.’
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The earliest British medical photographer Dr. Hugh W. Diamond (1809-1886) believed that photographs of his mentally ill female patients could cure the patients from their self-delusions. For Diamond photographs were useful patient records and scientific proofs of his patients' current mental states, but most of all they were a cure. In 1856 Diamond presented a paper before the Royal Society in which he stated that he was able to cure a female patient of her delusion of being a queen with the help of photography. Diamond had shown the patient portraits of other patients who also imagined being royalty, and the conversation following these photography sessions led to the patient's cure in four months.  

Diamond documented his patients at the Surrey County Lunatic Asylum outside of London in the 1840s. Despite Diamond's declaration in his paper that photography worked as a cure, he never photographed his patients again after he left the Surrey Asylum and opened his own clinic in 1858 until his death in 1886.  

Although Diamond actively highlighted the medical significance of his photographs as a cure, researcher Laurie Dahlberg, who has examined a previously unknown album of Diamond's photographs, argues that Diamond was also experimenting with the artistic side of photography. Diamond was one of the founding fathers of the Royal Photographic Society, and his photographs of the patients were shown at Britain's first photography exhibition at the Royal Society of Arts in 1852.  

Dahlberg notes that Diamond was taking photographs of many things other than just his patients: ordinary people, still lifes, and documentary photographs of antiquities. Despite the fact that photography was, at the time, still new and a lot of people experimented with it in various ways, Laurie Dahlberg sees that the prominent view of Diamond as a psychiatric photographer is too narrow. She argues that especially women were Diamond's muses in science but also in art. Another thing she highlights is that Diamond inspired and mentored Henry Peach Robinson, who can be considered as one the first fine art photographers of the time. Robinson's photograph 

Fading Away (1858) depicts a young girl dying of tuberculosis. The photograph is staged and comprised of five different negatives. I will introduce Robinson's photograph in more detail later in this chapter.
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During these hundred years, photography and the role of the photographer changed significantly: advertising, montage, collage, journalism, straight photography, new objectivity, photography books, snapshots, and museum exhibitions arose. There was a significant increase in the number of photographers, and available techniques and also the uses of photography, which also meant ‘that artists were able to expand their horizons, confront new kinds of subject matter, and embrace new concepts and ideologies.’

In 1979, Roland Barthes wrote that everything in society has transformed into images. Everything was photographed, also sick and suffering, just rarely for art, but for photojournalism and private use. However, some genre photography diminished. For example photographing the dying and the dead in private homes had been a common mourning practice in the mid-nineteenth century, but a hundred years later the practice had slowly disappeared and documenting illness and death became inappropriate even in homes.

The emergence of photojournalism and social photography produced a wide range of images of malnourished, poor and disabled people, from Jacob Riis’ slum photographs in the late 1880s, Dorothea Lange’s Migrant Mother and Robert Capa’s Death of a Loyalist Soldier in 1936, W. Eugene Smith’s Life magazine reportages in 1940s and 1950s, to Sebastião Salgado’s photographs of the poor and malnourished in the 1970s and 1980s, and to numerous other documentary photographs. One particular example is W. Eugene Smith’s and Aileen Smith’s book Minamata, published in 1975, which depicts the outcome of mercury being released into the ocean, causing Minamata Disease. In the most known photograph of the series, a mother holds her daughter, Kamimura Tomoko, who is blind, deaf and whose legs are undeveloped.

However, these socially motivated photography projects faced new challenges in the 1980s according to historian Naomi Rosenblum:

‘One was the observation on the part of some critics that photographing the poor (other than someone within the community) was a form of exploitation.’

Susan Sontag questioned in the 1970s the ethics of photographing suffering people without arousing compassion. According to her, these kinds of photographs might lower our threshold of what people find tolerable, but they also numb and make people less prone to help others in real life.

Sontag wrote especially about Diane Arbus’ photographs. Arbus photographed dwarves, giants and mentally challenged people in the US mainly in the 1960s and 1970s. Sontag writes: ‘Her works show people who are pathetic, pitiable, as well as repulsive and that these photographs ‘make a compassionate response feel irrelevant.’ Also as curator Carol Squiers points out that in the 1980s photographers depicting AIDS were criticised especially if they showed the diseased people as pitiful victims.

In 1988, ACT UP group demonstrated in front of the Museum of Modern Art against Nicholas Nixon’s exhibition People with AIDS. The headline of the fliers read: ‘No More Pictures Without Context.’

Especially in the 1980s photographers turned the camera towards themselves to document their own or their family member’s sicknesses. According to historian Stanley Burns, the reason why documentary photographers started to make projects about the sick, dying and dead in the 1980s was because death and dying had become so depersonalised in modern society, that there was a vacuum for individual expressions of illness.

In the late 1980s, the human body was the subject in numerous photography works, which commented on gender, ageing, race, and modifications of the body. According to academic Liz Wells, it was the AIDS epidemic and the rise of critical photographic theories that gave rise to the unforeseen interest in the human body in the late 1980s.

Stanley Burns also notes that in the 1990s, at least in America, people with a long-term sickness could stay at home until the death, and this in turn resulted in a new emergence of a genre of images documenting death and dying at home. Also, for example breast cancer, which had been a secret family matter until the 1980s, became a public topic in America. Private individuals and public health advocates started talking about breast cancer, and the press started covering survivor stories and interviewing relatives of those who had died.
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Also artists started covering breast cancer, for example Hannah Wilke (1940–1993) examined her own and her mother's breast cancer experience. Wilke's large photographic prints depicting her own and her mother's illness and treatment were exhibited and awarded after her death in numerous museums and galleries. Not all art photography about sickness was exclusively personal, some was also political. Jo Spence (1934–1992) made political art about her own breast cancer in the 1980s. She was keen to question the representations of the sick body and to problematise Western medicine. Robert Mapplethorpe enraged museum curators during the AIDS epidemic with a self-portrait which showed a horsewhip inserted into his anus.

During the same century, the camera and other visual technologies became more than ever extensions of human vision, showing parts of the body that had never been visible before. As new medical research methods were developed (ultrasound, CAT, MRI), the human body morphed into scientific data. By the mid-twentieth century, objectivity and subjectivity no longer appeared like opposite poles; rather, like strands of DNA, they executed the complementary pairing that underlay understanding of the working objects and science.

By the mid-twentieth century, objectivity and subjectivity no longer appeared like opposite poles; rather, like strands of DNA, they executed the complementary pairing that underlay understanding of the working objects and science.

In the twenty-first century, photography stories about personal illnesses have become more common online than before. Professor Rebeca Pardo and Montse Morcate, who have researched photographic representations of illness, death and grief in social networking sites, suggest that these types of images are becoming acceptable again. Their data show that straight, un-manipulated and un-interpreted photographs were too particular, too accumulated, too specific, to be able to communicate scientific information.

By the mid-twentieth century, objectivity and subjectivity no longer appeared like opposite poles; rather, like strands of DNA, they executed the complementary pairing that underlay understanding of the working objects and science.

Nonetheless, diary-like photographs of illnesses are also common in art photography. Photographer Phillip Toledano pointed his camera towards his father’s struggle with a memory disease in Days with My Father (2010). Henrik Malmström’s On Borrowed Time (2010) shows the last few months of the artist’s sister dying of cancer. Nancy Borowick documents in Cancer Family (2015) her parents being sick with cancer and dying from it.


Next I will introduce in more detail three artworks relevant to the history and the topic: Henry Peach Robinson’s Fading Away, Jo Spence’s The Picture of Health? and Raphaël Dallaporta’s Fragile, and link them to Kleinman’s definitions of sickness, illness and disease.

3.3.1. Sickness and Henry Peach Robinson’s Fading Away

Henry Peach Robinson (1830–1901) was one of the first photographers to actively push photography to be considered as fine art in Great Britain in the mid to late 1800s. Robinson was frequently awarded in exhibitions and wrote at least nine books and over a hundred articles on photography during his more than forty year career. Throughout Robinson’s career, he underscored the importance of imagination, ideas and inventions instead of the mechanistic execution of making photographs. Robinson made images by combining multiple negatives. Despite the fact that his contemporaries criticised these composite images, for Robinson this technique was just a means to a higher goal: artistic expression. For him imagination was art, and photography was the way to give ‘pictorial embodiment’ to the ideas.

Robinson was a commercial studio photographer, who dreamed of being a painter. His most well-known composite photograph Fading Away was exhibited at the Crystal Palace in London in 1858. The photograph is made
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from the combination of five different negatives and it depicts a young woman dying on a bed surrounded by two older women and a man looking out the window. The young woman is a model who is pretending to be dying of consumption, later known as tuberculosis. David Bate writes:

‘The photograph shows an angelic death watched over by the girl’s mother and sister. The father turns towards the outside world, his arm signifying that he hides his grief from them, and us. The women are facing towards this death, a domestic event inside a room that is thus defined as a feminine space. The models are posed to create a harmonious composition, implying a good and beautiful death.’

At the exhibition, Fading Away was shown together with a part of Percy Shelley’s poem Queen Mab. The poem is in total 17 verses and its main themes are death and utopia. Robinson used six verses of the poem, which describe the beauty of death. David Coleman, who wrote his dissertation on Robinson’s work in 2005, sees that combining the photograph with a fictive poem was to emphasise that Fading Away was also fictive.

Fading Away was exhibited six times within two years and it was displayed for months in the print seller’s windows. It was also ‘one of the most discussed single images in the British photography journals of nineteenth century.’ Ten years after Fading Away, Robinson published the book Pictorial Effect in Photography (1869), which instructs photographers how to make artistic photographs. Robinson was also one of founders of the New English Art Club in 1892. The aim of the club was to push photography to the highest forms of art.

Robinson’s aim was to embody his artwork with sentiment, and according to researcher David Coleman, Robinson also succeeded in this with his controversial and unusual subject matter. Coleman highlights that although sickness as a theme was not common for photographs it was for Victorian paintings and also for Romantic literature; when artists died of tuberculosis ‘it became a poetic trope for genius.’ At the time of Robinson’s graduation ceremony to advanced celestial instruction, Robinson considered an image to be too much if real because, at the same time as he produced his own photograph, highly stylised post-mortem photographs were being produced in great number for private use. In these studio portrait images, most commonly a dead child was placed clothed in his or her parents’ arms or lap, sometimes appearing to be sleeping, sometimes with the eyes open. These were often the only images of the deceased. According to historian Stanley Burns, great artistic effort went into making these images. For example one daguerreotype from 1848 depicts a dead girl in her father’s arms. The mother sits next to the father and rests her elbow on the father’s shoulder. At the left of the photograph, behind the mother, there are medicine bottles on a table. In the book Sleeping Beauty, Memorial Photography in America, the daguerreotype is titled Mother and Father with Dead Daughter, Useless Medicine Bottles on Table.

In the 1850s, in the Western world, death was not feared as before. Burns describes that death was, for those who had had proper lives, ‘a sort of graduation ceremony to advanced celestial instruction’. Also at the time of Fading Away, general anaesthesia had been introduced. According to Burns this marked a turn at which the concepts of death and sleep were bound together. Morphine as a pain reliever had also just entered the markets – a drug named after Morpheus, the god of dreams. Before efficient pain relievers, death was in almost every case, regardless if caused by a disease or an accident, a great agony. Despite the great number of post-mortem photographs, they were only for private use; they were hung on the walls at home and carried in wallets. Robinson’s image was public, but also the person was not yet dead, and it looked so realistic that some people misidentified the image to depict real events.

Despite Robinson’s attempts to highlight the fictitious character of the photograph, it was still too painful to see for many people. Also the use of art photography
of the poem alongside the photograph was overlooked in the press.235 For the correspondent of The Photographic News, the theme of the photograph was unbearable and unsuitable for an exhibition, and others commented that Robinson’s work was not a work that could be hung up on a wall.236 In addition, despite Robinson’s effort to make sure that viewer understands that they are looking at a constructed photograph, many still believed that the photograph depicted real people instead of models.237 Coleman argues that:

‘Fading Away’s artistic mediation could not entirely overcome, nor even compensate for, its real photographic space. There was too much realism—the subject was too topical and the characters were too contemporary’.238

In the diagram presented later in this chapter, which aims to give an overview on art photography works in relation to Kleinman’s differentiation between sickness, illness and disease, I have placed Fading Away between sickness and illness, as it is more about consumption in general, depicted through a healthy anonymous model, than it is about someone’s specific illness experience. The photograph is about how photography can represent a condition and bring about an emotional response in the audience.

Still, although Robinson succeeded in making a highly effective photograph, photography historian Naomi Rosenblum notes: ‘Robinson avoided such emotion-laden subjects again [...]’239 He did not touch the topic of sickness again but continued to make composite images and to write about photography as an art form.

3.2.2. Illness and Jo Spence’s The Picture of Health?

One of the most well-known photographers to make works about illness is British photographer Jo Spence (1934–1992). She made various works around her own breast cancer and leukaemia spanning more than a decade. She was among the first artists to use photography and roleplay around her own breast cancer and leukaemia spanning more than a decade. She was among the first artists to use photography and roleplay to criticise identity politics. Spence holds an iconic position in British feminist art practice.240 Despite Spence being most well-known for the works related to illness, she did have an artistic career already before she was diagnosed with breast cancer in 1982. She was a political artist who especially wanted to problematise the representation of the female nude. British writer and scholar David Bate interprets that Spence used her body as ‘home’, as what constitutes her:

‘Throwing off the cloak of decency, or in this case her medical gown, Spence exposes the sense of disunity and fragmentation she experienced [...] The geometric space of the human body itself comes under assault, not only from the medical gaze to which this picture was addressed, but also to the physical image of her body’.246

Spence used photography as a ‘cathartic tool’, as well as a document, political manifesto and a therapeutic tool.242 When Spence started making art about her illness she noticed that the art world was incapable of reacting: ‘I put up these photographs of my illness and progress and I got no feedback from anyone’.243 Spence says in an interview that she wanted to show other ways to talk about illness, but the art world did not seem to have a vocabulary to talk about illness in general or especially cancer back then.

‘Looking back, I’d say that the more silence there was, the more I upped the ante, the more I was determined to be heard. The problem was that I split myself across the art world, the photography world, the health world. So I had to do the job three times over’, Spence says in an interview in Artpaper USA in 1991.244

Critic Maria Walsh writes that it is this multitude of Spence’s approaches, and especially the therapeutic aspects of her works, that resulted in galleries having a complex relationship with her work.245 In other words, the curators and critics are faced with the problem that Spence’s work leaks over and around the boundaries between what is traditionally considered high art and what is considered art therapy.

‘Spence’s work on taking control of her cancer treatment by using photography and graphic media might also seem anachronistic today when information, albeit select and with profit motives, is so accessible. Yet it is still empowering to witness her subjectivisation of the alien experience of illness, especially in relation to our current medical climate that cajoles us to take control of our bodies so that governing bodies can abdicate responsibility’.246

---
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Jo Spence’s works have been shown over recent years at Space and Studio Voltaire in London in 2012 and at White Columns in New York in 2013.

Following Jo Spence’s diagnosis, she worked on different bodies of work all addressing her illnesses, and in the end mortality. Often all the works are grouped under the umbrella of an exhibition titled The Picture of Health? At the Jo Spence Memorial Archive site, curated and owned by one of Spence’s collaborators, her illness-related works are divided into smaller themes: Cancer Shock, Phototherapy, Narratives of Dis-ease. With all her works, Spence wanted to find a visual language to communicate about illness and being ill. She noted that medical language was sufficient as a tool for doctors to diagnose and treat disease, but it reduced people to bodies. Spence was not only interested in the identity politics, but she wanted to share all her knowledge on the topic. She wrote for photography and art journals, but also to wellness journals and spoke at health conferences.

Cancer Shock, made in 1982, is a series of photonovels, photographs, newspaper articles and personal texts incorporated into posters. The series starts with the shock of the medical invasion of the body, but moves into questioning the victim position and modern medical practices. The images vary between Weegee-style black and white images taken with a straight flash and diary-like colour photographs. The photographs are combined and shown as posters mimicking yellow press aesthetics; for example one full body image is a cut-out and her mastectomy scar is shown in multiple images. The photographs seem to vary in size from medium scale to detail.

In The Picture of Health?, made in collaboration with Terry Dennet in 1982–1986, Spence used photography to make a historical narrative of her breast cancer operation experience. The series includes her well-known photographs of her in a mammography machine and a photograph of her showing the mastectomy scar while wearing a helmet. Spence plays in her work with cultural stereotypes of how ill people should look and how they shouldn’t. Spence examines how to reconstruct the representations of a sick person, how to make oneself a subject rather than of being an object of Western medicine. The series mixes grainy black and white and colour images, and also incorporates texts written directly on her own body. In contrast to Cancer Shock more weight is given to individual compositions in the series. The angles of the photographs alternate between depicting Spence from a neutral perspective to looking up at the nurses from a notably low perspective.

Phototherapy is a series of self-portraits Spence made in collaboration with Rosy Martin in 1986–1989. Their starting point was that portraits are not stable ‘truths’ about the person who was in front of the camera, but are instead a malleable tool with which to play, transform, question and discard a multitude of selves. The images resemble Cindy Sherman’s conceptual portraits as Spence adopts a different role in each photograph. Thus, instead of carefully controlled lighting, Spence’s images are rough and raw; the lighting alternates from soft overall light to harsh light coming from the side.

Narratives of Dis-ease, made in collaboration with Dr. Tim Sheard, is a commentary on body politics and especially on the representation of the female body in relation to a mastectomy. In this series, Spence questions the standards for beauty and body. In one image she has written ‘monster’ across her naked chest. The photographs have the same playfulness as images in Phototherapy, but this time Spence is naked in most of the images and they are also more tightly framed than in the previous series. The images depict staged emotional states of being sick and are unpolished, contributing to the overall roughness of the images.

Final Project, made in 1991–1992, examines death and mortality in an explicit way. The series is a combination of frank, sometimes even comical images of masks and skeletons, and aestheticised dream-like, composite images. The photographs are taken farther away than in all of the previous series and are also more ‘beautiful’ compared to the earlier works. Jo Spence died from leukaemia in 1992.

As a whole, Spence’s works are rough, often inadequately lit and sometimes also purposefully badly composed. Many of Spence’s series mix black and white with colour images. Her photographs seem to be decisively un-aestheticised, which enhances the gruesomeness of the images. The images go straight to the topic, without beautifying or making it in any way easier for the viewers. The exception is Final Project, which entails beautiful landscapes and composite images in addition to the signature boldness and humour in the previous works.

In general Spence had a blunt take on the topic and used photography for whatever means she saw fit, including phototherapy, photonovels, and art, making it hard for the critics and curators to decide: are her photographs first and foremost art that communicates something bigger about illness and body politics or are they mainly just her own very personal phototherapy? For Spence, her illnesses were most of all a crisis of representation but also: ‘This isn’t just an art work. This is an actual body that someone inhabits.’ Curator Jorge Ribeiro poits out that:

‘Spence’s work was a strong demonstration that the self-experimentation, self-education, and self-learning involved in true artistic play cannot be frozen into art commodities but must constantly

Jo Spence’s artworks are not just about illness despite the fact that she is making art of her own personal experiences. The reason why I have placed Spence’s work between illness and sickness in the diagram shown later in this chapter is the politicality of her works. Spence is very clearly vocalising in her images the criticism towards Western medicine and especially the subject/object position in which patients are often placed. She is questioning the ownership of her own body parts and the roles available to sick people in general. Spence’s work is not only about her personal experience but also about being a patient in general in society. At the same time she is negotiating the position of photography as art and as therapy.

3.3.3. Disease and Raphaël Dallaporta’s Fragile

The French photographer Raphaël Dallaporta (1980) made a book titled Fragile in 2011. Fragile consists of 23 photographs of human organs – each responsible for a person’s death – after being removed from the body. Although the images are shot during autopsies, Dallaporta’s work can be seen to focus on the event of sickness (or accident or violence) before death. He is looking at the point in time where the body failed or gave in, that is, why it died. All the photographs are taken against a black background, and the depth of field reveals a lot of detail. The organs are placed in the middle of the portrait frame surrounded by the deep black background; they seem to be hanging in the middle of dark emptiness. The photographs are rich in colour and the moistness of internal organs is visible on the surfaces, making the photograph appear deliciously colourful but corporeally gruesome.

The photographs are accompanied by texts from the police reports. In addition to the organs, the book ends with four close-up photographs of the bodily humors: blood, yellow bile, black bile and phlegm. The work has been exhibited as a part of his Observation exhibition amongst others in The Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany and France. In 2008, the series, not yet completed, was shown at the New York Photo Festival under the title Autopsy. I interviewed Dallaporta in Arles, France in July 2015.

Dallaporta’s series and his interview emphasise disease as a temporal and spatial place between life and death but also touches on the complexity of showing images of people’s insides. The first time Dallaporta saw a dead body was during an autopsy. He did not take any photographs, but one was taken of him. In the photograph, Dallaporta is whiter than the person being autopsied. He says in the interview:

‘The first day there was a grandpa, dry, dead, obviously dead. But what happens to your brain when you have never seen a dead person, is that you keep on thinking, it’s obvious that he’s dead, but they still do all the procedures to make sure [...] so your brain is instantly trying to solve this issue, is he dead or alive?’

The pale photographer left the room and sat at the doctor’s office:

‘When I was in his office, I solved the issue, if he’s dead or alive, and I regained colour immediately [...] I re-entered the room, and they started to open the body, and that was incredible, the amount of colour there. And I said, “This is where I want to do my project.”’

Dallaporta continued to photograph autopsies for four years because he really did not know how to stop. Another photographer, Max Aguilera-Hellweg, who has photographed invasive surgeries, writes in his book that the reason he took the photos was to make people less afraid of death. Dallaporta’s reason, by contrast, is to generate melancholy:

‘It is really not about the magic of the life but the beauty, the strong intensity of life, because we have this thing [deaths] coming, and we don’t know how and when, and there is no way to get ready because especially in our culture it still is the biggest taboo. I am not doing my project to feed curiosity. People can be interested and wanting to look at it closely, but it [the project] is not to cure, it’s to develop melancholy.’

Melancholy for Dallaporta is not a sickness or depression but a stage to reach, a beautiful place to be:

‘The depression comes when you refuse to be melancholic and you don’t want to think about death, you’re escaping. But if you really confront yourself with this need to live, if you really get deep into this question and so on, you find knowledge about fragility, for example.’
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In other words, Dallaporta wishes to make people understand something more about themselves and their relation to death. In addition, he wishes to induce a melancholic state that makes this understanding possible. This melancholic state has also been called the artist’s disease as Susan Sontag describes in her book *Illness as Metaphor.*

Dallaporta brings up the same theme about organs – they are ‘never supposed to see light’ – as Max Aguilera-Hellweg, who has photographed invasive surgeries. Aguilera’s photographs are discussed more in Chapter Five. Dallaporta talks the same way about a heart that never sees light except those few fragile minutes during the autopsy before it is put back into the darkness.

Dallaporta says that he is somewhat reluctant to show the project although he worked on it for four years. In Fragile, the organs are shown smaller than in real life and never hung vertically on the walls but rather lay horizontally on a table. Dallaporta says that he never wants to show the photographs on a computer or mobile phone screen. For him, the series is literally fragile: ‘I reduce, reduce, reduce the impact that this project should get because I will not carry a project for the wrong message.’ He tells that he does not want to be a provocateur or to upset viewers.

For Dallaporta, using photography is the most appropriate medium to document death:

‘Because of this relation with time, it’s always something that doesn’t survive. There’s a beautiful text of Giongio Agamben, who even says as an introduction to some street photography and things, that every photograph could be the apocalypse moment, which is the death of everyone. So even photography with nothing could be this moment and it’s incredible how close it is to death no matter the subject you’re dealing with […]’

However, Dallaporta sees limits in the ability of photography to reach the symbolic level. As an example, he says that if one is shown a painting of the heart of someone who has shot himself, many will think of the passion rather than in real life and never hung vertically on the walls but rather lay horizontally on a table. Dallaporta says that he never wants to show the photographs on a computer or mobile phone screen. For him, the series is literally fragile: ‘I reduce, reduce, reduce the impact that this project should get because I will not carry a project for the wrong message.’ He tells that he does not want to be a provocateur or to upset viewers.

For Dallaporta, using photography is the most appropriate medium to document death:

‘Because of this relation with time, it’s always something that doesn’t survive. There’s a beautiful text of Giongio Agamben, who even says as an introduction to some street photography and things, that every photograph could be the apocalypse moment, which is the death of everyone. So even photography with nothing could be this moment and it’s incredible how close it is to death no matter the subject you’re dealing with [...]’

However, Dallaporta sees limits in the ability of photography to reach the symbolic level. As an example, he says that if one is shown a painting of the heart of someone who has shot himself, many will think of the passion rather than the heart of the human body, and hopes to take the thought to a symbolic level, to make the viewer ponder the fragility of being a mortal. There is one important contradictory position in Dallaporta’s series and how he talks about it. He vocalises that he does not want to feed curiosity or upset, but at the same time he shows photographs of things ‘that were never supposed to see light’, such as the spinal cord, sternum and congestive brain.

This abject position of wanting to show and not wanting to show recurs in the descriptions of photography series that show bodily organs. Chinese photographer Li Zhaohui’s series *Specimen: Human Organs Under a Ruler* (2015) shows organs photographed during surgeries. Li Zhaohui writes in his statement that he chose, on purpose, soft lighting and black and white film to ‘protect the viewers from strong visual stimulation and guide them to break through the visual appearance in their minds to find the connotation.’

Li Zhaohui writes that he does not want to explain his own intentions about what he wants to say with the images:

‘However it seems that what these images would try to express is very complex. I had discussed this with my friends in different fields, including photographers, doctors, writers, archaeologists and even philosophers. All of them have different opinions with this series of pictures and even some of them have totally opposite opinions.’

This contradictory position can also be described as abject. Chapter Five scrutinises this very problem of wanting to look at and not wanting look at disease or bodily organs. It is also the disposition I strived to understand when making my own photography series Removels. The chapter will not have one clear answer but aims to help understand what confronts Dallaporta, Aguilera-Hellweg, Li Zhaohui, myself and viewers of the series.

### 3.4. Applying Kleinman

To provide an overview of how sickness is depicted in art photography, and to test and analyse the artworks according to Kleinman’s definitions of sickness, illness and disease, I have constructed a simple diagram,
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an equilateral triangle, and plotted 67 photography artworks within it.

The diagram presents an overview on art photography work in relation to sickness, disease and illness. I have categorised the photography works based on how they have been presented online, in a book or in an exhibition. The works in the diagram are photography works that have self-identified themselves as covering the topic of sickness, either naming a disease or a condition, or the aftermath of such either in titles, captions or in the introduction of the series. Photography series depicting death and the dead are only included if the images, titles or accompanying texts have a link to the theme of sickness; for example Dallaporta’s Fragile is included since the series depicts the failed organs responsible for the causes of death but Andres Serrano’s Morgue (1992) images are not.

The artworks in the diagram are by artists who have had solo exhibitions, or a significant number of group exhibitions, or who have published books. Some works I have been forced to exclude because there has not been a way to get a sufficient overview of the whole work. The artworks are gathered from books on contemporary photography or the history of photography, and from exhibitions and photography festivals. In addition, I have also made inquiries to major social media photography groups such as FlakPhoto, and with various photography curators and editors. Most of the works in the graph are made within the last twenty years, and most them are Western. The list of artworks is not all-inclusive; there are undoubtedly many more thematically relevant photographic artworks that could have been added. This diagram presents only 67 artworks.

However, the amount is sufficient to reveal concentrations and trends in the diagram.

I am presenting sickness, illness and disease as an equilateral triangle, where sickness is at the top of the general formation as a blanket term, and illness in the left corner and disease in the right corner. An equilateral triangle is used for example in mineralogy, and population genetics as the basis of a ternary graph, triangle plot and de Finetti diagram to represent proportions of three different variables in a system, for example genotype frequencies in populations. In a triangle plot, each point in the triangle represents a composition of all three aspects. I am looking at the image instead of a picture, following W.J.T. Mitchell’s differentiation between a picture and an image: a picture is the physical and material thing on the gallery wall, whereas an image is the visual and mental formation of the thing in question.

The closer the artwork is placed to the top, the more is it about sickness in general or in relation to economic, social or political power structures. The closer the work is towards the right corner, the more it is about disease seen as a medical or biomedical entity. At the dead centre of the triangle are photography works that represents all three – sickness, disease and illness – in equal proportions.

As the starting point of the diagram analysis is to place artworks, which are already cultural products, I am looking at Kleinman’s definitions relatively. This is because, for example, Kleinman’s disease is a biomedical interpretation of the symptoms in a medical context, and art is located outside of this context. Therefore artworks placed closest to disease are those which look at sickness objective-like, sort of as an outside observer, rather than trying to express an illness experience or comment on the institutional aspects, power structures or definitions of sickness.

The photographic works are positioned in this diagram on the basis of the photographs and the immediate text provided with them. In other words, I am looking at the whole artwork, which includes also titles and statements. I am looking at the image instead of a picture, following W.J.T. Mitchell’s differentiation between a picture and an image: a picture is the physical and material thing on the gallery wall, whereas an image is the visual and mental formation of the thing in question.

None of the artworks placed on the diagram are only about sickness, illness or disease; many of them have significant other qualities that touch on other themes such as art theory. However, this diagram looks at the aspect of the photographic works, which deals with representing sickness.

---


The Artworks

1. Henry Peach Robinson: Fading Away, 1858.260
   The work is a constructed and staged composite photograph depicting a young woman dying from consumption (tuberculosis). Robinson wanted to evoke feelings in the viewer and not so much comment on a specific illness experience or specific disease. According to Robinson himself the image would have been too much if it were real. I have placed the image closest to sickness towards illness experience.

   Spence’s works stem from her own illnesses, and she also used photography as therapy, but her works are political, commenting on the offered roles for the sick or the way the body is seen as an object of medicine. I have placed her works between illness and sickness.

   The book consists of photographs of dissected organs responsible for people’s deaths. The photographs are accompanied by texts from the police reports. The work looks at the biological organs evidence-like, combining the images with institutional texts. I have placed the work closest to disease, but a bit towards sickness.

   The work is a collection of empty institutional photographs depicting mainly operating theatres and post-mortem rooms. The series concentrates on the institutional structures of disease; placed closest to sickness towards disease.

5. David Maisel: Asylum, 2006.264
   A series of photographs depicting old, abandoned asylum rooms and corridors falling apart. The Asylum series is a part of Maisel’s book Library of Dust (2008). The work focuses on dilapidated institutional buildings, where the patients and the traces of disease have long disappeared; placed closest to sickness.
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6. Kathryn Parker Almanas: various works, 2005–2010. Multiple constructed series of photographs that touch on the theme of sickness. The images in the series Pre-Existing Condition (2009–2010) look like the aftermath of a messy surgery or autopsy, but are made from fruit and vegetables, hair and fabric. Medical Interior (2005–2007) is a mix of documentary and staged images depicting hospital interiors and constructed spaces; for example, a dollhouse room with a red carpet that has white pills on it forming a pattern. In Carrying, Dressing, Bandaging (2010) people are exaggeratedly covered with dressing and bandages. Almanas’ works centres on disease and sickness, but also touches on illness; placed in the middle.


8. Thilde Jenssen: Canaries (book), 2013. An artwork about environmental sickness, which the author herself has. The series depicts people who are isolated from society because of their condition. The work is an illness story in conflict with society; placed between illness and sickness.


10. Nancy Borowick: Cancer Family, 2013 – ongoing. Documentary black and white photographs that follow the author’s parents’ lives and deaths with cancer. The intimate and emotional photographs are taken mostly at home. The work is placed closest to illness.

11. Henrik Malmström: On Borrowed Time (book), 2010. The work documents the last few months of the author’s sister dying from cancer. The grainy and melancholy black and white photographs are shot at the hospital. The work is placed nearest to illness.

12. Mary Ellen Mark: Ward 81 (book), 1979. The book Ward 81 is a documentary work that depicts female patients at a mental institution in the US. As a whole the book (photographs and texts) takes a critical standpoint on how institutions affect people. The work is placed closest to sickness but towards illness.

13. Siân Davey: Looking For Alice (book), 2015. The book consists of documentary photographs of Davey’s daughter with Down’s Syndrome. The photographs consist of everyday situations, and Davey writes in the introduction of the series that making the project has been foremost a way for her to examine her relationship with the daughter. Placed closest to illness.

14. Ruth Adams: Unremarkable, 2002–2004. The work is a sequence of 350 self-portraits following the author through cancer (Hodgkin’s Disease), chemotherapy, radiation and healing. The portraits show mainly the authors face looking directly at the camera. Adams writes that she wanted to make a cancer journey story that ends in life. The work is placed closest to illness.

15. Kerry Mansfield: Aftermath, 2009. The series is a systematic sequence of self-portraits depicting the author before, during and after her mastectomy and cancer treatments. The series is shot with a straight flash against a light blue tile wall, and the images shows the author naked from the waist up. The expressions and postures vary, communicating anxiety, sorrow, indifference and defiance. Placed closest to illness towards disease.

16. Natalie Kriwy: 14/09 Tagebuch einer Genesung (book), 2016. The book is a detailed photographic diary of the author undergoing breast cancer and a double mastectomy. The self-portraits and documentary images of the author’s surroundings are accompanied with diary-like texts. The work is placed nearest to illness towards sickness as it purposefully challenges the stereotypical image of a sick person.

---
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18. Hospice: A Photographic Inquiry, 1996. \(^{277}\)

Corcoran Gallery of Art and the National Hospice Foundation commissioned five photographers to make work around the theme hospice for an exhibition and a book. Kathy Vargas’ works concentrates on death and loss, while Nan Goldin, Jack Radcliffe, Sally Mann and Jim Goldberg’s works look at sickness in different ways.

18a. Jim Goldberg

The work depicts Goldberg’s father’s last days at a hospice care and the father’s death. The diary-like colour and black and white photographs are combined with personal letters and descriptions of events and conversations taking place. Placed closest to illness.

18b. Nan Goldin

Goldin’s photographs show mostly AIDS patients in New York City. The diary-like photographs are taken at people’s homes. Goldin says in the interview introducing the series that she aimed to convey the general experience of being ill and also to face her own mortality. The photo essay is placed closest to illness, towards sickness.

18c. Sally Mann

The black and white photographs, mostly still lifes and sceneries aim to convey the state of being incurably sick, between life and death. The photos include a close up of a dog’s snout and two pieces of underwear drying on a line. The photographs are paired with detailed descriptions and stories of the author’s experiences with a hospice nurse called Joan and her patients. In the midst of the black and white photographs there is one colour photograph of the author’s own father who died from a brain tumour seven years prior. Mann visually examines what matters to the dying and dies. Many of the photographs are still lifes of flowers. The work depicts the illness experience in a poetic form; closest to illness.

18d. Jack Radcliffe

Radcliffe’s photographs are very straightforward black and white photographs depicting hospice patients. The people are photographed mostly with their relatives and the photographs are combined with quotes or descriptions of the patients’ lives or actions. The photographs, instead of beautifying, show the situations bluntly. The series ends with an unflattering photograph of a dead patient with her eyes half-closed and mouth open. The direct straight-forwardness of the images questions how one should look at the ill, while the texts communicate the experience of being ill. Placed in between sickness and illness, towards the middle.


The author mixes embroidery, various forms of sculpting and photography. Pills (2005) presents clusters of different coloured and shaped pills, Body/Studies (2005) combines photographs of real scars with scar-looking sculptures made of wool, gauze and paper. In the series Hospital (2009), Wilkey has added for example organs made with embroidery to a hospital environment and equipment. The series aims to convey how time feels slow while in a hospital. The works as a whole are placed between sickness and disease towards illness.

20. Lauren Greenfield: Thin (book), 2006. \(^{279}\)

The book depicts 19 girls and women with eating disorders at Florida Renfrew Center. The project is also a documentary film. The book consists of images depicting everyday life at the Center and portraits combined with first person stories. In addition, the book entails essays by doctors about eating disorders. The work as a whole looks at the illness experience but also the societal structures that have led to the problem; placed between illness and sickness.


The series is a collection of sensitive black and white photographs of the author’s husband, who has late-onset muscular dystrophy. Placed closest to illness.


Large-scale photographic prints depict the author’s own and also her mother’s cancer and treatment. The images portray illness experience but also play and question stereotypical representations; placed closest to illness towards sickness.

---


\(^{279}\) L Greenfield, Thin, Chronicle Books, California, 2006

\(^{280}\) S Mann, author’s website, accessed Oct 27, 2016, sallymann.com/selected-works/thin

23. Lisa Lindvay: Hold Together, 2006 – ongoing.282 The work depicts the author’s siblings and father, who try to physically and emotionally cope with the family’s mother’s deteriorating mental health. In the photographs the siblings and the father express visually and in a physical form their distress and dilemmas. The mother is not shown. The work is placed nearest to illness.

24. Sohrab Hura: Life is Elsewhere (book), 2015.285 The book is a journal about the author’s life, focused on the experience with his mother with acute paranoid schizophrenia. The black and white, grainy and often melancholic images are accompanied with handwritten diary notes. The work is placed nearest to illness.

25. Peter Granser: Alzheimer (book), 2015.284 The book is a collection of portraits of Alzheimer’s patients. In the series softly lit facial portraits are accompanied with bright milieu portraits of the elderly looking lost. The work looks at the disease from a third-person perspective but also seems to aim at conveying something of the experience of having Alzheimer’s Disease; placed between disease and illness.


27. Lydia Flem: Journal Implicite, 2013.287 The author, a former writer and psychoanalyst, resorted to photographs to record the experience of having Alzheimer’s Disease; placed between disease and illness.

28. Krass Clement: At Death, 1990.288 The photographs follow the author’s mother from the hospital bed to autopsy and cremation, and to the funeral. The black and white documentary photographs depict bluntly the institutional settings and the people working with the dissection and cremation. The work transforms from an illness story into a depiction of a biological body that is institutionally taken care of, placed in the middle.

29. Maja Daniels & Jill Mueller: See Me Through This / brca1, 2012–2014.288 Artist Jill Mueller underwent a preventive surgery for breast cancer, and Maja Daniels documented the medical and physical transformations. The work combines documentary images from Mueller’s treatments but also images with added stitch-work on them and, for example, a found bird’s nest placed in a tin can. The work examines the illness experience but also looks at the body as a biological entity, placed closest to illness but towards disease.


31. Huub van der Put: The Mind Is a Muscle (book), 2012.290 The book chronicles the author’s life with terminal illness (Lou Gehrig’s disease). The book has two types of images: portraits of the author, taken by other photographers, on the normal pages, and snapshots of his and his family’s everyday life inside folded pages which have to be torn open. The division of the images balances between the outside gaze and the personal view on sickness, placed closest to illness towards sickness.

32. Jim Reed: Working Memory (book), 2012.291 The handmade medical-file looking book combines photographs of an elderly woman, Shirley Jorjorian, suffering from dementia and her surroundings including documents at her home. These photographs are combined with extracts from a test assessing different stages of Dementia. The book presents an outsider view on a dementia patient, but also depicts the absurdity of life without memory, placed between sickness and disease towards illness.

33. Reinier van der Lingen: It Could Have Been You If It Hadn’t Been Me (book), 2014.292 The book resembles a clinical report. The book shows a sequence of photographs before reconstructive surgery, which transforms from an illness story into a depiction of a biological body that is institutionally taken care of, placed in the middle.

The author has been constructing photographs with his mother suffering from Alzheimer’s since the mid 1990s. The playful and staged images include the mother wearing huge cardboard shoes and holding an enormous loaf of bread in her hands. Placed closest to illness, towards sickness as the work observes and communicates the personal experience but also deliberately transforms the illness into performative photographs commenting on culture.

35. Susanne Otterberg: No More Junk Mail, Please! (book), 2013.294

The book depicts the author’s experience with her grandmother suffering from dementia. The black and white documentary style photographs are sometimes humorous and candid, sometimes blunt; placed closest to illness.


The author combines borrowed and original material to depict a presence of a human illness. Bizarre and poetic book about the feeling of illness. The images include for example a photocopied page of a book that has gone wrong, a black and white image of legs with dark, pain-looking wet circles on the knees; placed closest to illness.


The work is a series of portraits of men with prostate cancer. The works consists of 12 black and white facial portraits of serious-looking men. The series is sponsored by Suomen eturauhassyöväyhdistys ry and Astellas Pharma. The repeated aesthetics unifies the men into a group that represents a certain type of cancer patient, but because the style of photographs directs the focus to the stoic expressions of the men and because the work is paired with of first-person stories of men speaking about disease, the series is placed nearest to illness towards disease.


The documentary photographs capture the author’s experience with her dying father. The images include mourning self-portraits as well as images of the ill father. Placed closest to illness.


The book depicts invasive surgeries shot with a large format camera. The dark and colourful photographs show people’s insides in the operating theatres. The work looks at the body as biomedical object, placed closest to disease.

40. Li Zhaohui: Specimen – Human Organs Under a Ruler (book), 2017.299

The work is a series of isolated human organs photographed next to a ruler. The images include for example a foetus, tonsils, a breast and a lung. The photographs are black and white and softly lit. The work is placed closest to disease.

41. Sarah Sundhoff: At the Hour of Our Death 2010–2011, and Precious Metal, 2016.300

At the Hour of Our Death is a photography series of stains left by dead bodies on different fabrics. The colourful close-ups remind of abstract paintings. Precious Metal shows used medical implants that are left after cremation. The works looks at death and repairing of the body from a systematic evidence-based point of view, placed closest to disease, towards sickness.

42. Reiner Riedler: Will – The Lifesaving Machines (book), 2017.301

The work is a series of isolated, historical and contemporary medical machines and implants against a black background. The work depicts the institutional and medical machines free of the illness experience; placed between sickness and disease.

43. Tamara Staples: Side Effects May Include, 2012–2016.302

The work consists of assembled images of miniature wallpapers and rooms that Staples has constructed from the pills that her sister, who suffered from bipolar disorder, left behind after taking her own life. The statement criticises the way mental disorders are treated with an excess of institutional and medical machines free of the illness experience; placed between sickness and disease.
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medication but also allocates the photographer’s own experience with the loss. The ornamental colourful wallpapers made out of pills create a fairy-tale-like atmosphere; placed in the middle.

44. Clinic, 2008.303

French art director Rémi Faucheux curated a documentary art photography book Clinic in 2008. The book consists of commissioned works by eleven contemporary photographers. In the book, German Albrecht Kunkel’s photographs portray pregnant women before their doctor consultations, and Italian Mario Palmieri’s series The Morgue looks at the institutional spaces for bodies after death, and the nine other photographers look at sickness in different forms. The book’s starting point is the institutional setting of a hospital. All the series are accompanied with short introductions but no titles or other information is provided about the individual works.

44a. Matthew Monteith: The Hospital

The works concentrates on the functions of hospitals by documenting hospital equipment and waiting rooms and portraying the medical staff. The photographs show mostly empty and clean spaces. The work is placed closest to sickness towards disease.

44b. Christophe Bourgueudieu: Scenes

The author accompanied mobile resuscitation units in France and the work depicts landscape-like sceneries of emergencies. The photographs are taken mostly at a distance, on streets, at parks and at people’s homes. Only fragments of patients are shown. The work looks at sickness from a distance, through a medical and institutional setting; placed between sickness and disease.

44c. Stefan Ruiz: Emergency

The work is a combination of mostly deadpan portraits of medical staff and patients and details of injuries or objects relating to them in the context of emergency situations. In the work, portraits of patients and portraits of doctors/nurses are placed on the same spreads, juxtaposing the differing power positions while the repeated formalism of the photographs equalises them, rendering them essentially indistinguishable; the work is placed nearest to sickness.

44d. Geoffroy de Boismenu: The Soul and the Machine

The work shows fragments of bodies in the operating theatres veiled by a blue surgical drape. From the photographs, it is often hard to tell which part of a body is visible. The dark and theatrical photographs lit by an operating room light look at the veiled bodies as still lifes; placed closest to disease.

44e. Olivier Amsellem: Long Stay Hospitals. A Time Space

The clean and broad landscape photographs capture old health centres and sanatoriums built 1930–1970s. The work looks at sickness through neutral, cleanly photographed buildings; placed closest to sickness.

44f. Constant Anèe: Consultations

The work is a collection of systemic milieu portraits of doctors and specialists. All the subjects are photographed both in their medical offices and in their consultation rooms, and the images are shown side by side. The deadpan portraits show the mundaneness of their occupations. The work takes a medical point of view to sickness through the institutional setting; placed between sickness and disease.

44g. Ville Lenkkeri: Cases of Curiosity

The photographic work depicts defective human symptoms that at one point had aroused pity, and now have become collectibles and medical oddities. The images show anatomical samples, skeletons and instructional models. The work looks at disease through culture; placed closest to disease but towards sickness.

44h. Eric Baudelaire: Pavillon Gabriel

The work functions as a diptych, where one page documents people’s dialysis treatments and the other follows a kidney donation from mother to daughter. The work is distanced and clean. Even with the exception of three portraits the work straightforwardly follows a medical procedure, placed closest to disease towards sickness.

44i. Jacqueline Hassink: The Paimio Sanatorium: An Interpretation

The series is a collection of interior and exterior photographs of the Paimio Sanatorium designed by Alvar Aalto. All the photographs are without people. The hospital was built for tuberculosis patients and now specialises in long-term diseases. The work looks at disease from an institutional and historical point of view; placed closest to sickness.

45. Sami Parkkinen: Paradise, 2010.304

The series expresses the author’s world with severe depression and recovering from it. The work consists of mostly surreal still life images. Placed closest to illness as the series aims to voice the personal experience of being depressed.

46. Akseli Valmunen: 3Hz–300GHz, 2015.305

The work depicts people who are sensitive to radiation (Wi-Fi, mobile phones and telecom towers). The series is a collection of milieu portraits,
images of rooms, landscapes and equipment. Placed between disease and sickness as the series remains at a distant from the personal illness experience and concentrates on showing not just the affected people but also the possible causes and protective equipment.

47. Leena Louhivaara: Saa katsoa, 2009.216 The work consists of black and white portraits of 12 women of different ages with breast cancer. The images are accompanied with quotes from the people photographed and the artist statement contemplates how one is supposed to look at them. The work is placed closest to illness towards sickness as it tries to encapsulate what it is to have breast cancer but also negotiates how one is allowed to look at women with breast cancer.

48. Meeri Kautaniemi: Oasis, 2013.207 The documentary work features four transsexual men with HIV or AIDS living at a shelter in Mexico. The photographs are accompanied with in-depth interviews. The series is placed closest to illness as it concentrates on voicing the individual life experiences.

49. Mikka Pirinen: The Rare, 2013.206 The work is a collection of portraits of children and teenagers with a statistically rare disease, such as Netherton syndrome. It is a documentary collection of well-lit, often full-body milieu portraits shot at homes. Placed between illness and disease.

50. Toni Kitti: The Persistence of Plastic, 2013–2016.209 The work is a collection of plastic objects and self-portraits. Kitti writes that he loves plastic, because it does not decay like him. Kitti was diagnosed with AIDS in 2012. In a self-portrait titled Strike a Pose, Kitti, having AIDS, looks at the camera with a wide smile, his naked upper body full with Kaposi’s sarcoma lesions. Kitti’s hands are covering his chest and crotch. Placed closest to illness as it conveys Kitti’s personal love with plastic but towards sickness as parts of the work can be seen to question the suffering position of the sick.

51. Max Kandhola: Illustration of Life (book), 2002.200 The work documents the author’s father with cancer and dying from it. The images include extreme close-ups of hair, bruises and eyes. Despite the fact that some of the photographs seem detached and clinically observant, the work as a whole negotiates the author’s experience with his father’s illness and death; placed closest to illness.

52. Mark Morrisroe: 1988–89.211 Morrisroe died of AIDS and his late photographs include lung x-rays where Morrisroe has added colour, and eroticised nude or half-nude portraits of him in a hospital bed. Morrisroe literally strikes poses and meets the viewer’s gaze while the shown body is consumed by the disease. The work is placed between sickness and illness as despite being a personal illness, Morrisroe is questioning the “right” way of being ill.


54. Maija Tammi: Removals, 2011–2013.213 A series of the most common Western diseases showing only the removed parts: cancers, goitres and gallstones. The photographs are taken in the operating rooms, lit with the operating room light. The removed parts are placed in clean emesis basins. In the book Leftover/Removals (2014) the images are accompanied with transcribed conversations of three surgeons, who are looking at the photographs and discussing what might be depicted and the aesthetics of the photos. The work is placed closest to disease.

55. Maija Tammi: Leftover, 2014.204 Photographs of, and a sculpture comprised of used radiation therapy masks worn by an anonymous model. The artist statement is a hypothetical dialogue with an imaginary cancer that comments on the cultural, sometimes misguided, views on cancer. The work centres on the institutional way of dealing with sickness but at the same time shows traces of disease; placed between sickness and disease.

56. Maija Tammi: White Rabbit Fever, 2015–2016.215 The work traces sickness in relation to life and death and contemplates the possibility of immortal life in the form of forever-growing cancer cell lines. The work includes a sequence of a decaying rabbit corpse and a sequence of HeLa cells growing inside a cell culture bottle. Also, a selection of creature-looking cancer cells of the Pa-Ju and Us-Ki cell lines are shown.
inside of installation boxes. The works look at sickness in general, from a philosophical but still tangible point of view, placed closest to sickness, towards disease.

3.4.1. A concentration on illness

The biggest concentration of the artworks is at the illness corner; 32 artworks of the total 67 are closer to illness than sickness and disease, indicating that most photographic artworks on the theme express the experience of being ill or being close to someone who is ill. Eight of the artworks are closest to the disease corner, and nine are closest to sickness. In the centre of the diagram there are three artworks. All the other artworks are in between two or three different aspects. Out of these 32 artworks close to illness, 10 are about the author's own illness, 14 are about a close family member's illness, and the rest are about the illness experience but without the photographer, a friend or family member being ill. One example of the works at the illness corner is Nancy Borowick's Cancer Family (2013 – ongoing). The documentary series depicts the author's parents' managing cancer and dying from it. This series of black and white photographs show everyday life situations concentrating on the parents' relationship with each other. The series narrates a personal story.

Another example at the illness corner is Sally Mann's Proud Flesh (2003–2009). The series of wet collodion images depict the body of her husband Larry, who has late-onset muscular dystrophy. The series is a sensual and melancholic portrayal of a weakening body. It also encapsulates Mann's own feelings toward her husband:

‘The gods might reasonably have slapped this particular lantern out of my raised hand, for before me lay a man as naked and vulnerable as any wretch strung across the mythical, vulture-topped rock. At our ages, we are past the prime of life, given to sinew and sag, and Larry bears, with his trademark god-like nobility, the further affliction of a late-onset muscular dystrophy. That he was so willing is both heartbreaking and terrifying at once.’316

The works about personal illnesses can also be called autopathographies, a term coined by researcher Thomas Couser. The term refers to the situation where one's life narrative is disrupted by a bodily dysfunction and the borders of identity have to be negotiated again.317 This disruption is evident in photographer Kerry Mansfield’s statement of Aftermath:

‘Needless to say it came as quite a shock. I had exercised and eaten correctly, and like many of my age, I felt indestructible, never thinking the most basic of dwellings could be lost. Faced with the nihilistic process of radical chemotherapy and surgery, my ideas of “where” I exist turned inward. As the doctors, with their knives and chemistry broke down the physical structure in which I lived, the relationship between the cellular self and the metaphysical self became glaringly clear.’318

Mansfield’s work is a series of self-portraits before, during and after her mastectomy and cancer treatments.

Pardo and Morcate, who have studied autobiographical art photographs about terminal illnesses, differentiate between three different ways in which photographers visualise the theme: paying homage to the patient, expressing their own grief towards the ill person and negotiating their own relationship with mortality.319 In my diagram, most autobiographical stories are located at the illness corner, but the aspect that most often affects the position of the work more toward sickness or disease or both, is Pardo and Morcate’s third aspect; how the artist negotiates her of his own relationship with malady and mortality. In terms of the diagram, the decisive factor is whether the artist’s main view remains strictly personal or if she or he tries to convey a bigger point of view. For example, Jo Spence criticises the object-role offered to the sick person by asking whose property her breasts are and by questioning the ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ way of being ill.

Despite the majority of the personal works (works which are based on the author or the author’s relatives) being placed in the illness corner, not all are. One exception is Krass Clement’s book At Death, made in 1990. The work starts with the illness experience, with the author’s mother in a hospital bed, but then transforms into an institutional depiction of the autopsy and cremation. The photographs show the personnel at work in their everyday tasks, and the mother turns into a sort of an object, which is gazed from a distance. In my view, the book combines the illness experience (of the photographer), the institutional procedures and the objective biomedical gaze.

The clearest examples of sickness, illness and disease, are placed at the tips of the corners in the diagram. One work close to the top of the triangle, at sickness, is David Maisel’s Asylum (2006)320, which is a series of photographs of old, empty asylum rooms and corridors. The photographs have faint traces of medical procedures that were once conducted in the space, but mostly the series depicts dilapidated walls and ceilings. The photographs are taken using the available light in the different spaces, and they show decaying spaces through the walls, corners and ceilings, and a few details on the floors. The photographs are balanced in their composition and minimalist also in their content. The series offers no link to a specific illness experience or experiences, rather the photographs comprise a collective remembrance or evidence of how mental illnesses have been institutionally treated and cared for. It is the style of the photographs, emptiness of the spaces and the decay of the building that build up a sort of nonexistence of a disease.

Disease is clearly presented in Max Aguilera-Hellweg’s The Sacred Heart (1997). The work depicts the diseased or broken body opened up and photographed as still life. The work resembles a guidebook on surgical procedures (there are also small sequences) or a taxonomical depiction of exotic animals, as it is sometimes hard to recognise what part of a person is in the photograph. In Aguilera-Hellweg’s book the human bodies and the parts of human bodies are presented as objects. Similarly to Dallaporta’s images, the subjects are in the midst of darkness, in the centre of the images so the viewer’s gaze is directed straight to the light in the middle. The wide depth of field and large format of the images reveal a great deal of details and structures. The vivid colours also add to the feel of proximity, as one can see the bodily fluids and surfaces of internal organs so clearly. Many of the images in the book are difficult to look at; they are can be seen to be abject, something that I will examine more closely in Chapter Five.

One formal feature that is more prevalent in the works closest to disease than in the others is an index-like method, meaning that the work comprised a collective remembrance or evidence of how mental illnesses have been institutionally treated and cared for. It is the style of the photographs, emptiness of the spaces and the decay of the building that build up a sort of nonexistence of a disease.

Out of the 16 works on cancer that are included in the diagram, half are breast cancer. Most of these works are autopathographies (7) with the exception of Leena Louhivaara’s series with various women with breast cancer. What is visually common to almost all the breast cancer works is that the actual breasts are shown. Works by Jo Spence, Hannah Wilke, Kerry Mansfield and Natalie Krivy and Leena Louhivaara all show the physical transformation of the breasts. The missing and reconstructed breasts are shown and examined and looked at in the photographs. In works about breast cancer, the body plays a central role, even though the approaches vary.

Jo Spence’s work is defiant and political; she for example places a breast implant on a frying pan and constructs posters of the experience that mimic the style of yellow press. Natalie Kriwy’s book is humorous and gentle; she makes photographs for example with her head in various states of baldness, smiles in a multitude of the images, and her photographs are brightly lit and clean. Kerry Mansfield’s work on the other hand is laconic; only the positions of the body and the expression change in the photographs taken with a straight flash against a blue tile wall. While Spence is holding a ‘booby prize’ next to her disfigured breast in a photograph, Kriwy has for example painted her breasts as colourful eyes, and Mansfield just looks at the bare breast. All the works except Leena Louhivaara’s work are in colour. When looking at sex-specific cancers, there is also one work depicting prostate cancer: Juha Törmälä’s 12 Men is a series of stoic black and white portraits of very serious looking, fully clothed men.

Another recurring theme in the artworks is dementia or Alzheimer’s, which is depicted in 6 works. The approaches vary from illness stories to more distanced, systematised and poetic approaches; Jim Reed’s indie book presents the absurdity of life without memory, Tatsumi Orimoto has transformed her mother into an Art Mama and performs in photographs with her. In Phillip Toledano’s Days with My Father, the father poses with two cookies on top of his chest like nipples, and also Susanne Otterberg’s No More Junk Mail, Please! plays with the candid postures and expressions of her grandmother. When comparing all the works depicting dementia and

320 Images from the Asylum series are included in Maisel’s book Library of Dust (2008), which also entails photographs of metal canisters containing ashes of deceased psychiatric patients, and details of these cans and found objects. The isolated images of canisters would as their own series be placed closest to disease, but towards sickness in the diagram.

Alzheimer’s to all the works of cancer, the first group seems to be lighter and more playful in their approaches than the ones depicting cancer, Natalie Kriwy’s work being the exception. In the dementia stories, life seems more absurd and photographers also construct and stage images, whereas in cancer stories photographers follow and document what is happening.

Children seem not to be sick. In the artworks that show the sick person (42), the sick person is an adult woman in 18 of the artworks, an adult man in 11 of them, and 10 works depict both genders. There are three exceptions: Sian Davey’s Looking for Alice depicts the author’s daughter with Down’s Syndrome, Mikka Pirinen portrays children and adolescents with rare diseases, and Lauren Greenfield’s subjects are teenagers.

Despite the many autopathographies and photo essays of the ill, there is a canon of works that do not show the sick but rather parts of them (Aguilera-Hellweg), or medical machines (Riedler), institutions and the people working in them (Ruiz, Monteith). As this research looks at human sickness, which is most often seen as being located in the diseased body, most of the artworks that do not show actual ill people, still show parts of bodies, or places and traces of where the bodies are examined, held, cured, cut or processed. However, there are exceptions that aim to capture the illness experience in a more abstract way, such as Sally Mann’s work in the Hospice book. Mann’s series of photographs show for example a snout of a dog, the ocean, a little statue in a garden, and a fallen bridge, as she is trying to document the things that matter to a dying person.

Another interesting example is Lisa Lindvay’s Hold Together (2006–ongoing) in which the mother, who is suffering from mental problems, is not shown at all and neither are any of her private things. What is shown instead, are the father and the siblings expressing visually, and metaphorically, their experience with the mother. The photographs have a documentary feel with a theatrical intensity; for example, in one of her photographs the dad is standing in a flower pot, in another a brother is laying on a bed without mattress, with numerous soda bottles protruding from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow. Lindvay uses diffused natural light that comes from underneath, and in one photograph doughnuts are placed into a smiling half circle on a pillow.

The majority, 44 works from the 67, are plainly documentary, meaning that they depict real ill people, places, machines or details without bringing in additional meanings by purposefully staging or constructing (lighting choices are excluded). The other works mix documentary with added or staged elements or are completely constructed. Documentary images pervade all three aspects of the diagram; illness-works are often photography essays of actually sick people, disease-works show real surgeries and machines, and sickness-works authentic doctors and institutions. One of the exceptions to the documentary canon is Tamara Staples’ Side Effects May Include (2003–2016). The images are constructed from medical pills the author’s sister left behind after taking her own life. The pills are used to form ornament-like wallpaper patterns and a pattern for a dress.

Another exception is Kathryn Parker Almanas in her various works, which take advantage of what people expect to see. Her photographs look like medical procedures or like the aftermath of an accident or a surgery, but the images are constructed photographs of dissected fruit, various organic matter and fabric. Almanas’ work Carrying, Dressing, Bandaging overly exaggerates bandaging on people in various ways, and Medical Interior oscillates between apparently documentary real and constructed images. The series are not accompanied by introductory texts or artist statements. In the diagram, Almanas’ works are placed in the middle because as a whole they can be interpreted as belonging to all three categories equally.

The anthology Clinic (2008) – taken as a whole rather than by the individual works – could have been placed between sickness and disease as all the works in the book are scattered between the two; not even one of the works address the illness experience. The book is a deliberate effort to see beyond emotions as Michel Poivert writes in the introduction:

‘It [the book] is also documentary in form, where every subject represents a profound study on distance, challenging the emotion that all too often dominates the image of the world of illness, and hospitals in general.’

The book is a well-needed perspective among the artworks in the diagram.

The majority of the works in the diagram has been made in the last twenty years. Thus, when looking at the artworks from before 2000s in the diagram, such as by Spence, Wilke, Morrisroe, Clement and Mark, they are all closer to sickness than the other works on average. These works seem to be more critical about medicine, institutional structures and cultural gaze when compared to the majority of the contemporary works that don’t have the same defiant attitude.

Despite the ‘critical’ works being nearest to sickness, all three aspects – sickness, disease and illness – take part, as representations, in creating, affirming and reconstructing the ways to be sick and experience sickness. The diagram’s own value is in the way it teases out differences in how the works communicate private and public, objective and subjective, specific and general.

A majority of the artworks in the diagram consist of several photographs; they are most often either conceptual series, photoessays or photoreportages. In many illness stories the individual photographs are bound together by a narrative, passage of time, for example from illness to death as in Nancy Borowick's and Krass Clement's works. Many sickness works have unified camera angles and lighting choices as for example in Olivier Amsellem's work, whereas many disease works are even more visually repetitive, such as Dallaporta's Fragile.

However it should be noted that photography festivals (for example Les Rencontres d'Arles), photographic competitions (for example FOAM Talent), and photography book awards ask for and show 'photography series' instead of individvual photographs. Seriality can be to been ingrained in the photography industry's current practices.

I acknowledge that the diagram is not without problems. There are some works that I have not been able to place into it with sufficient accuracy. Interpreting how much an artwork is about social norms or medicalisation or power structure, or how much about the illness experience and how much about disease as a biomedical model, is not always clear. An example is Jennifer Wilkey's works, which present pills photographed in an orderly fashion, hospital rooms with embroidery and constructed scars. In her statement she writes that she hopes to capture the feeling of time passing while at a hospital. I have placed her work in between sickness and disease, towards illness, close to the middle.

Furthermore, all the artworks in the diagram are self-identified series meaning that the starting point has already been that they have had a will to communicate something about sickness in their works or the context of sickness is evident. This means that the diagram cannot negotiate the health-sickness division, as it is already positioned to sickness.

In addition, while many works at first glance seemed to be clearly about one aspect, for example illness, after a more detailed examination, they were then re-positioned towards other aspects or altogether differently on the diagram. Also, analysing the works often changed the interpretation of a similar artwork, as the works are placed in relation to each other. For example David Maisel's Asylum (2006) is closer to sickness than Neil Pardington's The Clinic (2003–2005) although both show empty institutional rooms. However, Maisel's work reeks of history, and the way the decaying walls are romantically shot seems to draw it away from an objective medical gaze. Whereas Pardington's images of empty hospital rooms, mainly operating theatres, are more contemporary, more blatant, more informative compared to Maisel's. Neither of the works have an introductory text online.

Furthermore, while the diagram concentrates on art photography, the border between photojournalism and art can be especially tricky as in the case of Mary Ellen Mark's Ward 81, made in 1975, which depicts female patients at a mental institution in the US. The photographs are documentary and Mark was best known as a photojournalist, but she did deliberately go back to the institution to make a book after she had visited the institution during an assignment, thus indicating that Mark had her own agenda and freedom in the way of depicting the ward. The question between photojournalism and art is further complicated by the fact that many of the works in the diagram are documentary in their nature and many artists also work as photojournalists and vice versa. I have made the decision about whether work has artistic purposes on the basis of the context of the work and whether the author has had solo exhibitions or a significant number of group exhibitions or published art books.

The diagram can be criticised according to the same principles as phenomenologists criticise the disease–illness model: that it separates the experience of illness, being in the world, from the two other aspects (disease and sickness). In addition, it might seem as though the diagram is making a separation between ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ representations (illness and disease). However, photographic artworks are inherently subjective, and the ‘objective’ in this case is objective-like, made of visual and literal choices that emphasise presenting the world as it is although already permeated by culture and modified by the artists’ aesthetic choices. Moreover, the diagram only gives an overview on Western contemporary artworks that does not necessarily apply elsewhere.

As diagrams always are, this diagram is subjective. I have made the terms for inclusion, as well as generated the selection of the works, based not only on what does or does not depict sickness, but also for example on what art photography and photojournalism are and are not. I tested the model at a doctoral seminar at Aalto University, School of Arts, Design and Architecture on March 16, 2017. Nine fellow doctoral students placed three or more artworks from the list into the model. The interpretations of the fellow doctoral candidates landed in the same regions in the diagram as my own placements.
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Light box installation at Gallery Lapinlahti in Helsinki, Finland, September, 2016. Photograph by Mikko Hirvensalo.
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The Artworks
In the diagram, in Chapter Three, *Leftover* (2014) is placed between disease and sickness, as the systematic portraits of used radiation therapy masks worn by a model look at illness from afar and touch on the institutional way of treating a biological body. *White Rabbit Fever* (2016) is placed nearest to sickness towards disease at the top of the diagram because the work traces sickness to its roots, to the relation to life and death, and contemplates the possibility of immortal life in the form of forever-growing cancer cells. Yet, it’s towards disease because the work shows cell culture bottles and microscopic images of the cells that can be seen to represent a biomedical perspective.

This chapter presents *Leftover* and *White Rabbit Fever*. Because both of these works are also books, this chapter concentrates on the exhibitions, and more precisely on the debut exhibitions of both works.

4.1. Leftover, 2014

*Leftover* was first exhibited at Photographic Gallery Hippolyte in Helsinki, Finland from January 3–26, 2014. The exhibition was approved as a part of this dissertation by Professor Jan Kaila and Doctor of Arts Harri Pälviranta. The exhibition consisted of twelve framed archival pigment prints, a sculpture, and a series of photographic prints exhibited on a table. *Leftover* was later exhibited in three cities in Finland, Lahti, Karjaa and Turku, as well as in Oxford, UK and Kobe, Japan.

The framed prints portray an anonymous model wearing used radiation therapy masks against a white background. All the portraits are lit and composed in the same way to create a category or a system. The model’s eyes are closed in all of the photographs. The masks have been collected from three different university hospitals: Helsinki University Hospital, Turku University Hospital and Tampere University Hospital.

Radiation therapy masks are used to ensure that the patient is in the exact same position during each radiotherapy session. Markings on the thermoplastic masks provide a visual aid for the positioning of the patient for the treatment. The masks are made personally for each patient. After the radiation therapy treatment period, the masks are either thrown away or recycled. Over the course of a year and a half, I collected nearly 300 masks for the work.

The exhibition also had a table installation consisting of twelve pigment prints (size 20 × 30 cm) from my earlier work *Removals* (2011–2013). The archival pigment prints were presented on a narrow table covered with a plexiglass plate. The photographs depict the most common diseases, but only the surgically removed parts. The photos are taken a few minutes after the operations, placed in kidney bowls and lit by an operating room light. The series was made at two hospitals in Tampere, Finland.

Photographic Gallery Hippolyte’s main exhibition room, where the exhibition was held, is a six-meter high, 72 square meter room. The exhibition had two framed prints in size 110 × 120 cm, and ten in size 60 × 65 cm. The sculpture, placed in the middle of the room, named *Unlimited Number of Cell Division* (180 × 180 × 195 cm) is made from over 170 radiotherapy masks melted together. The name of the sculpture refers to a medical definition of immortality and to a cancer cell’s theoretical (and to a cancer cell line’s practical) ability to divide eternally. This is a theme that I revisit in *White Rabbit Fever*.

The artist statement of the work is a fictitious dialogue with an imaginary cancer. The dialogue uses irony to comment on the way cancer is sometimes erroneously thought to be an entity that has its own agenda.

Are you here now? Somewhere in me, growing in secret?
My existence begins when you get to know me, you reply.
I don’t want to know you then, I say.
What you want is irrelevant when it comes to me. I have no agenda. Knowledge, treatment and hope. I have all that.
Might help, might not. Fifty-fifty. Do you want to meet and talk about it?
No! Thank you, I am busy with other things.
I have time. I just multiply.
I would rather meet you later then.
What are you so busy with?
I don’t know... life.
I am part of life, brainless lump of your cells, part of you.
Are you trying to say that you are here now?
[No answer]
I cannot feel you.
Yet, you say.
Yes, I say. Give me ten more years.
[No reply]
Fine. Let’s meet, I say. Where do you want to meet? Somewhere where you can smoke?
I’ll be right here.
How do I recognise you?
I’ll find you, don’t worry about that.
That is what worries me.

The exhibition also had a table installation consisting of twelve pigment prints (size 20 × 30 cm) from my earlier work *Removals* (2011–2013). The archival pigment prints were presented on a narrow table covered with a plexiglass plate. The photographs depict the most common diseases, but only the surgically removed parts. The photos are taken a few minutes after the operations, placed in kidney bowls and lit by an operating room light. The series was made at two hospitals in Tampere, Finland.
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323 The *Leftover* exhibition was later seen also at Gallery Uusi Kipinä, Lahti, in October 16 – September 5, 2014, at Galleri ZEBRA, Karjaa, in November 7–26, 2014, at Photographic Centre Peri, Turku, in February 6 – March 1, 2015, and at Oxford University in UK in May 8 – July 7, 2015. In addition two pieces of the work were at a group exhibition at Gallery Tanto Tempo in Kobe, Japan in December 10–29, 2014.
Exercising previous research and the ethical issues of showing suffering or sufferers in Chapter Two influenced the making of Leftover. I wanted to create an artwork that would go beyond the dichotomy of whether something should or should not be shown and examine different possibilities of representing sickness. I desired to find a way to use personal traces of illness—patients’ individual masks—without making the series about a specific illness experience, but rather, to represent a more generalised illness experience. Therefore, I chose to portray a model wearing the masks instead of photographing just the masks, as I aimed to comment on cultural, often misguided, constructions of cancer. The artist statement aims to reflect. (cancer seen as an invading monster), which the artist statement aims to reflect. (cancer seen as an invading monster), which the artist statement aims to reflect.

As noted in Chapter Two, people have a tendency to overestimate the consequences of being ill in general; consequently I figured this could work to my artwork’s favour, as people might over-project feelings on the looks of the removal and aesthetics of the image.

Exercising previous research and the ethical issues of showing suffering or sufferers in Chapter Two influenced the making of Leftover. I wanted to create an artwork that would go beyond the dichotomy of whether something should or should not be shown and examine different possibilities of representing sickness. I desired to find a way to use personal traces of illness—patients’ individual masks—without making the series about a specific illness experience, but rather, to represent a more generalised illness experience. Therefore, I chose to portray a model wearing the masks instead of photographing just the masks, as I aimed to create a reflective surface for viewers to review their feelings and attitudes about cancer instead of showing an ‘other’ who is sick. In addition, I wanted to create an artwork that would go beyond the dichotomy of whether something should or should not be shown and examine different possibilities of representing sickness. I desired to find a way to use personal traces of illness—patients’ individual masks—without making the series about a specific illness experience, but rather, to represent a more generalised illness experience. Therefore, I chose to portray a model wearing the masks instead of photographing just the masks, as I aimed to create a reflective surface for viewers to review their feelings and attitudes about cancer instead of showing an ‘other’ who is sick. In addition, I aimed to comment on cultural, often misguided, constructions of cancer (seen as an invading monster), which the artist statement aims to reflect.

As noted in Chapter Two, people have a tendency to overestimate the consequences of being ill in general; consequently, I figured this could work to my artwork’s favour, as people might over-project feelings on the images. That is, I hoped that these images depicting plastic waste from a hospital treatment worn by a healthy model would communicate and invite reflection on the illness experience and stimulate strong feelings, even without accompanying the images with textual data or illness experience stories.

The choice to make a systematic portrait series was influenced by the historical uses of photography, as described in the research in Chapter Three. I wanted to create a category, and a feeling of a multitude of cancer cases to highlight the statistical frequency of getting or having cancer. I also researched the mechanisms of cancer, its biological aspects. Thus the sculpture Unlimited Number of Cell Divisions refers to cancer cells’ non-senescence, to their biological immortality.

4.2. White Rabbit Fever, 2016

White Rabbit Fever continues the theme of cancer cells’ potential to live forever, provided the nutrients and living space, but this time I wanted to show the actual cancer cells instead of reflecting just an idea. Therefore I examined and documented cancer cell lines, the most famous one being the HeLa cell line. While Leftover operates on a more symbolic level, showing only traces of sickness, White Rabbit Fever goes into specifics, showing the actual cells, and a decomposing rabbit, but also ventures into philosophy, to the origins of life and death.

White Rabbit Fever is presented in a separate book alongside this dissertation, published by Bromide Books in 2017. The work premiered with East Wing Gallery at the Unseen Photo Fair in Amsterdam in September 2016, and the first solo exhibition was held at Gallery Lapinlahti the same month. The work was approved as a part of this dissertation by Professor Jan Kaila and Doctor of Arts Teemu Mäki. Later, White Rabbit Fever was also exhibited in Turku, Rome, and Landskrona.

The work is a multi-part piece, consisting roughly of seven different parts: photographs / a video of a decaying rabbit, sequential photographs depicting HeLa cells growing inside a cell culture bottle, two books / a video presenting growth sequences of different cancer cell lines, microscopic images of creature-looking cancer cells in installation boxes, scenery-looking images of cancer cells in light boxes, and small skull shaped sculptures. The seventh part consists of an image titled Origin and four images of different animals at Day One of their decay. The presentation of the work varies with each installation and exhibition. For
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example either the photographic prints of a decaying rabbit are shown or a video, but not both. The combination of works is chosen according to the space. In this chapter, I focus mainly on the first exhibition at Gallery Lapinlahti.

The multitude of the works and different forms of exhibiting was partly due to Gallery Lapinlahti’s exhibition space, which consists of five separate rooms. Gallery Lapinlahti is a 135 square meter gallery space on the second floor of an old psychiatric hospital building from the 1840s. The gallery has a worn out look and while some rooms are painted medium grey, other rooms have patches of worn out wallpaper. Lapinlahti was also chosen as an exhibition place due to its history as a hospital. Lapinlahti is located in central Helsinki and the building now hosts art studios, galleries, office spaces and a cafe and restaurant. In the White Rabbit Fever exhibition, the different parts of the series and the different rooms of the exhibitions were connected with texts written by American author Katherine Oktober Matthews and myself. The texts are introduced in the end of this chapter.

In addition, the separate and multiple parts of the exhibition had another purpose: to make the exhibition accessible for viewers. Because the work requires a fair amount of explaining (for example how cancer cells are immortal), I aimed to create length and room for the viewers so that there would be space for pondering and feeling the different aspects of the work. Therefore the exhibition shows, for example, cancer cell lines in different ways: the growth sequences and cell culture bottles aim to direct attention to the cell lines’ growth and the clinical appearance, while the installation boxes with creature-looking cells aim to invite imagination, and the light box installation in a darkened room aim to create a physical space and experience.

Tularemia, with the common name rabbit fever, is a real disease, but White Rabbit Fever is an imaginary one, which I created as an archetype of a disease (and mortality). I was inspired by research in Chapter Two, in which Sontag and Cotton describe the most powerful images of suffering they have encountered, and both of the images are staged or composed photographs. I planned to create a fictional disease to be able to comment on the cultural ways disease and epidemics are encountered and feared, and also as a critique against the naturalist view on disease, which has influenced by my own experience as a Red Cross Media Delegate at one of Sierra Leone’s Ebola treatment centres.

The initial planning of White Rabbit Fever took place during the Ebola epidemic in 2014 and the worldwide hysteria of it. In addition, I was also influenced by my own experience as a Red Cross Media Delegate at one of Sierra Leone’s Ebola treatment centres.

The core of White Rabbit Fever orbits around two timelines: the first shows the decay and eventual disappearance of a rabbit, and the other shows the growth of immortal human cell lines that have outlived or will outlive the patients from whom they were extracted. With the work, I desired to look at time in relation to life and death. Time is essential to our being as the amount of time we think we have left to live dictates most of our actions and desires, as psychologist Laura Carstensen’s theory explains. Next I will introduce the different parts of the work more in detail.

Part 1: The Rabbit(s)

The sequence depicts the decay of a rabbit over period of one hundred days in Grez-sur-Loing, France. The rabbit, who I named post-mortem Ralph, was placed on the stone steps leading to an abandoned cellar. I also had another rabbit, Marcel, decaying deep in a forest. I protected both rabbit corpses with rabbit nets and wooden boxes to prevent big animals from eating them. The rabbits were bought from a Parisian restaurant, and I documented them daily for three and half months.

The rabbit sequence was my way to visually examine and imagine the arbitrary nature of the different definitions of death. I desired to see and experience the decay of a rabbit, and photograph it in a way that would not cause instant aversion but invite contemplation and maybe even aesthetic pleasure, to test Carolyn Korsmeyer’s theory on aesthetic disgust. Korsmeyer’s theory will be introduced in the next chapter.

The exhibition series shows Ralph on Days 1, 11, 17, 18, 79 and 100. On Day 11 maggots are visible in the image. Day 17 shows the rabbit’s fur becoming loose, and on Day 18 the rain flattened the loose fur. The framed photographs are 120 × 80 cm in size. Marcel became a video art piece titled Marcel was here (HD 1080p, colour, 12 min., 31 sec.), and the video premiered at Our Festival (Meidän Festivaali) 2016. The video was performed with Pekka Kuusisto playing violin and Anna-Mari Kähärä singing.
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Part 2: The HeLa cell culture bottle

The HeLa cell line is a cancer cell line derived from an American woman named Henrietta Lacks, who died in 1951. The cells have been grown in laboratories all over the world since then. The exhibition shows a sequence of HeLa cells growing inside a cell culture bottle for the period of ten days, the images are titled: Day 23379 – Day 23387. The day count represents the number of days the HeLa cells have been kept alive since the death of Henrietta Lacks.

The nutrient fluid in the bottles is pH sensitive and change colour as the cells divide and grow, which cause the fluid to become more acidic, turning the nutrient fluid more yellow. The framed images are 22 × 33 cm each.

I documented the growth of HeLa cells at Haartman Institute’s laboratory in Helsinki, Finland. With the aid of Professor Emeritus Leif Andersson, I also got to know and document other immortal human cell lines, such as the Pa-Ju cell line, derived from a Finnish teenage patient in 1983. This cell line was visually the most interesting one, and I also traced the history of the cell line to be able to understand how cell lines are born and kept alive, and why. The story of Pa-Ju cell line is presented at the end of the book White Rabbit Fever. The text was also published as a science article in Suomen Kuvalehti in the spring of 2016.

Professor Andersson and I followed the growth of several individual cell lines twice a day.

Cancer cells are biologically immortal. Most human cells die after 40–60 cell divisions; in normal cells, telomere, a region of repetitive nucleotide, gets shorter every time the cell divides, and when the telomere is too short the cell cannot divide anymore. Cancer cells, however, have an active enzyme that rebuilds the telomere every time, which means that cancer cells can divide eternally, provided sufficient nutrients and living space.

Part 3: Cell line growth sequences (books and video)

Two books, roughly A5 in size, present the microscopic growth sequences of HeLa, Pa-Ju and Us-Ki cell lines, which I also documented at the Haartman Institute in Helsinki. At the exhibition the books were displayed on a table inviting people to leaf through them. The microscopic photographs are accompanied with the date and time when the image was taken.

The documentation of the cells took place between October 2015 and February 2016.

Part 4: Creature-looking cancer cells in installation boxes

Pa-Ju, Us-Ki and MDA231 are immortal human cancer cell lines similar to HeLa. Pa-Ju was derived from a Finnish teenage patient in 1983, Us-Ki in 2009 and MDA231 originates from 1970s. Images of these cells resembling creatures are displayed inside small wooden boxes with light compartments designed by Feodor Mayow and myself, and the wood parts executed by Artproof Oy.

The boxes are approximately 14 × 14 × 14 cm in size. There is a battery operated LED compartment inside each box to illuminate the prints designed and built by Mayow and myself. The front wall of the box has an eye-hole to look through: the viewer has to lift up the box and peer inside to see the image. There are five boxes.

The boxes were a way to experiment with the viewing experience. I wanted to make people engage with and hold the idea of immortality in their hands, and to be possibly surprised by the creature-looking cells inside the boxes, instead of seeing the images on a wall. Despite the production of the boxes being more challenging than anticipated, it was extremely interesting to learn how to vacuum form and construct a light compartment.

Part 5: The light boxes

Six microscopic images of Us-Ki cells were displayed on box-shaped light boxes that could be stacked on top of each other. The microscopic photographs show scenery-looking clusters of cells; half of the images show cells green in colour, and the other half are bluish and violet. The boxes are 60 × 80 × 50 cm and 70 × 50 × 25 cm in size. They were installed in a darkened room in a sculptural form, reaching to the hight of 2.4 meters. My aim was to create a spatial experience, and to make the cells ‘larger than life’.

The concert was held as part of Our Festival at Järvenpää Church, July 24, 2016.

The documentation of the cells took place between October 2015 and February 2016.
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Part 6: The Sculptures
Archaeological 1–16 are skull-shaped sculptures made of used blue radiotherapy masks. The act of shaping has distorted the masks so that instead of resembling human skulls they look alien.

Part 7: Origin
The image titled Origin is a large vinyl fabric print in size 373 × 314 cm. It depicts a dense forest in Mazzano-Romano, Italy. At the exhibition it covered a full wall in the first room of the exhibition. In the same room as the vinyl print, there were also four small images, 33 × 22 cm in size, presenting a dormouse, two mice, a rabbit and a mouse. The four images show Day One of their decay.

The gallery visitors were guided through the five rooms of Gallery Lapinlahti in a circular path, led by texts written by Katherine Oktober Matthews and myself. The text plates were designed by Jesper Vuori. All plates had a large text in the middle and some also a smaller text at the bottom.

‘Do you want to live forever?’, asked the text plate at the entrance. In the first room, alongside the vinyl print Origin: ‘Is it so, that everything with a beginning must have an ending?’ followed by a general introduction of the work. In the second room, alongside the framed rabbit prints: ‘Can you feel time? Do we only perceive it in order to know the difference between when we are alive, and when we are dead?’ followed by:

‘Day 1. Don’t mention the rabbit. Actually, just forget the rabbit. Focus on death, its temporality and spatiality. Death is plural and scattered in time. Rephrasing Foucault now: death has a swarming presence just like disease, there is no fixed point when time halts and starts to revert. It is already there and in every moment. We give them different names, depending what we measure: brain death, clinical death, biological death. Do they make any sense? Foucault again, referring to Bichat: “It is not because he falls ill that man dies; fundamentally, it is because he may die that man may fall ill.”’

At the entrance to the fourth, darkened room with the light box installation: ‘The end pulls you like gravity, is it so? Don’t be frightened, into the dark you go.’ In the fifth and final room, which was separated from the main rooms by a corridor, the sculptures were presented accompanied by the text:

‘Long after we’re gone, when our bones have turned to dust, animals searching for food or intelligence will uncover plastic bags imprinted with “Buy Now, Pay Later!” and wonder what it means.’

The book
The book White Rabbit Fever was published by Bromide Books in Summer 2017. The book is bilingual; English and Japanese. It contains 108 colour photographs and texts by Katherine Oktober Matthews. The book is divided into four chapters, and ends with an article titled Immortals that traces the history of the Pa-Ju cell line. The book is designed by Jesper Vuori.

4.3. Reflection
The artworks Leftover and White Rabbit Fever set out to examine new ways to think about and create photographic art about sickness. As Kleinman’s definitions of sickness, illness and disease gave a backbone to the research from the start, I aimed to make artworks of sickness or disease, and avoid the illness experience as it is the most commonly used perspective, as shown in the previous chapter. White Rabbit Fever was also a visual way to challenge the core definitions of the overall research by looking at the arbitrariness of the definition of sickness.

While in Leftover, I used discarded radiation therapy masks in an art context, in White Rabbit Fever I connected scientific methods and practices...
into the making of the artwork. I operated with very tactile, biological definitions of death and immortality in the work to invite philosophical contemplation, which I possibly achieved, artist–researcher Teemu Mäki, one of the academic reviewers of the exhibition, writes in his report, that the artwork summons and challenges the viewer to reflect on one’s relationship to death, and on the human position as a ‘discontinuous being’.

With Leftover I hoped that people will project their own feelings on the images. With White Rabbit Fever I aimed at making decay and disease approachable without losing the visceral. What I did not anticipate was that the creature-looking cancer cells in the miniboxes might disturb people. These images, at a conference presentation at Helsinki Photomedia 2016, produced visceral responses in some viewers when combined with the information that they are cancer cells. The next chapter attempts to understand why some photographs disturb and fascinate at the same time.
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331 Two participants described their visceral disgust reaction during the discussion section of the presentation; Maija Tammi, ‘Uncanny and the proximity of photographs’, Helsinki Photomedia Conference, April 1, 2016, Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland.
‘That is lasagna and that is a peanut’, a middle-aged man wearing a light brown coat comments aloud at the TR1 art gallery in Tampere, Finland. He seems delighted at his recognition. The man is looking at two of my photographs from the series Removals. The series consists of gallstones, cancers and other chronic disease-related removals shot at two hospitals in Finland just a few minutes after the operations. The ‘lasagna’ is actually a breast removed because of cancer and the ‘peanut’ is a gallstone in a kidney bowl. The man is just about to turn to leave when he glances back once more, as if he had forgotten something. He bends slightly to read the titles of the photographs – and winces in apparent disgust. He straightens his back and looks as though his best friend has just stabbed him. The man at the gallery seems to be in a state of unease; he seems to be as disturbed as when confronted with a real wound with blood and pus.

Why is it sometimes difficult to look at photographs of sickness? In this chapter I am trying to find tentative answers to this question by studying the concept of abject in relation to representations of sickness. Abject was first articulated by Georges Bataille and developed further into its most known form by Julia Kristeva in 1982 in her book Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection. In addition to their work, I draw from psychological, philosophical and sociological research; and from Carolyn Korsmeyer’s writing on aesthetic disgust. As examples, I am addressing Max Aguilera-Hellweg’s photographs of invasive surgeries and my own photographic series of disease-related removals.

I am using Kristeva’s definition of abject in this chapter because its starting point is in surplus, in something that has been pushed aside from the normal and healthy, and because it aims to understand instead of just stating an experience or explaining a behaviour. Also, as it is a concept that combines psychoanalysis, anthropology and literature research, it is not tied to just one specific research field but connects parts of each.

5.1. Abject and its brief history

In brief, abject can be described as something excess, secreted or jettisoned that questions the boundaries of the bodily self and identity. It is entwined between disgust and fascination, and in between subject and object, a sort of a state of nonbeing. It is a slimy term that threatens itself.332 The French surrealist Georges Bataille articulated the term abject already in the 1930s although it was not really conceptualised until the 1980s. Bataille, who was also a sociologist and a philosopher, wrote a short essay in 1934 entitled Abjection and Miserable Forms. The essay commented on the polarisation of class struggle in France at that time and was published in Essays on Sociology. In his essay, Bataille writes that the miserable, by which he means the oppressed and poor in society, have become abject themselves because they have no way of avoiding contact with real abject things such as filth and rats.333 For Bataille, abject becomes a synonym for the miserable. He defines abject things ‘as objects of the imperative act of exclusion’334 and assimilates this act of exclusion to the psychoanalytic explanation of anal eroticism. For all its deliberations on the abject, Bataille’s short essay of just a few pages leaves a lot to interpretation.

American art critic Rosalind Krauss interprets Bataille’s abject as a fluid concept that also goes beyond the physical objects of disgust. Krauss writes that Bataille was ‘interested in splitting apart of meaning from within since we know all acts of fission produce wavefronts, the sun’s intern brightness for example, piling up an unsayable, excremental slag.’335 In other words, something becomes abject as a side effect of defining something as pure, sacred, lawful; defining something high will inevitably produce low, and lower than low. Krauss writes that for Bataille this excrement from the meaning-making system cannot be infused into anything else, not even with the means of politics or philosophy. However, this conceptual excrement is a force that can tear down the whole structure of the initial definition that produced it; as for Bataille, ‘the most powerful centrifugal pull of society is a power not of attraction but one of repulsion.’336 Almost fifty years after Bataille’s essay, Julia Kristeva developed the concept of abject to its most known form.337

The philosopher, psychoanalyst and sociologist Julia Kristeva examines the power to disgust in her book Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection. Kristeva draws her concept of abject from psychoanalysis, anthropology, religion and literature, whereas Bataille’s starting point for abject was politics. For both, however, abject is a force that can shatter the borders of the whole system that produced it. Kristeva defines abject as something excess, secreted and contagious, something that threatens our existing body image and identity by revealing the frailty of their boundaries.338
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For Kristeva abject is neither subject nor object, but it is still ‘opposed to itself’. Abject can be seen as a (non)being as interpreted by Hal Foster, who places this nonbeing at the state before a child realises that he or she is a separated being from the mother and after she or he is a corpse, the final object. Kristeva writes in her later book Severed Head about the abject state using Medusa, the female monster in Greek mythology who had snakes in place of hair: ‘Medusa is abject as primitive matrix of that archaic nondifferentiation in which there is neither subject nor object, only the sticky, slimy abject’.

A major influence for Kristeva’s book was anthropologist Mary Douglas’ book Purity and Danger, an analysis of concepts of pollution and dirt, published originally in 1966. Douglas’ book is an anthropological examination not just into primitive tribes, but also into developed societies in order to show that human behaviour is universal when it comes to dirt. According to Douglas dirt is produced by the human condition to yearn for clearer concepts, borders and classifications:

‘Where there is dirt there is a system. Dirt is the by-product of a systematic ordering and classification of matter, in so far as ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements’.

For Douglas, dirt, something that is out of its place, is dangerous but also powerful. Dangerous because it does not fit, it disturbs, so must be pushed away and avoided. Powerful, because dirt has ‘a half-identity’: it can still formless. This formlessness in turn is an identity that can still be recognized where it originated, and its mere presence threatens the borders of her ‘condition as a living being’.

Kristeva defines abject to be outside the symbolic order – it is thrown out of the cultural world, only to return to confront us. By symbolic order Kristeva does not merely mean culturally shared and established classification systems, but she also takes into account the idea that different subjective structures are possible within this system. She notes that the symbolic order is rooted in a universally shared signifying process, language, and abjection borders the ‘identity of the speaking being’. Kristeva argues that confronting badly fluids and defilement place her at the borders of her ‘condition as a living being’.

Hal Foster, who in his book The Return of the Real traces avant-garde art and theory, draws a clear distinction between Kristeva’s abject and abjection, terms that he sees Kristeva treating very ambiguously. He writes: ‘to abject is to expel, so separate; to be abject, on the other hand, is to be repulsive, stuck, subject enough only to feel this subjecthood at risk.’ Foster sees that the operation to abject is regulatory formation in the society whereas the condition to be abject is corrosive. Foster’s outlining of the abject is close to the Bataillean construct asserting that the act of defining something high will inevitably also produce the lower than low, which has the ability to shatter the whole construct.

The psychoanalytic side of Kristeva’s book on abject draws from Freud and especially Jacques Lacan’s writings. For Lacan, coming too close to the Real induces a trauma. The Real is one of Lacan’s three registers: symbolic, imaginary and Real. In brief, the symbolic register is like a conscious language and a system of signs, the imaginary register refers to the principal illusion of being whole and autonomous, and the Real is a place beyond the symbolic and imaginary. The Real ‘can be understood as the site of incompleteness against the symbolic order.’ Slavoj Žižek uses an analogy of a chess game to describe the three registers: the rules of the game are the symbolic register, the appearance of the pieces symbolise the imaginary, and Real is all the circumstances that affect the game, the players’ skills for example.

Lacan calls this missed encounter with the Real the ‘Real tuché’. Although Kristeva does not use Lacanian registers, her conceptualisation of abject resembles the Lacanian ‘encounter with the Real’. For example, Hal Foster positions Kristeva’s abject in relation to Lacan’s image-screen, gaze and subject of representation. He sees that abject art is ‘an attempt to evoke the real as such’. For Foster, abject art wants to be a wound or expose the wound at ‘the broken boundaries of the violated body’. He also speculates that confusion as to where or what the wound is, is the traumatic part.

Another aspect Kristeva borrows from Lacan’s writings is jouissance. According to Slavoj Žižek this ‘enjoyment’ is preserved in its original French in English texts because ‘we are not dealing with simple pleasures, but with a violent intrusion that brings more pain than pleasure’. Another way jouissance can be described is ‘unconscious energy’ combining...
Kristeva and Lacan share a similar take on language in general. For both Lacan and Kristeva, to understand or to comprehend something is to define it and ‘this very process has already transformed the thing’. Kristeva herself defines the abject as a ‘jetisoned object’, that ‘draws me towards a place where meaning collapses’.

The main reason why Kristeva’s concept of abject became widely known and applied instead of Bataille’s essay was that Kristeva’s book was translated and therefore more widely available, unlike Bataille’s essay. German philosopher and critical theorist Winfried Menninghaus sees that Julia Kristeva’s abject is just another definition of abject that happened to be published at a fruitful time. Rosalind Krauss on the other hand compares Kristeva’s abject to Sartre’s slimy, a state of matter in between liquid and solid: ‘But the slimy, in the form of the gagging suction of a leech-like past that will not release its grip seems to contain its own form of possessiveness.’

‘It is a state of alarm and emergency, an acute crisis of self-preservation in the face of an unassimilable otherness, a convulsive struggle, in which what is in question, is quite literally, whether “to be or not to be”, Menninghaus writes.

However, Menninghaus is talking about disgust not about abject. He has traced the theoretical approach to disgust, during a period of more than 250 years, from Mendelssohn, Kant, Nietzsche, Kafka, Freud, Bataille to Krauss, October 1996, p. 92.

Kristeva, October 1996, p. 92.

5.2. Abject and disgust

Literally, ‘dis-gust’ means ‘bad taste’. However, despite how natural disgust might feel, it is not just an automatic reaction. It has been shown, for example, that repulsion towards feces is absent in early childhood. We learn to be disgusted by things as well as not to be disgusted by them. A surgeon is not repulsed in front of an open surgery wound and an Icelandic person is probably not disgusted when smelling a piece of rotten shark; in most cultures adults eat some delicacies that are basically rotten.

As social psychologist Haidt et al. put it: ‘Disgust may have its roots in evolution but it is also clearly a cultural product.’

Disgust is understood and researched as an emotion. Over the last thirty years, disgust has drawn the attention of philosophers (Korsmeyer, 2011), psychologists (Rozin, 1986, Tybur, 2013 and Pizarro, 2009) and social psychologists (Haidt et al., 1997).

It is not only filthy objects that can be abject or disgust us. Researchers often differentiate between material disgust and moral disgust. Material disgust refers to the response to possible disease-causing objects nearby and moral disgust refers to the breaking of social norms and rules.

In recent psychological research, a third category has been introduced. Tybur et al. differentiate between three types of disgust: pathogen disgust, moral disgust and sexual disgust. They write that in addition to making us avoid ‘contact with the disease-causing organisms […] disgust evolved to regulate decisions in the domains of mate choice and morality’. It is not just rotten food or bodily fluids that make us wince, but also unfairness, lying and breaking of common rules. One aspect that causes moral disgust is the violation of the concept of purity, for example: ‘a brother and sister having sex, and an avant-garde performance art piece in which performers act like nonhuman animals and urinate on stage.’

These violations of rules manifest themselves on the bodies of the spectators as various physical responses. People might for example wince.
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Wincing when disgusted has a scientific explanation. The prototypical facial expression of disgust decreases the exposed area to possible pathogens: squinting the eyes, closing the mouth, limiting airflow through the nose.367 However, these same facial expressions have been detected in situations where something has been only morally disgusting, and not potentially disease-causing, for example seeing an unfair game.368 To address why this happens, the researchers offer the explanation that this is a way to signal to others one’s condemnation of the rule-breaking.

This moral or socio-moral disgust is linked by Haidt et al. to the need to distinguish ourselves as humans from animals (which reminds us of our own mortality). As an example, they note that of all the human body products, such as feces, breast milk and semen, only one is not considered disgusting: tears, which are unique to humans.369 Moreover each culture has its own rules of how to properly be a human. Haidt et al. note that people also find disgusting ‘frequent references to racism, brutality, hypocrisy, political attitudes, and violations of important social relationships.’370

The psychologist and disgust researcher David Pizarro has found a link between disgust and political affiliations. The data in two studies showed that conservatives are more easily disgusted than liberals.371 The studies were able to show correlation but no causal effect. In another study it is tentatively proposed that disgust is a primary factor that causes people to avoid colorectal cancer screenings, which ultimately leads to more cancer deaths.372

‘Of course disgust may be misdirected. It requires reflection and assessment, as do judgments of reason. Just as impressions of the senses may mislead, so emotions are not free from error. Yet this does not obviate the importance of disgust as a gauge and measure of qualities and values in the world.’373

The quote is by Korsmeyer and Smith, written in the introduction of Aurel Kolnai’s On Disgust. Philosopher and psychoanalyst Aurel Kolnai wrote On Disgust in 1929. For him, one of the most important features of disgust is proximity. This proximity threatens to immerse people by its sheer closeness in the moment. By this he means spatial and physical proximity, but also sensual and functional proximity.374 This proximity for him also explains why something otherwise not perceived to be disgusting might become so by being too close or too much; for Kolnai disgust is also a feeling that prevents us from ‘drowning in pleasure’; an excess of sweet things or sweet words can turn into disgust.375 Kolnai describes disgusting objects as taunting:

‘Everything that is disgusting has in it something which is at one and the same time both striking and veiled, as is, say, a poisonous red berry or a garishly made-up face.’376

Korsmeyer and Smith interpret Kolnai’s proximity to mean that disgusting things can potentially contaminate, infect or otherwise threaten the perceived cleanliness of the body.377 However, if disgust evolved to makes people avoid things, there must be a counterbalance, a curiosity to push the borders, or humans would have never tried anything new, as David Pizarro argues.378 Similarly Haidt et al. place ‘disgust and sensation seeking as opposing motivations’.379 Haidt et al. support their claim by illustrating the omnivore’s strategy of fearful interest in new potential foods, and by the fact that research on sensation-seeking sensitivity negatively correlates with research on disgust sensitivity.

Could this sensation-seeking, i.e. curiosity, be defined as fascination? When disgust tells us to stay away, but we are at the same time curious, fascinated, are we not looking for possibilities to increase our understanding, or to test boundaries?

Psychological research, although concentrated on the evolved functions of disgust, validates the discussion of the abject in a larger context and offers explanations not only for the reaction but for its functions as well. In the next section, I will examine abject in relation to uncanny as the comparison helps to define what abject is.
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5.3. Abject and uncanny

One key aspect of Kristeva’s abject is that it questions the borders of definitions, threatening to tear down the whole structure. As noted before, Menninghaus sees abject as just another word for disgust and Krauss compares abject with Sartre’s slimy. This section looks at uncanny in relation to abject, as they both tackle the same question with regards to why some things disturb people.

In 1919, Sigmund Freud felt, in his own words, compelled to ‘investigate the subject of aesthetics’. In his essay *The Uncanny (unheimlich)* Freud examines the phenomenon by tracing the literary definitions of it and by looking at the actual things or stories people find uncanny. Freud’s essay is usually the academic starting point for examining uncanny.

However, it was not the first essay on the subject. Freud’s own starting point was Dr. Ernst Jentsch’s text *On the Psychology of the Uncanny* written in 1906. (Translated to English in 1995.) In the essay, Jentsch does not define the essence of uncanny, but tries to find an adequate working definition. The reason why Jentsch is reluctant to look for an actual definition is because he acknowledges that what feels uncanny to one person does not necessarily feel uncanny to another. For Jentsch uncanny is something that defies the intellectual mastery of one’s environment:

‘Intellectual certainty provides psychical shelter in the struggle for existence. However it came to be, it signifies a defensive position against the assault of hostile forces, and the lack of such certainty is equivalent to lack of cover in the episodes of that never-ending war of the human and organic world for the sake of which the strongest and most impregnable bastions of science were erected.’

Jentsch concentrates on concrete physical situations, and states that the strongest of these physical uncertainties is that of not knowing whether or not an object is alive. According to Jentsch, the uncomfortable feeling will last until the issue of living or not living is resolved. He also brings up that although people usually do not want to feel uncanny in real situations, in theatre and literature uncanny can become a vessel of artistic pleasure.

Freud starts with Jentsch’s text with a determination to define the uncanny and to explain it. He concludes that the uncanny feeling appears when something we have believed to belong only to the imaginary appears in real life, for example when a doll moves on its own or when the dead become alive. Or, in addition, when something that has been hidden and repressed emerges: ‘The “uncanny” is that class of the terrifying which leads back to something long known to us, once very familiar.’

Academic Nicholas Royle, who traces the history of uncanny from 1850s to the present in his book *The Uncanny* (2003), rephrases Freud’s idea: ‘The uncanny involves feelings of uncertainty, in particular regarding the reality of who one is and what is being experienced.’ Royle, like Jentsch, brings up that the uncanny is not only about terrible things:

‘But it can also be matter of something strangely beautiful, bordering ecstasy (’too good to be true’), or eerily reminding us from something like déjà vu.’

Although Royle examines uncanny in great detail, he mostly concentrates on how literature can bring forth the uncanny and neglects the link to physical reality. He does mention though that sight and seeing are central to the uncanny, although other senses can play a role too.

Freud underscores in his essay that there is also a condition for fiction to be uncanny: ‘so long as the setting is one of physical reality; but as soon as it is given an arbitrary and unrealistic setting in fiction, it is apt to lose its quality of the uncanny.’ Freud explains this by using Hans Christian Andersen’s stories as an example. In his stories, a tin soldier and a piece of furniture come to life, but they still don’t bring forth an uncanny feeling. However, when one sees a ghost in her or his bedroom or reads about a wood table turning into an animal at the neighbour’s house, the uncanny feeling emerges. In other words, for something to become uncanny it needs to have a link to physical reality – this does not mean only a real experience in the physical world but also that literature and for example photographs can provide the link. This link to physical reality is the key when applying the concept to photographs.
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5.3.1. Uncanny proximity of photographs

One simple way to look at photography as the physical link for the uncanny feeling is through proximity, more precisely the proximity between the image and its viewer. Proximity by definition means nearness in space, time or relationship. First, photographs are compared against physical reality. At least at first glance. A good example is Thomas Demand’s photographs, in which he recreates spaces by building them from styrofoam, paper and card, and then photographing the constructions. Demand’s photographs look like real spaces, or often they are assumed to be so, at first glance; they feel uncanny.

Secondly, photographs carry the sense of time (and history) with them, they refer to specific moments in the past whether it is seconds or decades. A photograph taken by a surveillance camera has a direct link not only to the place but time. Thirdly, photographs feel emotionally close because of the relationship viewers have with them. Susan Sontag notes that people don’t throw away or tear photographs of their loved ones. Also W.J.T. Mitchell writes about his colleagues’ experiment in which students were asked to take a photograph of their mother and cut the mother’s eyes out; the students were reluctant to do it. Thus, despite a photograph being a representation, it still seems to somehow embody what it is depicting.

In photography research W.J.T. Mitchell, who has conceptualised images as living agents, points out that there are two ways in which images can be alive (and disturbing): either because the viewer believes (similar to religious belief) that the image really is alive or because the image appears to be alive because it is either a trick or an automaton (puppetshows and animation), and the uncanny appears in the space between, in the uncertainty.

‘Thus the notion of image as life-forms always equivocates between questions of belief and knowledge, fantasy and technology, the golem and the clone. This middle space, which Freud called the Uncanny, is perhaps the best name for the location of images as media in their own right.’

If for Mitchell images are alive, for Roland Barthes all photographs are zombies: ‘that rather terrible thing which is there in every photograph, the return of the dead.’ For Barthes photography in inseparable from its relation to death, which is also the Eidos of photographs:

‘it is because it certifies, so to speak, that corpse is alive, as corpse: it is the living image of a dead thing. For photograph’s immobility is somehow the result of a perverse confusion between two concepts: the Real and the Live […]’

When examining uncanny in relation to photography, it is not just that photography as a medium is uncanny, but that the representation can have uncanny elements making the whole representation uncanny. Slavoj Žižek writes that ‘alteration of a small detail in a well-known picture that all of a sudden renders the whole picture strange and uncanny.’ This formulation resembles Roland Barthes’ definitions of studium and punctum. The studium is ‘that very wide field of unconcerned desire’, and the punctum is something in a photograph that pierces and bruises. When we consider uncanny in a larger sense, including déjà vu for example, it has the very same characteristics as the punctum – it, too, pierces and bruises.

Many researchers in different fields have tried to outline not just how but why the uncanny feeling appears, especially in relation to photographs, animations and robots. Japanese professor Masahiro Mori wrote an essay titled The Uncanny Valley in 1970s in which he drafted a curve of the emotional response to humanlike robots. The text appeared originally in a Japanese journal, but only after it was translated into English did it start to gain more attention in the early 2000s. In Mori’s curve, affinity towards robots increases until to the point when the robot starts to resemble a real human too closely and then turns into something eerie. Mori named this drop in the curve the uncanny valley. At the bottom of the valley are for example zombies and dead bodies. Mori speculates that the feeling of eeriness is an instinct that ‘protects us from proximal – sources of danger.’ By proximal sources of danger Mori means, for example, members of different species in addition to the corpses. Mori’s goal was to make robots acceptable to humans without making them eerie. He also wished that the mapping of the uncanny would explain what it is to be a human.
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The academic Catrin Misselhorn has gathered empirical data on and investigated philosophically into, why there is an uncanny valley. She comes to the conclusion that the eeriness stems from the so-called ‘failed concept application’ when perceiving things. By this she means that some features of the inanimate object bring forth the phenomenological feel of a human being, but this off-line feeling does not get applied into the final perception.

‘This reminds a bit of a radio receiver trying to tune into a transmitter in bad conditions when the reception of one station is always interfered with by another one and sheer noise.’

Researcher and founder of Hanson Robotics, Ltd. David Hanson suggests that when a robot or another object appears very human-like, we start to criticise it with the same measurements we would normally apply to actual humans, and that is where the robot fails and becomes something unwanted and eerie.

However, this happens only when we confuse the robot with a human. David Hanson et al. pinpoint in another article that in the arts, the quality of human resemblance, for example in Ron Mueck’s realistic, but oversized human sculptures, is praised and aesthetically valued. Hanson et al. also performed web-based tests. In one of the experiments, the researchers showed videos of two human-looking robots simulating human expressions and asked if people found the robots eerie. None of the participants were disturbed by the appearance of the robots, despite the fact the participants also answered that the robots look very lively. In addition, 73 percent found the robots also appealing. Therefore, Hanson et al. propose that the uncanny valley should be upended because of the counter-examples found in the arts and in their own experiments.

One tentative explanation as to why the uncanny valley might not hold as proposed by Mori is time. Mori wrote his essay in 1970s, whereas now, people are perhaps more accustomed to idea of human-like robots, because they have seen photographs or videos of androids, read books or watched TV series or movies about androids. The idea of an android is more conceivable and more imaginable; we are more accustomed to the idea of an android.

The academic Catrin Misselhorn has gathered empirical data on and investigated philosophically into, why there is an uncanny valley. She comes to the conclusion that the eeriness stems from the so-called ‘failed concept application’ when perceiving things. By this she means that some features of the inanimate object bring forth the phenomenological feel of a human being, but this off-line feeling does not get applied into the final perception.

Both uncanny and abject operate within definition systems. By definition a doll is not supposed to move on its own, and when it does, it is disturbing. (A robot is supposed to move, so there is necessarily nothing eerie about a moving robot.) The main difference is that uncanny acknowledges that something is not like it is supposed to be whereas abject questions this whole being. Also, the uncanny feeling disappears when the doll is revealed to be a robot or when it is seen that the movement is caused by wind, while, by contrast, abject has no quick or easy resolution.

Misselhorn bluntly concludes that the uncanny valley has something to do with ‘the terrors of death.’ Abject on the other hand is more of an existential crisis. When the task is to apply the concept of abject or uncanny to actual photographs, it is essential to bear in mind that for something to become uncanny it needs to have a link to physical reality. Later in this chapter I propose that also this link to physical reality is why art photographs can be uncanny and/or abjacent. The next section looks at abjacent art.

5.4. Abject art

Kristeva’s book on abject has inspired both artists and curators, especially in the 1990s. Three exhibitions in the same year, 1990, set the tone for abject art according to Artforum editor Michael Wilson. He states that Just Pathetic at Rosamund Felsen Gallery in Los Angles, Work in Progress? at Andrea Rosen Gallery and Vik Muniz’s Stuttering at Stux Gallery in New York outlined how abject art would be defined and understood. Also in 1990, the Swedish curator Gertrud Sandqvist curated an exhibition entitled Abject at Galleri Enkehuset in Stockholm and at the Nordic Art Centre in Helsinki, Finland. Sandqvist chose to exhibit only works made by female artists, as she wanted to highlight the feminist qualities of abject art. Among the artists were Eija-Liisa Ahtila, Cecilia Edelfalk and Nina Roos.

In 1993, the Whitney Museum in New York City held the exhibition Abject Art. One of the pieces in the exhibition was Todd Alden’s Collectors’ Shit, which consisted of sealed containers of art collectors’ faeces. The Abject is the teleoperated Otonaroid. The robot engages with the audience by talking and moving; for example the robot waves its hand and makes eye contact. When I visited the museum in Tokyo, especially children seemed to be keen to interact and engage with Otonaroid.
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Art exhibition included bodily fluids and anatomical body parts, as the curators wanted to imply the psychoanalytic theory of abject and test the borders of the art institution. Art history researcher Joseph Henry quotes the curators’ statement in the exhibition catalogue: ‘our goal is to talk dirty in the institution and degrade the atmosphere of purity and prudery’. 403

Art historian and critic Hal Foster explains the fascination with abject in the early 1990s with the then current social conditions: AIDS, poverty, crime and the collapse of the welfare state:

‘a special truth seems to reside in traumatic or abject states, in diseased or damaged bodies. To be sure, the violated body is often the evidentiary basis of important witnessing to truth, of necessary testimonials against power.’404

According to Foster, the avant-garde artists and writers of the time were attracted to abject because of their desire to disturb the structures of society and individuals. Likewise, the curator and art historian Joseph Henry sees that Kristeva’s theory responded to a specific historical moment. According to him, abject gave the means to the curators to comment on the political climate of the time and address for example gender and AIDS issues.405

Hal Foster sees that abject art has branched in two directions: to those that wish to be abject and touch the actual wound, and to those that wish to unveil the operation of abjection ‘to catch abjection in the act’. 406 However, Foster criticises the application of a theoretical concept to actual works of art and asks:

‘Can the abject be represented at all? If it is opposed to culture, can it be exposed in culture? If it is unconscious, can it be made conscious and remain abject? […] Can abject art ever escape an instrumental, indeed moralistic, use of the abject?’407

In a different vein, Joseph Henry’s detailed analysis of the abject art movement ends with him calling for a critical art movement that would not need an academic theory to back it up.

Regardless of how close the union between the theory and the actual works was and is, since the 1990s abject art has evolved into a term that is used to describe a broad variety of works, ranging from Kiki Smith’s use of menstrual blood to Cindy Sherman’s photographs that combine dolls, filth and pimples. Joseph Henry also refers to ‘abjection as an aesthetic technique.’408 For this, he takes as an example Kara Walker’s installation piece Creative Time, a sculpture depicting a sphinx-like woman coated with sugar, which melted into a bad-smelling and horrendous-looking pile of matter in the course of its exhibition.

The philosopher Carolyn Korsmeyer, who has researched aesthetics and emotion theory, offers an explanation to why artists and curators have been interested in the concept of abject. According to her, disgusting is a powerful way to make the viewer linger, and that disgust may turn into attraction.409 Furthermore, Winfried Menninghaus writes that artists have taken advantage of disgust, which is the strongest human sensation, for centuries and continue routinely to do so.410

Artworks can produce visceral responses, as Diane Gromala argues in her book Towards a Phenomenological of the Visceral in the Interactive Arts. By visceral she means ‘any sensory, cardiovascular, urogenital and especially enteric (or excretory) systems’.411 In Gromala’s own work, the viewer’s monitored heart rate and breath rate affect the actual encounter with the artwork. Gromala claims that abjection is merely one small aspect of the visceral spectrum; yet it often accounts for the strongest responses. Gromala used rotting meat in her Meat book piece to disturb viewers. The physical reactions of disgust can include for example wincing, slowing of the pulse, blinking and a galvanic skin response.412

For Korsmeyer, disgust is not just a single, and always similar, physiological reaction, but has a lot of variations from subtle to strong.413 Even though Korsmeyer writes that disgust is ‘grounded in beliefs embedded in cultural values’, she does not want to abandon the reflex character of disgust entirely either.414 Korsmeyer speculates that ‘Perhaps the slower pulse marks a tendency for disgust to make us pause over its object, to savor it with loathing’.415

According to Korsmeyer disgust has been neglected as a possible emotion leading to art apprehension. For her the aesthetic disgust does not arouse the sublime – which in aesthetics has been seen as the strongest
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The workings of 'fear' in art viewing was tested in a study conducted in Brooklyn, New York. Researchers found out that inducing fear made people appraise abstract art more positively than without. Inducing happiness did not work the same way.

"Our data suggest that art's allure may instead be a byproduct of one's tendency to be alarmed by such environmental features as novelty, ambiguity, and the fantastic. Artists may be tapping into this natural sense when their work takes people's breath away."

Negative emotions, like disgust and fear, have largely been ignored in theories of aesthetic emotions; in fact, major theories ‘cannot in principle explain emotions like anger and disgust.’ Psychologists Paul Silvia and Elizabeth Brown note that many researchers limit aesthetic emotions to include only positive emotions. They write that negative emotions are at the centre of censorship and conflicts, and artists do also try to deliberately evoke negative feelings in their audiences. ‘To be credible, a psychology of aesthetics must have something to say about how this works.’

One negative emotion that can be evoked in images and more precisely in photographs is disgust. The next section examines the concept of abject in relation to photography and to photographs depicting sickness.

### 5.5. Applying abject and photography

The reason for introducing abject in this research was a hope that it could help in explaining why some photographs are ‘too much,’ why the viewer sometimes wants to turn away and at the same time peer again. This chapter addresses the question introduced in chapter two: Why is it so uncomfortable to look at photographs that represent sickness or suffering? In other words why does a photograph depicting sickness sometimes show too much, to the extent that the viewer turns his or her gaze away – sometimes only to return to linger with fascination. To this end, I am addressing two series of works: Max Aguilera-Hellweg’s photographs of invasive surgeries and my own photographic series of disease-related removals.

#### 5.5.1. Systems and their borders

In the example at the beginning of the chapter, the man at the gallery seemed to be in a state of unease because of a photograph of a gallstone. For Kristeva, the reaction to confronting abject, spurs from culture. She points out that laws and religions base their functions on prohibiting filthy, defiling elements. Defilement is jettisoned from symbolic systems and it escapes both social rationality and logical order. According to Kristeva, what makes confronting the abject so disturbing is the thought that maybe there is no ‘clean self’ at all. Kristeva frames the thought: ‘It is as if the skin, a fragile container, no longer guaranteed the integrity of ones’ “own and clean self.” Accordingly, a gallstone outside of the body is disturbing because it is external to a body that people would like to think is whole and intact.

However, there are no universal things that are dirty or defiling for everyone, as Mary Douglas writes in *Purity and Danger*. She stresses: ‘that there is no such thing as dirt, no single item is dirty apart from a particular system of classification in which it does not fit.’ In other words, defilement and dirt only exist if there is a system that excludes them, which makes the system a precondition for abject.

In making the Removals series, in which I photographed removed tumours, gallstones and cancers at two hospitals in Tampere, there was no abject experience for me. I think this was because I was so focused and intrigued...
by how the removed tumors looked and too occupied with making the picture, most of the time, I had only a few minutes to take the photograph before the tumour would be sent to examination.

One time in the hospital in Tampere, while getting ready to take a photograph of the removed gallstone in the corner of the room, an operating room nurse refers to me half-jokingly as a ‘pervert’. She adds that it is unnatural to value filth. However, Kristeva argues:

‘The abject is perverse because it neither gives up nor assumes a prohibition, a rule, or a law, but turns them aside, misleads, corrupts, uses them, takes advantage of them, the better to deny them.’

Kristeva’s idea is that the abject and abjection refuse to obey cultural prohibitions or laws, and question borders as such, regardless of whether the border is between life and death, inside and outside, mother and father, or nature and culture. Abject compromises the very borders of our own body and identity, which is the disturbing part. In other words, abject questions the borders that ultimately constitute us.


‘I realized I was in the presence of the most intimate, most vulnerable, most inviolate thing I had ever seen. The spinal cord had never been seen light, wasn’t meant to see light, and at this moment was bathed in light. My first impulse, I must confess, was to spit. To defile it in some way. Bring it down to my level. I didn’t of course, but I felt I was in the presence of something so precious, so amazing, so powerful, so pure. I couldn’t bear the intensity:

“What is it?” I asked. “What is it made of?”

“It is like a sausage,” the surgeon said, “with toothpaste inside.”’

Aguilera-Hellweg writes that he wanted to defile the pure. For him, the disturbing part was the spinal cord outside of its normal context and its symbolic order. Similarly, the French photographer Raphaël Dallaporta is supposed to see light. In Chapter Three that the heart removed during the autopsy was not supposed to see light.

‘The beauty of the body stops at the skin. If men could see what is beneath the skin, as with the lynx of Boeotia, they would shudder at the sight of a woman. All that grace consists of mucus and blood, humors and bile. If you think of what is hidden in the nostrils, in the throat, and in the belly, you will find only filth. And if it revolts you to touch mucus or dung with your fingertip, how could we desire to embrace the sack that contains that dung?’

In psychological research, skin as a border between the inside and outside of ‘self’ has been examined by Paul Rozin and April E. Fallon. According to them, the biological ‘bodily self’ is roughly bordered with skin, and the mouth is the most charged border between self and non-self. For example, saliva and other bodily fluids are acceptable as long as they are within the borders of the self, but as soon as they are outside, they become disgusting. To put in an everyday context, think about eating soup: in one’s mouth the soup will be mixed up with saliva, swallowed and incorporated into one’s system. What if one would have spat in the soup before eating it? Rozin and Fallon conducted a small study where they asked people to rate how much they liked a bowl of soup versus the same bowl of soup after the participants had themselves spat in their own soups. The result showed that the ratings dropped with 49 of the 50 subjects.

This result made Rozin and Fallon speculate where exactly is the border: ‘[...] if the tongue is extended, with chewed food on it, is it acceptable to return the food to the mouth, or has it passed into the outside world?’ The border of the ‘self’ is not necessary fixed but rather a fluid state, for example a mother’s reaction to her infant’s faeces or lovers’ loss of disgust to each other’s body odours and sexual fluids: ‘these intimate relations may weaken disgust by blurring the self-other distinction.’ Paul and Rozin are concentrating on disgust in a very concrete sense in their article, but their thoughts still connect with Kristeva’s writings about abjection where the borders of the body and identity become questioned and contested on a more abstract level.

Aguilera-Hellweg was disturbed but fascinated by the things he saw. After eight years of working on the project, he enrolled at medical school to become a doctor, but later returned once more to photography and art. In addition to his artistic works, Aguilera-Hellweg has photographed sick children, doctors, and various medical conditions, for a number of international magazines.

Why did Aguilera-Hellweg want to share the photographs of invasive surgeries with other people? For, he had realised early on that he could not show his photographs to just anyone: a woman had broken into tears and a photo editor had gone white. Richard Selzer writes in the prologue of Aguilera-Hellweg’s book: ‘It is not the beautiful or the sublime that is celebrated here; it is the forbidden, the truth incarnate before which even a physician’s heart may quail.’ Aguilera-Hellweg writes that he wanted to continue his project for those people who could not bear to look at them: ‘I hoped to provide a visual text by which one might become less afraid of the body, medicine, and, ultimately, less afraid of death.’

In the epilogue of the Aguilera-Hellweg’s book, A.D. Coleman notes that confronting the images was for him ‘a form of existential free fall’, which is something that Kristeva also writes on:

‘My body extricates itself, as being alive, from that border. Such wastes drop so that I might live, until, from loss to loss, nothing remains in me and my entire body falls beyond the limit – cadere, cadaver.’

In this existential experience Korsmeyer sees the very potentiality of aesthetic disgust ‘It teases consciousness and the limits of tolerance, and it acquaintances us with the common determinator of organic life and eventual loss of identity.’ For her, herein lies the potential of disgust and it acquaintances us with the common determinator of organic life and the transition of life and death. Contesi sees that this can indeed be the case with some things that elicit disgust, but not with all. As an example, Contesi uses moral disgust. However, Contesi is unable to deny that there could be aesthetic value in disgust.

When photographs of removed breast cancer tissue or open surgery wounds throw people off balance, and ask them to question their body image, how do they cope with these feelings? The cultural historian Sander L. Gilman argues in his book Disease and Representation: Images of Illness from Madness to AIDS that the Western way to cope with the fear of a disease, of collapse and dissolution, is to project in onto the world, by locating and domesticating it.

Accordingly, as he points out, we do not need to see a physical picture to be appalled by the image of it. For her, herein lies the potential of disgust to transform into pleasure as it loses its aversive features. According to Korsmeyer, the possible residue, remaining from the once disgusting features, deepens the experience of the encounter. The philosopher Filippo Contesi objects to Korsmeyer’s way of linking disgust to mortality and to the transition of life and death. Contesi sees that this can indeed be the case with some things that elicit disgust, but not with all. As an example, Contesi uses moral disgust. However, Contesi is unable to deny that there could be aesthetic value in disgust.

When considering the man’s reaction at the gallery, it is noteworthy that he was disgusted only after he knew what was in the photograph (a gallstone instead of a peanut). This brings us to the question of a photograph’s inherent qualities and to the question of representation. One solution is to differentiate between a picture and an image as W.J.T. Mitchell does.

Mitchell is a scholar who is devoted to critical theory in the arts. According to Mitchell, a picture is the physical and material thing on the gallery wall, whereas an image is the visual and mental formation of the thing in question. Accordingly, as he points out, we do not need to see a physical picture to be appalled by the image of it. He uses as an example Chris Ofili’s painting The Holy Virgin Mary, which is partly made out of elephant dung. People were offended by the painting on the basis of its description. Korsmeyer notes that, in a similar manner, people can be really disgusted ‘even when we know the intentional object of disgust is a fiction’. When it comes down to it, is Barthes’ punctum or Lacan’s tuché in the picture or not? Hal Foster interprets that:

‘This confusion about the location of the rupture, tuché, or punctum is a confusion of subject and the world, inside and outside. It is an aspect of trauma; indeed it may be this confusion that is traumatic.’

Although we do not need a physical picture to be able to react to an image, a picture is often the precondition for the image to be possible, for the image to become object. Next I will concentrate on how a photograph can be object.
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5.5.2. A photograph as abject

This section examines the photograph's ability to induce abject in practice. I propose that photographs are potent in their ability to become abject because of their proximity. Aurel Kolnai drafted already in 1929 that for an object to appear disgusting there has to be ‘substantial proximity’ to the perceiver. By this he means: ‘proximity as sensual perceivability, as palpability, as the closeness of functional relation, traffic, communion with the object.’

Susan Sontag compares in her book On Photography her experience of seeing a real three-hour surgical operation in China, where nine-tenths of a man’s stomach was removed, to Antonioni’s documentary film Chung Kuo, where a less gory surgical operation is shown. Seeing the real surgery did not make Sontag flinch but the one in the movie did. Sontag points out two things. In a real situation, people can decide where and how they focus their gaze, while in photography and film it is not the case. Also film and photography condense time, so than an hours-long surgical operation lasts only a few minutes or just one exposure. According to Sontag, photography and film have the means to amplify the real.

However, there are preconditions for a photograph to be abject. First, a system or a category is needed for abject to exist in the first place. By this I do not mean tangible characteristics of a photograph, but the underlying presuppositions rooted in each culture. This system can be for example the bodily self, divided by the skin into an outside and inside, or a categorisation between health and illness, or the division between nature and culture. However, borders are not always fixed but relatively fluid. Also, as Sontag writes, the act of photographing is to make something part of an and culture. However, borders are not always fixed but relatively fluid. Also, as Sontag writes, the act of photographing is to make something part of an information system because photography in itself is a tool for classifying.

Secondly, an unsafe context prevents the viewer from feeling at ease. A photograph of an adult pissing on a table is easier to look at in a catalogue than in a newspaper. Redley argues that a mundane context makes horror appear more effectively. Biernoff writes about blurring the line between art and medical images in her essay Flesh Poems, which explores Henry Tonk’s drawn portraits of the facial reconstructions of badly wounded soldiers. Biernoff states that these pictures draw attention to the ambivalent nature of the representational practices themselves. She points out that at the very moment when photographs of suffering or the diseased are shown beyond the medical context, ‘they begin to ask questions of us’ and ‘confronts us with the limits of spectatorship, curiosity, understanding and empathy.’ A photograph of an amputated leg is probably not so disturbing in a medical leaflet, or in a commercial for Halloween store, as it is on a gallery wall. However, whether an art gallery is an unsafe context depends on what kind of a system one thinks art gallery is.

In psychoanalytic terms, context could be seen as Hal Foster looks at Lacan’s screen. ‘Call it the conventions of art, the schemata of representation, the codes of visual culture, this screen mediates the object-gaze for the subject, but it also protects the subject from this object-gaze [. . .] and tames it in an image.’

Taming or numbing can also happen in the form of repetition as discussed in Chapter Two: smokers become accustomed to seeing detailed colour images of lung and mouth cancers on the side of their cigarette packets.

Thirdly, a feeling of proximity is needed for disgust to make its appearance: ‘the thing has been there.’ Photographs’ indexicality is entwined with the knowledge of how they are made: rays of light reflected from the thing photographed reacting to a matter (film or sensor) and ‘it is this knowledge that makes it an index – not, therefore, the immediate experience of it,’ Francois Brunet argues. He wants to underscore that for a photograph to be able to represent its subject we need to know the way it has been made.

Finnish scholar Janne Seppänen, who has researched the ontology of photographs, summarises that a photograph does not just re-present something that was outside of it, but that this outside thing is also present in the photograph. According to him, this paradox makes the photographic representation blurry; the viewer does not really know which one he or she is experiencing, the thing photographed or its representation. When researchers try to explain why photographs can evoke disgust or become abject, they often actually tangle with the question of the representation. It is often either the context of the photograph or its indexicality that gets highlighted, sometimes both.
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For example, Alan Radley highlights that photographs of sickness are disturbing because ‘we are used to reading these as if they were direct quotes from reality’. Likewise cultural theorist Suzannah Biernoff states: ‘photographs of suffering somehow contain or embody their subjects; and that they therefore carry a burden of care’. This ‘somehow’ remains unexplained.

Kristeva highlights the ambiguity of abjection, by saying that it: ‘does not radically cut off the subject from what threatens it – on the contrary, abjection acknowledges it to be in perpetual danger’. Danger is very present in eating a puffer fish, which Korsmeyer uses as an example. Puffer fish is a Japanese delicacy that remains highly toxic if not prepared in the right way. In the correct preparation of the fish, some of the neurotoxins are deliberately left in, so that the eater’s lips and tongue get numb, as a sweet reminder of the possible danger. Korsmeyer writes that this danger is said to make the eating of the puffer fish even more enjoyable. Perhaps a similar hint of reality (indexicality) is what makes horrible photographs such powerful images – and even enjoyable.

‘When I study these images, I feel like I am absorbing poison from their surface. Or, in one of Bataille’s own metaphors, they are like the sun: they actively hurt my eyes, they are hard just to see without wincing,’ James Elkins writes about looking at the images of lingqí.

Lingqí (also lingchi), sometimes translated as ‘death by a thousand cuts’, is a Chinese torture and execution method whereby parts of the body are sliced away while the person is still alive. The images Elkins refers to, the same images about which Bataille writes in *Tears of Eros*, are black and white photographs taken in Beijing in 1905. The photographs are extremely hard to look at. For Elkins, these photographs, because it is unbearable to look at them, become essential to photography itself. He writes:

‘These photographs surround photography: they are at one limit of what photography is, at its boundary, and they are also, I think, at the very center of what photography is.’

Despite the frequent interpretation that many scholars make about horrible photographs reminding us of our own mortality or bringing forth our fear of dying, it is maybe not death that haunts us but life, as philosopher Eugene Thacker suggests in his book *In the Dust of This Planet*. He reminds us that how we are to define it adequately. The disturbing and haunting part is perhaps exactly this unknowing, the arbitrary construction of a border.

In conclusion, both the photograph of a removed gallstone and the other of a surgical cut revealing the spinal cord have qualities to disturb (the lingqí photographs do more than disturb, they haunt), and these qualities enable them to become abject mainly because of their proximity. With these images, the viewer may encounter the limits of his or her being. Following Kristeva’s writings, what get contested are a clear-cut identity and the intact body image, as the border between outside and inside is destroyed.

In this chapter I have concentrated on images of open surgeries and removed body parts, on images that are difficult for many Western people, but not necessarily found repulsive in other cultures. In addition, there is a multitude of representations of sickness, many of which are less disgusting, less difficult. However, when contrasting how Kristeva defines abject and how Sander L. Gilman writes about how we look at representations of the diseased in general, they have a lot in common (and a common inspiration in Mary Douglas’s *Purity and Danger*): ‘How we see the diseased, the mad, the polluting is a reflex of our own sense of control and the limits inherent in that sense of control.’

---
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6. Discussion
To answer my research question, how is sickness represented in art photography, I will first summarise and contemplate on the new information provided by the diagram in Chapter Three, evaluate the diagram's usability, look at the new knowledge in relation to previous research, then consider the possible reasons for being disturbed by the images studied in Chapter Five, and finally discuss the shape artistic research has taken in this dissertation. I will also trace the development of my own artworks in relation to the theoretical research.

Applying anthropologist Arthur Kleinman's definitions of sickness, illness and disease to contemporary art photography works shows that the majority of the recent – that is, made during the last 20 years – Western art photography works are concentrated on illness experiences, as the diagram in Chapter Three shows. In addition to the abundance of illness stories, there are a number, although a minority, of photographic artworks taking a different point of view, either focusing on the institutional, historical or political aspects of sickness or representing disease objective-like.

The diagram I constructed from Arthur Kleinman's definitions is a tentative tool to evaluate artworks from the perspective of what they are trying to say in the context of culture and society, and what their main message is in relation to sickness. As a tool, the diagram made evident how hard it is to interpret artwork, as I had to reposition and rethink many of the artworks multiple times, and the diagram inevitably lead to stripping the artworks of other contemporary aspects and looking at them only through the frame of sickness, thus this perspective is a result of a conscious methodological choice.

The diagram allows artworks to be placed not exclusively under one category but between two, towards another or in the middle, which makes even subtle differences between the works more noticeable. In addition, all the works in the diagram are positioned in relation to each other, which also means that adding a new artwork could have the effect of demanding that the others must move relatively in the diagram. This makes the diagram time-consuming to use. Nevertheless, the diagram helped me to tweak differences and discern nuances of the artworks I would not have noticed otherwise.

In the beginning my aim was to make the diagram three dimensional, to add a timeline spanning the representations of health and sickness to death and beyond, as from the start it became evident that most artworks are made when the disease is already or is becoming life threatening. From all the works in the diagram, more than half address diseases that can be fatal. There are no works on the common cold, or other ‘nuisances’. A timeline would offer a way to look at sickness more in detail in relation to the passage of time, which ultimately can also be seen as life itself, if we recall Merriam-Webster’s definition of life as ‘the period of time when a person is alive.’ In addition, as Thacker writes, if we look at life as a never-ending source, it morphs into another ultimatum, namely time. Time is also something that kept coming up in the artworks, for example Nan Goldin says in the introduction interview in the Hospice book: 'I realized that the only thing that separates me from the dying is time.'

This intertwining of time and corporeal life fascinated me when making White Rabbit Fever where I constructed two timelines. The first is a sequence of a rabbit decaying over a course of one hundred days, slowly dissolving into the surroundings, as I wanted to pose the question when a corpse stops being a corpse – at what point does it cease to exist? The second timeline presents sequences of four different biologically immortal (non-aging) cancer cells lines dividing and multiplying in a cell culture bottle and in microscopic sequences presented in books. One of the documented cell lines is the famous HeLa cell line, originating from an American woman Henrietta Lacks, who died in 1951. Her cancer cells are still growing and used in a variety of research; it is now estimated that her cells have been grown in the tens of thousands of kilograms. Each cell has her DNA (although mutated).

Furthermore, a timeline could be a way to examine artworks from the point of view of health and illness co-existing, rather than opposing each other. This could reveal more nuances and differences in the artworks. However, adding the timeline to create a third dimension in the current diagram became too complex to retain accuracy. The solution could be to include fewer artworks in the diagram.

Stripping the diagram down to its very basics, what it does, is the following: it takes a structure (sickness) and divides it into three variables, with each tip of the triangle representing the most concentrated value of one of the three variables. Points inside the triangle represent mixtures of the three variables. On the basis of my experience using the diagram it could be applied to other themes as well, for example sex / gender / experience of sex/gender could tentatively work. Another perspective and a suggestion for further study would be to analyse the representations of sickness in relation to representations of the human body in general. This kind of analysis could reveal patterns and aesthetic choices that this research has not.

6.1. Autopathographies

Kleinman defines sickness as a blanket term that contains political, economic, and institutional power structures, disease as a biological dysfunction, and illness as the culturally constructed experience of being sick. Applying these definitions to photographic artworks about sickness, my diagram shows that the majority of Western contemporary photography artworks on sickness approach the theme through illness experience. In more than thirty of them, the main message is to express the experience of being ill. This is almost half of all the works (67). There are at least three reasons that can help to explain this tendency. First, as the philosopher Havi Carel proposes, illness can have a significant philosophical role in a person’s life because illness radically changes the way we experience our bodies, environment, relationships and time; illness is ‘a compulsive invitation to philosophize.’ This could be one of the reasons why artists have felt compelled to create art about or around their own or their family member’s illness. Thomas Coaser calls these personal narrative works on illness autopathographies.

For example, photographer Nancy Borowick writes in the statement of her series: ‘One can only truly understand and appreciate life when faced with one’s own mortality.’ Similarly, photographer Ruth Adams writes that her images aim to show: ‘that the journey can be one of physical and spiritual recovery instead of a spiral into illness and despair.’ In addition, and secondly, as the medicalised society concentrates on the biological body and fixing its measurable dysfunctions, there is a vacuum for artists to explore and represent the neglected illness experience, the experience of suffering faced especially in 1980s. In a nutshell, portraying one’s own suffering is a way to avoid moral controversy, as the ethics of the artwork could just as well not show their body, or photograph someone else’s body.

However, even if ‘a compulsion to philosophize’ would encourage artists to make art about their sickness in general, it does not explain why they place themselves or their close relatives in the photographs. This is the case in the majority of the illness stories in my diagram (24 out of 32). For a photography artist who regularly uses her or his own body in art, such as Mark Morrisroe, this seems natural, but what about all the other artists? They could just as well not show their body, or photograph someone else’s body.

A possible explanation can be traced to the critique which representations of suffering faced especially in 1980s. In a nutshell, portraying one’s own illness is a way to avoid moral controversy, as the ethics of the artwork are unlikely to be questioned. As the previous research cited in my thesis shows, for almost forty years researchers in different fields have made suggestions, claims and moral arguments about how sickness, and suffering in general, should or should not be portrayed in art photography. The biggest controversy circles around showing the actual sufferer or sufferers. As cited in Chapter Two, researchers agree that it is morally acceptable to show suffering and sick people if the message of the image is ‘stop this’, while others argue that photography can only ever say: ‘what a beautiful world’. However, this moral debate has no cause to fire up when the photographic artwork is about one’s own illness due to the sensitivity for criticising someone’s personal experience, as noted by for example Charlotte Cotton.

There is also another way to steer clear from the endless moral debate; the moral questions are only raised when the images show real, actual people – real suffering. When the circumstances are staged, when the sufferer is staged, the photograph becomes, at least for Sontag, anti-war and anti-suffering. Despite this, 44 artworks from the 67 mapped are documentary, meaning that they show the actual sick people (or parts of them) without deliberately added elements or props. While Henry Peach Robinson brought in the 1800s that it would have been too much to show a real sick person, today it is common. Is sickness so serious or unwanted as a theme that staging it is out of the question, or does the theme only occur to artist when they themselves or their loved ones are sick?

Examining the previous research and considering the ethical issues prompted me towards photographing actual used radiation therapy masks on an anonymous model (Leftover) instead of photographing only the mask or adding actual cancer patients into the work, as I wanted to look at the topic without a specific illness experience or ill person.

In addition to the illness works, there are works that approach the theme differently. The anthology Clinic (2008) is the biggest individual contributor for looking at the theme of sickness differently. Its nine artworks take sickness and/or disease as their approach. One of them is Stefan Ruiz’s Emergency, a work that instead of taking ‘a doctor’s point of view’ or ‘a patient’s point of view’ combines them both into a laconic series where everyone is photographed the same way, united by the situation.

Repetition is common in the works depicting disease, for example the works by Dallaporta, Zhaohui and Sundhoff. These works are conceptual, and formally systematic. This repetition can also be a way to create coherence or a category or a class, where the individual photographs make one whole. In addition, repetition can be used as a method to purposefully make the images less effective (less shocking for example) and to integrate them into everyday life. Also, this type of approach can be a way to comment on the historical and contemporary uses of photography as a tool of classification by the authorities. Another reason for this
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6.2. Life in death

In the previous research cited in Chapter Two, death and mortality are often used to explain the fear of sickness as well as the uneasiness when confronted with representations of the sick. Various scholars have proposed that the photographs depicting sickness, illness and disease disturb us because they remind us of our own mortality and awaken our fear of death, or our fear of our loved ones’ possible deaths (for example O’Neill 2011, Radley 2009, Biernoff 2012).

Nonetheless, there is another way to think; what if it is not death that is terrifying, but life. Aurel Kolnai proposed that death doesn’t disturb us, but life in death; the maggots eating rotten flesh, the life that invades death. 467 For Kolnai, the state at which something once whole begins to fall apart and dissolve, that is when things get disgusting. 468 In other words, it is not dying that bothers us but rather that the parts that once constructed a body can transform to something else, or go on living like the HeLa cells. Eugene Thacker suggests that, what haunts us is life and living as they are still unresolved questions. 469 Perhaps the disturbing part is this unknowing, the arbitrary construction of a border. And this unknowing is what abject forces us to face.
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6.3. The difficult photographs

In this research, I have sought the answer to some photographs’ ability to evoke aversion especially from Kristeva’s and Bataille’s abject, but also from Freud’s uncanny and Menninghaus’ disgust to Misselhorn’s aesthetic disgust. There is no definite answer to be offered, but suggestions. As the works cited in Chapter Five indicate, people learn to be disgusted, and they can unlearn it too; seeing the same photograph again rarely has the same effect as the first time; and also the acceptance that borders are unfixed can change one’s perception. Disgust can turn into fascination, inspiration and discovery. It changes the perceiver more than the thing perceived.

I suggest in Chapter Five that photographs have the ability to be disgusting, uncanny and abject because of their proximity. This proximity essentially stems from photographs’ indexicality, their ability to embody and represent something outside the image as cited in Chapter Five. By proximity I mean nearness in time, space or relationship.

First, photographs can condense time, dramatise it, or freeze what would be otherwise fleeting, and they are seen to have a direct link to specific moments in time. Secondly, photographs are compared and looked at in relation to our physical surroundings. Because photographs offer a fixed, non-negotiable viewpoint and leave the viewer with only two options – to look or not to look – this gives them the ability to transform normal things into uncanny. This is achieved, for example, by showing everyday things from a perspective that looks odd or horrifying, as in Kathryn Parker
Almanas’ photographs in which fabric and fruit are made to look like the aftermath of an autopsy or surgery.

Thirdly, photographs can feel physically linked to our being; people are reluctant to tear up or throw away photographs of loved ones, as cited in Chapter Five. And this mental and physical proximity of photographs is why they can become uncanny and disgusting, as the mere closeness of them threatens to immerse people in it or contaminate them.

However, for a photograph to be abject, it has to be seen in an unsafe context that prevents the viewer from feeling at ease, meaning for example that it is different to look at an image of skin cancer in a medical leaflet compared with in an art gallery. In addition abject is rooted in culture (which also means it can differ from culture to culture); there can be no abject in the first place without borders, classifications or definitions. In other words, something has to be defined as ‘clean’ in order there to be ‘dirtiness’ and the ‘dirtier than dirty’ – abject – that questions the whole initial definition as discussed in Chapter Five: With regards to this research, seeing a photograph of a human heart outside a human body, for example, can be disturbing.

The concept of abject helps to draw attention to the culturally learned and constructed borders, and especially when combined with disgust research, helps to explain some aspects of why some things, ideas or photographs – depicting diseased body and/or its parts – can disturb.

There are still many things left to explain. For example, the effect of repetition when it comes to photographs of sickness and suffering; they numb, but what is the mechanism and how is it linked to denial and acceptance? As I proposed, photographs’ proximity makes them potent to be abject but what else does this proximity do when it comes to representation?

Defining and classifying is a use of power, as Chapters Two and Three remind us; defining something as illness, or to define someone sick, affects not only individual lives but the whole society. But this defining and categorising is also human nature, according to Mary Douglas, it is a way to make the world understandable, and makes people feel safe; borders bring order to chaos. When these safe borders get tested people might feel very uncomfortable as Chapter Five shows. Defining something as healthy and disease, which can been seen to emphasise the medical point of view on sickness, the dominant point of view. However, the aim has not been to reinforce how things are but to show how the dominant view is constructed and how it is represented, portrayed, and also challenged in photographic art. My aim has been to open a discussion and give inspiration for thought-provoking works that can challenge the dominant view of thinking and looking at sickness, and open up possibilities for new kinds of representations; for bolder, more critical, more ironic and funnier artworks on sickness (and health).

Having the medical anthropological definitions as a starting point has also had an effect on my artworks. I have collaborated with scientists instead of patients as I have aimed to trace the borders of the definitions, and tried to look into areas where the majority of artists haven’t looked. In addition, photography as a medium is inherently intertwined with science and art through its historical and contemporary use, and the more I collaborated with scientist the more it became evident that both art and science have research and experimentation as their base.

6.4. The dialogue

In artistic research, the artworks and the research do not form a pattern or follow a sequential line but take place simultaneously, testing and commenting on each other. As performance artist and researcher Maiju Loukola defines, artistic research proceeds in an unpredictable way. Thus, as noted before, to make the research reliable, and to position it in relation to other artistic research projects, it is necessary to write out what the required dialogue is with regards to this dissertation.

I have adopted the role of connector; rather than seeing making art and conducting research as separate activities, I am looking where they come together, as at heart they are both rooted in investigation. I can textually examine the writings of disgust, and the artworks can examine the experience through the tactile and corporeal and gut. As noted in the first chapter artistic research starts from the premise that it changes the thing researched, in this way making artworks and making research are not much different; they both create. In addition, as cited in Chapter One, photography is inherently intertwined with the construction of borders, as photography is itself a tool for classifying.

In this dissertation I have used Kleinman’s definitions of sickness, illness and disease, which can been seen to emphasise the medical point of view on sickness, the dominant point of view. However, the aim has not been to reinforce how things are but to show how the dominant view is constructed and how it is represented, portrayed, and also challenged in photographic art. My aim has been to open a discussion and give inspiration for thought-provoking works that can challenge the dominant view of thinking and looking at sickness, and open up possibilities for new kinds of representations; for bolder, more critical, more ironic and funnier artworks on sickness (and health).
artistic research is inherently interdisciplinary and/or transdisciplinary; in other words it connects. When looking back at the four years spent making this dissertation, it has been an active quest of looking for connections and relationships between disciplines, ideas and modes of experiencing, looking at abject in relation to the emotion of disgust, considering fear of death in relation to biological immortality, combining tactile with space, and even physically melting used radiotherapy masks together.

My practice comes close to Finnish artist and scholar Lauri Anttila’s working method: for Anttila the camera is a measuring tool. As he sees it, scientific observations concentrate on specific sectors of the world, whereas artistic observations aim for an all-encompassing view by combining intuition and cognition. Anttila uses scientific methods to create art, and his goal is nothing more than to reunite science and art. In my works, for example in White Rabbit Fever I set out to document the growth of cancer cells in a scientific, controlled way, but to use the sequences to build a larger view on immortality.

The role of connector can also be seen as a form of dialogue that draws attention to corporeality of connecting that happens not only on an abstract level but also in practice. A connector is not bound to pre-existing roles, and so, instead of acting within the roles of an artist and researcher, a connector can build her or his own role and look from the outside to see where the two positions already overlap (both investigative practices) and also actively create new connections between them. For example, in my research by collaborating with the professor Andersson and creating new ways to experience and think about mutated human cells.

In this research I have connected parts from anthropology, psychoanalysis, psychology, social psychology, sociology, neuroscience, biology and art. For example, Kleinman’s definitions were very useful in analysing artworks and they enabled me to see differences that I would not have noticed otherwise. Thus, naturally when using definitions from different disciplines, one has to be careful to understand the terms adequately, as failing to do so can lead to misinterpretations or biases.

In the introduction of this research I quote Teemu Mäkö’s article in which he writes that becoming conscious of existing theories and practices is like getting a new sense. This sounded too grandiose when I started this research. Now I have to admit that making this dissertation has made me aware and attentive to perspectives and details I was previously unable to see. For example, I was able to notice the visual critique against the stereotypical way

In the ongoing work Volunteer 4 (Hydra) I am growing and documenting Hydra, immortal fresh-water polyps, with the aid of professor of biology Robert B. Silver at a laboratory in Syracuse, US. It is a collaboration that combines scientific incentives and art, and also the planned outcome is two-fold, as we aim to make a contribution to scientific research as well as to create artwork that comments on the general practice of science-making and presents a view on immortality.

Hydra do not seem to age at all – making them biologically immortal. However, they can die. During the first week and a half of the project, approximately 30 Hydra died. The majority of them were eaten by microstomum flatworms that had somehow gotten into one of the Hydra culture jars. In addition, two Hydra, which I named Volunteer 4 and Volunteer 7, went missing and remain so.

In addition, Hydra are superstars of regeneration as they can regrow into a full animal from a group of cells. In our first experiments we bisected and trisected green (chlorohydra viridissima) and brown (hydra littoralis) Hydra, and documented their regeneration. The image Head 2 shows the head part of a trisected brown Hydra. Hydra are also able to clone themselves. They ‘bud’ their clone from their sides.

Cloning and immortality are also attributes of One of Them Is a Human. The portrait shown here was taken at Ishiguro Laboratory, Department of Systems Innovation at Osaka University in Japan. It depicts Erica (Erato Ishiguro Symbiotic Human-Robot Interaction Project), who is an autonomous conversational robot. All the four photographs in the piece are taken so that the robots look as human as possible as I wish to evoke conversation on what it is to be human or alive, and also question what a photographic portrait can or cannot tell from its subject.

In the video clip the robots speak of their science making and being clones. It is created in collaboration with the professor of computer science Robert B. Silver at a laboratory in Syracuse, US. It is a collaboration that combines scientific incentives and art, and also the planned outcome is two-fold, as we aim to make a contribution to scientific research as well as to create artwork that comments on the general practice of science-making and presents a view on immortality.

In this research I have noticed the visual critique against the stereotypical way of being sick in artworks, detecting conceptual choices in artworks depicting disease, and thinking of immortal life as manifested in cancer cell lines. Making this dissertation has also made me more tolerant and more intrigued about artworks that I had previously deemed uninteresting. The research has also illustrated how much there is still to know.
To conclude, making this dissertation, in addition to gaining a new sense, has expanded the limits of my artist-researcher practice; methods, concepts and collaborations I previously found difficult or complicated, are now possible.
Maija Tammi: "Head 2. From the series Volunteer 4 (Hydra), 2017 – ongoing."

Maija Tammi: "One of Them is o Human #1, 2017. (Erica: Ena Ishiguro Symbiotic Human-Robot Interaction Project.)"
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